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Confrontation in Colorado 
BY EMILY WOLF AND 

STEPHANIE TIDWELL 
precariously from the apex, cheerfully 
determined to stop VA in its tracks. 

Vol. 19, No. 7 
$3.50 

A coalition of forest defenders con
verged on Vail to stymie Vail 
Associate's (VA) greed-motivated plans 
of wanton devastation in pursuit of 
the. almighty dollar. After the EF! 
Round River Rendezvous in Colorado, 
abou~ 40 Earth First!ers from around 
the ccmntry joined members of An
cient Forest Rescue (AFR) and the Coa
lition to Stop v·ail Expansion at the 
"Anti-Vail Resorts" basecamp. July 1 
was · scheduled to be the first day of 
cutting, and activists prepared to de
fend this critical biological corridor. 

Moments before the sun peered over 
the Gore Range of the Continental Di
vide, several stealthy activists eluded 
intense security and raised a majestic 
30-foot tripod in a strategically located 
bottleneck on the front side of Vail 
Mountain. AFR activist Bobcat swung 

Immediately, the US Forest Service 
and VA conspired to call in a "cherry . 
picker" to bring Bobcat down. How
ever, the activists had far different 
plans for the picker; as it rounded the 
final switch back approaching the tri
pod, San Diego EF!er Mookie locked 
himself onto the axle with a handy U
lock. As Mookie was cut loose from the 
axle with blow torches, he bravely 
sang renditions of "We Shall Not Be 
Moved" in both English and Spanish. 
When the picker reached the tripod, 
Emily Wolf locked herself to the bas
ket with a "black bear" lockbox-a 
miraculous move considering all the 
law enforcement officers present. 

Hard-core road blockade to prevent Vail Assosiate's ski area expansion and the logging of lynx habitat 

The Cat III Free State was solidi{ied! 

ties. Nicole Rosmarino from Rocky 
Mountain Animal Defense became 
well acquainted with the intimate parts 
of the cherry picker, while EF!er As
paragus held down the fort from 25 
feet above ground. 

For five awe-inspiring days the Free 
State held its ground, as several folks 
relieved the lockdown and tripod du-

Savages Strike a Blow Against 

"Riot on, dudes!" 

C 't· l' 'i~ apr.··· it :! a< I .· ·s--·:· mr ·. " • . ' ' •• • < ~ ' 
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BY MARK L YNAS 

The Group of Eight (G8) Summit, which took place on June 18-20 in 
Cologne, Germany, is an annual meeting of the world's leading 
industrial nations: Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, 
Japan, Russia and the United States. The leaders of the eight countries 
come together to coordinate their political and economic policies in order 
to help grease the gears of globalization. The Summit's neocolonial 
agenda includes expanding free trade, developing strategies for fighting 
"terrorism, " and the Third World debt crisis. The actions that occurred 
worldwide on June 18 were a protest against the globalization of capital. 

When Mexico's Zapatista rebels surged out of the mountains 
and jungles of Chiapas to occupy San Cristobal de las Casas, they 
probably had little idea that their revolt would eventually trans
form itself into the beginnings of a global revolution. 

On January 1, 1994, the_ideas were formed which, five years 
later, would help galvanize an unprecedented coalition of envi
ronmentalists, anarchists and reformists to hold a global day of 
protest on June 18. No one, not even Reclaim the Streets, one of 
the principal organizing forces behind the United Kingdom's 
actions, expected the day to end with the financial heart of 

. London looking like a battle zone. As dramatic as that scene was, 
that's not all that happened that d&y. • 

In Nigeria, 10,000 people braved military repression in Port 
Harcourt to march to the gates of Shell Oil and hear a speech by 
Owens Wiwa, brother of the executed Ogonileader Ken Saro~Wiwa. 
Half a world away in Tel Aviv, hundreds held a peaceful street 
carnival where torches were lit for the victims of corporate rule. 

In Gujarat, Pakistan, union leaders in disguise evaded police 
cordons to speak at a rally demanding "bread not nuclear bombs." 
In Minsk, Belarus, McDonald's was picketed by leafletters. In 
Montevideo, Uruguay, the main square of the town's financial 
centre was converted into a trade fair covering issues as diverse as 
education, child labor, consumerism and community radio. 

There were street parties all over the world in towns as 
diverse as Toronto, Los Angeles, Madrid, Prague, Zurich, 

} Amsterdam, San Francisco, New York, Austin (Texas) and 
~ Barcelona. In almost all cases, the targets were centers of 
§ financial capital. In Geneva 50 protesters washed a few banks 
~with brushes and soap(?), and in Madrid and Vancouver the 
~- stock exchanges were blockaded by hundreds of people, . 

including a group of dead wombats in Melbourne. 

continued on page 7 

In the wee morning hours of July 6, 
a "batmobile" was erected on the back 
access to Cat III, effectively blocking 
all access to the Two Elk roadless area. 

continued on· page 16 
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"Dink, dink, dink •.. " Many of the groups that grew out ·of the Civil rights 
That's the sound of a fruitless endeavor. More spe- movement,suchastheBlackPanthers,theYoungLbrds,the 

cifically, it's the sound of a sledgehammer striking a I:.eague of Revolutionary Black Workers,the Brown Berets 
nuciear warheadiri order to display symbolic disap- andwhite workingclassradicals,weretrulygroundedinthe 
proval of the military-industrial complex. We feel it's day-to-dayneedsoftheircommunities. Theyorganizedartd 
also the way Earth First! sounds to the majority of carried out"legal and illegal activities not based on rhetoric The Earth First! Journal is published by 
working and poor people in this country. · ofdirectaction, violenceorsabotageinanabstract, theoreti- an editorial staff from within the Earth 

The radl.cal rheton·c that seems to be the flavor of the al b. " t th ood f th . o· First! movement. Entire contents are copy-c context, ut tO e g · o e commumty. rrect righted 1999. Weallowreprintingifcredit 
1 month for the Earth First! movement is like trying to bake action, sabotage and violence happened, but were not as is given, except for those articles specifi-

bread before the grains have even been planted. What's vital as the free breakfast programs, literacy programs, union cally copyrighted by the author. Art, pho-
needed, if there is truly going to be more resistance to · organizing, tenant organizing and other fomis of outreach tographs and poetiy are copyrighted by 

· globalization, is a grassroots, broad-based, mass movement an9 mutual aid that built a movement. the individual artists and permission for 
that will pose a realistic alternative to capitalism and This logically leads into a discussion on use must .be received from them. 
industrialism. Of course, some people that we race, considering how Earth First! finds its Earth First! Journal is a forum for the no-
have spoken to about this have expressed doubts roots more in the predominantly white coun- compromise environmental movement. 
andcynidsm, claiming that "the earth" doesn't terculture than in the grassroots movements of Responsibility rests with the individual 

authors and cort:espondents. The contents 
have time to wait while we grind away at poor and working class people (when we say do not necessarily represent the ·view-
outreach and community organizing. We race, we mean it as a social construct; it is point of this newspaper, the Earth First! 
think otherwise. In fact, we don't think we something that society has created, has no movement, local Earth First! groups or 
have a choice. biological or physiological basis and has been individual Earth First!ers. 

The majority of Earth First! debates in the past used to divide people for the benefit of a few). By Submissions are welcomed and should 
have centered on side issues such as violence/non- acting on these sorts of issues, the Earth First! be typed or clearly printed. Send a SASE if 
violence and _whether or not we should be .misan- '~~y movementcanonlygrowstronger.EarthFirst!can't youwouldlikethemreturned.lfyouwant 
thropic or anthropocentric or whatever. The move- build a broad~ based ecological resistance movement confirmatiQn of receipt of a submission, 
mentis doing itself a great disservice by retreading these with J"ust white people; "environmentalism" has to be please request it. We encour_age submis-

sions on Macintosh disks or via e-mail. Art 
debates while the vast majority of people in this country . put in its social context, where issues of race, class and or photographs ai:e desirable to illustrate 
probably couldn't care less abo\lt these ideological trivialities. community are always present. articles and essays. (Prints are best, nega-
Itis even more ironic that in the middle of these asinine debates This broader perspective can help us see that despite all tives are good, slides are fair.) They will be 
our language is peppered with talk of "revohition"-as if any of tlie work it has done, _in no way has Earth First! been returned if requested: 
of us have any idea what that, really means. in imy environmental vanguard positiori. The environ- All submissions are edited for length 

Ifwearegoingtotalkabout"revolution,"then we should mental Justice movement, i.e., the people of color and and clarity. I{ an article is significantly 
take a quick look at history. It is the predominantly white, working class environmental movements, has made broad edited, we will make·a reasonable effort to. 
middle class counterculture of the 1960's (i.e., the hippies, strides in terms of protecting th. eir livelihoods, their <;Qntact the author prior to publication. 

~ ISS~ 1055-84ll Earth Firstl Journal is 
yippies, deadheads) that gave life to environmental move- communities and, of course; natural ecosystems~ Earth indexed in the Alternative Press Index. 
ments such as Earth First!. A lot of the 60's style countercul- First!'s greatest potential lies in the coalition building The Earth Firstl Journal is recorded on mi-
ture still lingers around in Earth First! today, such as hippies, efforts with folks like these in communities across the crofilm by University Microfilms, Inc. 
drop-out culture, questionable hygenic habits, rampant country. It's about time Earth First! joined with many of . All correspondence regarding subs~Jip-
drug use, polygamy and an emphasis on earth~based or these folks in recognizing the deep relationships be- tions, merchandise _pp:ier , nations, 
culturally appropriated spirituality. tween humans and the "environment." letters te·-the- e<fffor, articles, photos, 

However, if this movement is to grow, we also have to . The key to th~ movement's survival is not makirig Earth graphics, etc., should be directed to: 
.. acknowledge and learn from the struggles of the working First!'sideas relevant to the rest of the world, but making tbe Earth· First! Journal 
class and communities of color that also took place during ·rest of the world relevant to Earth First! - POB 1.'41.5, Eugene,OR 9744<> 
this time period. It is these struggles that have been over- -TIM AND ERRoL Phone: (541) 344-8004 
looked not only by mainstream society, but by many Feel free to contact the authots and the Common Sense Fax: (541) 344-7688 
segments of the enviro-activist community as well. . , Ecology Collective at offeditor@hotmail.com. · · E-mail: earthfirst@igc.org · -------------------a...-------...;.-------------------::-1., http://www.enviroweb.org/ef 

. Fauna. n. animal life. 
Cabala. n. an esoteric, secret matter 
mysterious art. 

Wombat castles are visible even from space. Wombats 
are marsupials, mammals that broke off from the eutherian 
(what most folks consider "normal" mammal) lineage over 
a million years ago. The southern hairy-nosed wombat 
(Lasiorhinus latifrons), a 40-60 pound fossorial inhabitant 
of arid southern Australia, dwells in interconnected bur
row systems called warrens. Yet, strangely, the no c
turnal creatures-who look like a cross 
between a hamster, a javalina and a 
walrus-spatially and temporally avoid 
each other above, and by all indica
tions, below ground. It isn't known 
which ecological factors encourage 
group living. In fa<+, not much is 
known about this species, except that 
because individuals haye a metabolic rate 
that is 64 percent of that expected for a 
marsupial and 42 percent of that expected 
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BY FAITH W" ALKER 
for a eutherian of similar size, they are technically half dead. 
And that in the Pleistocene their ancestors were the size of 
Volkswagen buses. And that a mother's pouch opens from 
the back, so to free her arms for childcare she forms a tripod 

-· with her head and hindlimbs. 
The spoil mounds of burrows can be enormous, as 

though bomb-generated. This is one reason that south
ern hairy-nosed wombats are persecuted. Also, they dig 
and gnaw through anything in their path: fences,under
ground cables, cemeteries. Ranchers see them as giant 
prairie dogs, and Australian aborigines put them on the 
barbie. Although this species is in much better ~hape 
than its close relative, the northern hairy-nosed wombat 
(Lasiorhinus krefftii), of which only 80 individuals re
main; its habitat has been severely fragmented by agri-
cuiture. There are now b~t five populations. With some 
luck, and the tenacity they are famous for, th~ handiwork 

of these desert marvels will be visible from 
space long after satellites are defunct. 

The author is currently in the Australian 
bush studying the elusive southern hairy
nosed wombat, and is thereby battling 
the eutherian bias that swamps our 
perception of mammclls. She will soon 
publish "Wombats; in the Dust,» a 
sequel to «wombats Bat Last." 
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A BRoAdER 'I..ook .At BjoTE~l!waloqy 
.. ·' The.focus'oh labeling~~presents ~-;fundamentcdly ag~Inst thJs 'f~rm of .food· prod~ctio~? Th~ answers 

BY D}ENNI McGowAN 

Recently, I attended a conference on genetic engi
neering and the tactics that grassroots anti-genetix 
activists can implement to halt this technology. As 
the emphasis shifted from formal presentations to . 
tactics and strategy, I became increasingly dismayed 
af the' reformist "igeiid~ being 'presented. lf we are 
serious about expos1ng:,gerletic engineering to the 
public and stopping its uses, ' a· holistic approach · 
must be taken. 

classist bias. Labeling food would assist upper-class to these questions can be gathered by analyzing 
_ health food shoppers in buying non-gen~tically : .the political situation surrounding GE in Europe. 
. engineetedfood.Those that could, not 'affprd ·the ~ IQ. England, Ger~anyart~f other-cc;)tintries activ
high price of organic food would suffer a.s huge ists~ farmers; scie-ntists and working-class people 
grc;>ceries stock 1' conventional" ~ E food~ ·Recipients · are pu\l~ng up crops, keepin$ G£ organisms out of 
of government aid programs would also receive free their country. . .. ' - .• 
genetically ;Htered· food. In opposing biote-chnol.: · · As-- Earth First!ers, ·we· need to take 'a biocentric 
ogy we cannot compromise as soon as food is approach. There_ are numerous radical tactics that 
labeled and ignore the class implications. · can be used to confront these companies head-on. 

If we want to confront this industry, we need to do We need large-scaie actions th.at b~ak through the 
more than shoot for incrementalreform.Reformist media blackout and sway public opinion.The up-Increasingly, I have seen activists;focus on. an-_ 

thropocentric agendas such as fooa safety, the 
organics industry and seeds. These issues, although
important, are ignoring the effects that bi<.?tech
nology is having on the Earth. Genetic engin~er
ing represents a serious threat to biodiversity on 
this planet. In the ·last 'month,' evidence _ has 

§trategi~s are exq1Jciatingly slow. The g9vernment .. r()oting of .<JE crops . is imperative. · _ . 
has been a strong supporter of biotechnology for IS ·we need 'to learn from British activists · ·who 

' years. By the time any of these strategi~s pay off Jif . engag~ irt bot~ large s'cale daytime crop destruc
C!Ver);we will be at the pointatwhic~ all of our crops . tioh arid nighHinie actions; There iS more than 

' ' . en'ough room in the movement for all of 

been released that Bt corn (a Novart~s . ;__,.....~:""'!--~ 
product) is fatal to inse_cts in the lepi
dopteran family (thqse thatgrowfrom 
larvae to butterfly). Bio-invasion, the· 
intentional release of rion-native spe
cies, is already the second-leading cause 

. of species extinction; Releasing the . . 
number of transgenic organisms that we are 
right now is having a deleterious effect on the · 
planet's biodiversity. 

The implications of "Terminator" technology, 
known byMonsanto as the "Control of Plant Gene 
Expression," are tremendous. Terminator tech
nology is the ultimate in hybridization; each plant 
produces sterile seeds forcing farmers to. purchase 
new Monsanto _ seeds each season. lf Terminator 
rapeseed (canola) pollen cross-pollinates, there could 
be a massive die off of canola's six wild relatives. 

By focusing on human centered issues ohly, we 
are doing a great disservice to the animal/insect 

.,,populations as well as the ecological stability of the 
world. Strategically, . there has been entirely too 

. these strategies. We can blockade seed 
'boats, squatcrops and take over corpo~ 
rate offices. 'The heads of biotechri?l
ogy colllpanies have it toq easy. While 
they witch the . situation. in Europe 
. (which 'is a huge headache to them), 

they sit back in America comfort
able with the fact that there is 

not a militant, radical, anti
gepetix m~vement here. 

We should prove them 
. wrong and start getting a little 

rowdy. Pies have already flown 
in the · US as · seven people connected 

with GE (including two CEO's) have 
received their just deserts. Let's get cre

much energy focused on requesting the federal may have been altered. By pursuing such limited 

ative and more confrontational. Many of 
us in the "PC and Nonviolence as Lifestyle" work
shop at this year's rendezvous expressed the feel
ing that Earth First! has lost its "in your face" 
confrontati~mal ·(and humorous) side. Here's a 
perfect time td regain that lost vigor. We have an 
industry wo'rth hundreds of billions of dollars 
that is rapidly trying to patent all ' life and 
commodify organisms and the natural world. 
They are in every city in this country in some 

_ gov~rnrp.en! to_ideQtifx_g~~~ti~allyert_gin_s~l~~~~~) ;, goals we are pretending that biotechnology is a 
food. If mandatory labeling of GE food was unaer- recerit phenomena. Gerietic engineer~ng has its 
taken .. tomorrow, it· would do -Uttle to " stop the toots in .industrial' agriculture and the Green Revo
implementation of the biotech agenda. The "life- lution. To criticize GE without addressing the follies 

. way or another. State universities receivehuge 
grants from Monsanto, Dow and Novartis and 
graciously do their .dirty work. GE Crops are in 
almost every part of this country; just look for 
the names of the companies near any patch of 
farm land. There is no shortage of opportunity; 

:science" industry is more complicated than most of industrial agriculture and its effect on the envi-
· ·peopl~ grasp. MultinationalS like Novattis, ronment is perilous. . . · 
Mon.santo, DuPont and Avaritis are involved in Finally, as an anarchist, I have no desire tore
pharinaceutkals, food products, DNA collection, quest the government increase-its regulatory power 
consumer "health" products and the genetiC engi- over industry: Letter~writing campaigns; petitions 
needng of trees. To focus on labeling is short- and attempts to increase regulations ar~ reformist 
sighted, reformist and will only strengthen our and present no challenge to the system that domi
opposition. The government may eve_ntually acqui- nates our lives . . What-. if instead -of begging tot 

. esce and label GE food, but the larger industry will crumbs we demanded an end to this system? What 

just a shortage of action. · 
dfenni McGowan and the GenetiX Snowball 

campaign can be reached at · 
They are cun-ently wor:J<ing on a zine en ·uro~.~-~~" 

find Genetically-Engineered Crops in 
not be touched. if everyday people were empowered and revolted hood," soon to be released. 

Dear EF!, 
I'm responding to Ted 

Kaczynski's letter in the Beltane 
issue, where he mocks alliance · 
building by saying, ~'Imagine how . 
the war against Hitler would have 
turned out if Allied soldiers had 
been afraid of 'alienating the Na
zis.'" Sorry Ted, but once again, 
you got the question wrong. The 
true issue is,.;-imagine whether 
Hitler would ,ever have come to 
power if the German sociali~_~s 
and communists in the 1920s 
had spent some time worrying 
about not alienating the middle 
class! The American middle class 
today knmys damn well that 
something is deeply wrong in 
our country. Do we reach out to 
them, or do we wallow in ultra
r~dical self-righteousness and 
leave t:he field to the right wing? " 

Protest work \\'itllo~t ali.ance 
puilding . is futile. The corpora- . 
tions will o1,1tlast the radical fringe . 
every time._ A~ _TedK illustratc::s, 
the most that isolated radicals 

can do is maim a fe.w flunkies 
while the true dectsion-makers re" 
main invisible and unharmed. It is 
only when radical protest tacti<;s 
are linked to painstaking alliance 
building-the sort that has .been 
done around the Headwaters/ 
Maxxam campaign-that we are 
going to change the entire system. 

-GEORGE FRANKLIN 

Dear SFB, 
Ro'sa ParkS.' recent Congres

sional Medal qf Honor shows just 
howfar we Apaches still have to 
go to reach equality in the US. 

Recently, an astronomer 
asked why the Apaches waited 
until 1989 to complain about 
the proposed University of Ari
zona telescope desecration · on · 
our : sacred mountain, Dzil 
Nc.haa SiAn (Mount Graham). 
He ai:gued we never complained 
'wheh Whites were building 
things like a road, campgrounds 
and: some summer. cabins on, 
the mountains~des frqm ~8(0 

Se.rliLYOf.U" wo~vor-wt4«CAM'IIUN:: 
141 5~ £~ 0Yef~CYV9 7lf.I+O; 

to the 1960s. He might as well 
have asked Black people why· 
they waited until 1955 to com
plain about riding in the ba_,k . 
of the buses and getting ,re
fused at the lunch counters. 

·able example and sit-in some
where to save our mountain·. 
We have waited too long for 

. equality and respect for our tra~ 
ditional religious beliefs. 

-DELORES jORDAN 
- SAN CARLOS APACHE RESERVATION The terrible laws under whiCh_ 

our people were imprisoned for 
practicing their beliefs-or holding Dear Enviro-Activists: 
ceremonies were not removed -- The next time the powers that 
until 1934. Our Apache sunrise .-be threaten to use pepper spray· 
ceremonies were held in remote ; or ointment at a demonstra~ 
areas in -the shadow of _Mount tion, prepare in advance by 
Grahamoutofeyesofgov~mnet .. applying "paralube" veterinary 
officials up until then. , opthalmic .ointment . to your 

The cultural protection laws . eyes before locking down. We 
that would have protected our ·use it to keep caustic dips and . 
sacred mountain did not come '· shampoos from harming our 
to pass until the end of this feline and K-9 friends' eyes. Ask · 
century. Ironically, the Unive,r• . a sypat:hetic vef for some. It's 
sity of Arizona, in their million made by Pharmaderm, -veteri
dollar telescope lQbbying bli#/ nary' divison 'of:AJtana Inc.,. 
bought exemptionfrom' those . Melville , ~)' 1174~, .. :, . 
laws when they sneak~d adder' _ Keep up ~h,e :good· fight! 

. thrO\Jgh in the final ~()UrS Of · -CI:IUM;BA )liMB PO AND TH.E.FURRY 
the 1988 Congress. · _ .::· ' ' - , · · LovE KITTEN KATS 

I guess we Ap~c}J~ Wij_t,~~Yf'::~~;ff: ·· ·• 
to follow Mils. :~ rarks' qonot" :,: · · :continued on page 24 

, ' . . .. '·. ,· .. ,.~· ~ .. r.:; , .. ' · ~ -- ~- . 
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BBB PIES BARRY CL 
Earth First! Nemesis Sees Cre 
BY AGENT APPLE . 

Biotic Baking Brigade (BBB) operations are sometimes 
meticulously rehearsed actions involving_extensive re
connaissance of the battleground, comprehensive dos
siers on the target and multiple combat scenarios. Other 
timesactionsarespur-of-the-moment, seat-of-the-pants 
affairs that are successful because of good fortune and 
the rigorous training through which we put .our field 

·agents. "Operation: Mid-Snitch," in which the BBB 
delivered full facial treatment in the form of three 
pastry projectiles to Earth First! nemesis Barry Clausen, 
falls into the latter category. 

Barry Clausen, mover and shaker of the Wise use 
movement, 

· dedicates his 
life to spread
ingmisinfor
mation 
about Earth 
First! His 
main moti
vation ap
pears to be, 
that, after 

]- creating an 
~ atmosphere 
..;- of fear about 
~ eco-terror
~ ism, he gets J large dona

tions from 
Clausen and friend the Wise use 

movementandprofitsfromhissecuritycompanythat 
corporations hire to protect them. 

The would-be infiltrator appeared at the site of an 

anti-logging action that concluded the Earth First! 
Round River Rendezvous (RRR) in the Sanjuan moun
tains of Southern Colorado. Shortly before leaving for 
the-RRR, I was contacted by_the General Command of 
the BBB, Ecotopia Division, who received a request 
from the BBB, Culebra cadre for some heavy-duty 
patisseristas to provide security at the action. Agents 
Frosty and Apple-Mulberry had just finished a 
training course at our Secret Ovens Practice Range 
and Headquarters deep within the Head
waters forest. They eagerly accepted 
the task, left immediately for the Ren
dezvous, armed to the teeth with the 
finest pies our ovens could produce. 

Clausen, video camera in hand, was 
recognized while attempting to pry infor
mation from a young forest defender at 
the road blockade.Activists ridiculed him, 
which sent him scurrying to his car and 
back to the town of San Luis. As our brave 
brigadiers followed him at a discreet dis
tance, they concocted a creamy recipe for 
his just desserts. With little time for culi
nary perfection, and their luscious weap
ons left behind at base camp, three pies were quickly 
acquired at a local shop. 

As Clausen snitched away on a pay phone, the pie 
militants launched a delicious salvo of edible missiles: 
chocolate, banana-marshmallow and lemon cream ... 
Triple Sploosh! "Mr. Clausen, that's assault!" rang out 
as the spy was pied. The comment refers to a fantastic 
Wall Street Journal article shoWing Clausen as the 
charlatan lie is. The article also covers qausen justify
ing his addition of pie-throwing to a file on eco
terrorist incidents by claiming that it's an assault. 

A grimacing Clausen frantically pursued the briga-

diersto 
getaway. 
ing and 
upside 
However, the 
and his intact, 
With me" shades didn to his case in 
the eyes of the sheriffs, who were plum tuckered-out 
from dealing With the biggest mass-trespass they had 

ever seen. A group of EF!ers recog
nized him and proceeded to heckle 
and cajole the pie-laden private dick 
until he was forced into a humiliat
ing retreat. Clausen was overhead, 
saying "The Earth First! bitches got 

. me!" which, of course, fu~led rau
~ cous ·laughter from the assembled 
s crowd. Our Man Barry hung up the 
'! phone, toweled off and drove off 
'& into the sunset in his gray Toyota 
E Camry California License # 4BAS 
~ 180, to his "North American Re
~ search" office in California. 

SPLAT! Agent Frosty issued a crisp warn-
ing to any agents of repression in our midst: "As long 
as spies lie, the pies Will fly!" 

For more information on Clausen's nefarious 
career of misinformation, look in the March 2,1999 
Wall Street Journal "Clausen's 'Eco-Probes' Draw 
Suspicion Papers" 

An excellent analysis of the Wise Use move
ment can be found on the CLEAR website: http:/ 
/ewg,org/pub/home/clear/clear.html 

"Operation: Mid-Snitch" is dedicated to fol!lrndlistas 
Errol and Theresa. Thanks for all the hard and brilliant. 
work, mates. La lucha continua .... 

A World Away-Ogeik Minority Wonies the World Will Forget Their Plight 
The Ogiek people have lived from timeimmemorial 

in the forests of the Mau Escarpment, Kenya. Tradi
tionally they are a hunter-gatherer people, especially 
famous as harvesters of honey, which they exchange 

ploit the forest for commercially harvested timber. 
Faced With renewed harassment and threats of eVic

tion, the Ogiek community went to court against the 
authorities. On May 13, the Nakuru District Commis~ 
sioner tried to preempt the case by giving the Ogiek 
community 14 days notice to leave the forest, threat
ening to use force if they resisted. Ogiek community 
leaders met and vowed not to leave the Tinet Forest 
until the government allocated them land. They ob-

even more important that the president of Kenya, 
Kenyan statesmen and the international community, 
show solidarity With the Ogiek's plight. 

With their neighbors. . 
The Tinet Forest is part of the Ogeik people's 

territory. They occupied it until it was declared a 
government forest by the colonial government in 
1961. Since then they have lit'ed .there as squatters 
subject to constant harassment. 

In 1991, the Kenyan government legally allocated 5 
acres of forestper family to over 5,000 members of the 
Ogiek community. Confident that their rights had 
been recognized at last, they began farming and 
constructing schools, while still using the forest and 
gath~ring honey. Btit powerful interests Wish to ex-

. tained an order of injunction from the Kenyan High 
Court to restrain the local government from evicting 
their people until the case was heard. 

"Land-grabbing, driving indigenous peoples from 
their ancestral domain, must stop now and.fereVer fn 
Kenya!," reads' a sign on tlle"Way to the Tinet Fqrest. 
Your attention is urgently needed. Please write, His 
Excellency Daniel Arap Moi at the Office of the 
President, POB 30510, Nairobi, Kenya; fax +254-2-
713979; and to Honorable Francis M. Nyenze, M.P., 
Minister for Environmental Conservation at Bruce 
House, POB 67839, Nairobi, Kenya; +254-2-243088; 
fax +245-2-248349; and to Honorable F.P.L. Lotodo, 
EGH, M.P., Minister for Natural Resources at Kencom 
House, POB 30126, Nairobi, Kenya; +254-2-229261; 
fax +254-2-240163. 

Turmoil and political unrest compete for interna
tional attention, so now it is feared thatthe govern- . 
ment of Kenya, international observers and the media 
might forget the struggles of the Ogiek. It is therefore 

Wolves & Poollles 
A rabid poodle pierced by an arrow to the British Broadcasting Corpo

ration, for their gross misrepresentation of direct action against genetic 
engineering (GE) on the radio soap opera "The Archers." In an episode 
broadcast on May 13, a farmer's field containing aGE test site was targeted by 
activists. One of the stars' of the show, David Archer; was assaulted by activists 
in masks when he discovered them destroying the crops. (In reality, over 50 
test sites have been decontaminated in the UK. Several of these have been 
interrupted by farmers, but there have been no violent incidents.) Write to the 

BBC at POB 2100, London W1A; feedback@bbc.co.uk. 
A pedophilic poodle to the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry for 

using taxpayer money to promote clearcutting in a children's book. 
The Bureau released a sinister book entitled, "Let's Talk About 

Clearcutting-A Forestry Book for Youth." The book 
closes: "So you see ... when clearcutting is done in the 
right place, in the ri-ght way, and at the right time, it 
can be good for people, good for wildlife and good for 
the forest." The book can be viewed at 
www.dcnr .state. pa. us/forestry /Clearcut/main.htm. 

A poodle to the Earth First! Journal's editorial collec
tive confirmation process. We'd be hard pressed to find 

any better way to alienate and humiliate a pair of hard-
working, outspoken activists. · 
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A pack of wild young wolves learning to hunt to Mrs. jackson's 100 
seventh graders. at Brownell Academy in Gilroy, CA, who wrote in favor 
of protecting the forests near Fall Creek in Oregon. They sent brutally honest 
drawings and letters to all the relevant politicians, as well as th~ Forest 
Service and the sawmill owners, Zip-0. The letters proved to be so effective, 
that the Willamette National Forest and Zip-0 spent an extraordinary 
amount of money and effort to spread their enthusiastic lies in response to 
the students. After a Society of American Foresters member .visited · the 
students to explain why it was good to cut down the forest, the children 
wrote back to tell them that the foresters were still wrong for tryingto hurt 
the treesitters and the ancient forest. 

A pack of wolf pups playing in the forest to the 300 school children of 
Berkeley, CA, who sent a letter to the president of the local state university 
protesting the indiscriminate destruction of young trees by the 
lumber companies of California. The president passed the · 
letter on to their Department of the Interior. 

A how lin' wolf on top of the food chain to the 
Deep Ecology for the 21st Century radio series 
for being a . Gold Medal Award finalist in the 
judging by the NewYork International Festival 
of Radio. There were 1,300 entries from 31 
countries. A howl also to KPFA radio, Los 
Angeles, for running, the series 13 days in a row 
leading up to Earth 'Day and then deciding to 
run it again. 



BY KAREN PICKETI 

There was something different about our trip to 
the Maxxam shareholders meeting in Houston 
this year. For four years, Headwaters Forest activ
ists have been making the trip to Texas to con
front Maxxam CEO Charles Hurwitz during the 
one time he has i:o be legally accountable, to the 
stockholders. This year Kaiser Aluminum Corpo
ration, another Maxxam subsidiary, was repre
sented by locked-out workers from several plants. 

Maybe it was the 1 SO burly workers yelling through 
cupped hands at the · Maxxam building, "jump, 
Charlie, jump!" that made the meeting different. 
Maybe it was the look of discomfort on Hurwitz's face 
as he faced a room packed with 300 people, including 
Headwaters activists, shareholder activists, · a north
ern California rabbi who admonished him for his 
immorality, the mother of the young activist (David 
Chain) killed by a Pacific Lumqer logger (another 
Maxxam subsidiary), United Steelworkers of America 
(USW A) officials, as well as over 200 locked-out 
Kaiser workers. It was an angry and powerful crowd. 

It was the closest collaboration Headwaters' activists 
have engaged in since loosely alLying with Kaiser 
Aluminum workers after they went on strike last fall. 
We experienced clashes of culture, styles, process and 
infrastructure, but the common ground and potential 
of what we might accomplish by working together 
loomed larger than those clashes. 

Our coming together has to do with corporate 
power. Part of the story of steelworkers and Headwa
ters activists finding each other involves the "Jail 
Hurwitz" website (www.jailhurwitz.com-offering a 
substantial reward for information leading to incar
ceration of Hurwitz for his corporate crimes), which 
Kaiser workers, unhappy with their parent company, 
stumbled onto when doing research on Hurwitz. 

Whe'n striking wo;kers first came to activiSt meet~ . 
ings here in the Bay Area, . I was bowled over by 
parallels between Kaiser Aluminum and Pacific Lum
ber (PL). Both Kaiser and PL were family-run before 
being taken over by an outside corporation. In both 
situations, .. everything changed overnight-for the 
environment, for the community, for the workers. 

Maxxam not only changed the silvicultural practice 

·ber, this is how we get strong enough to stand 
up to them, by coming together." . 

One of the most powerful ways to oppose, 
confront and ultimately bring down the mul

. tinationals is to allywith the workers. (Rather 
than recite the litany of corporate ills I will 
encourage you to read "Compost the Corpo
rations" available from the EF! Journal.) 

Judi Bari knew the importance of enviro
worker alliances and turned me on to the 
Marxist theory that holds that profit is stolen 
from the workers when the capitalists in 
charge pay them less than the value of what 
they produce. She explained that the flaw in 
this theory is that the value of the natural 
resources used to make products is missing 
from . the formula. The so-called ''surplus 
value" that supports the ruling class is stolen not only 
from the workers, but also from the Earth. Industrial
ized society has been built on the exploitation of both 
the working classes and the Earth. 

Judi talked about a tremendous growing rage 
building up from below, from people who are being 
poisoned in the factories and the mills, injured irt 
the woods, and poisoned in the fields. The disen
franchised are either not unionized or not repre
sented adequately by their unions. The steelwork
ers' union is something of an exception because it 
tends to be an in-your-face outfit. 

Our collaborative work at the meeting about 
Maxxam spawned a set of principles for the alliance, 
called the "Houston PriQ.ciples," which lay out the 
basis our coming together. It recognizes the incred
ible growth of huge corporations not accountable to ' 
anyone, and recognizes that while economic and 
biological sustain ability may not be the same thing, 
common forces threaten both. 

_Sure, it could be more "radical," but this is no more 
about making Earth First!ers out of union card-carry
ing industrial workers than it is about converting 
enviros into supporters of industrial activity. It's not 
about anyone putting aside or compromising agen.das 
in order to come up with a common agenda. That's 
why this must be an alliance rather than a coalition. 
It's about seeing that where our agendas overlap is 
where it becomes clear who the real enemy is, and it 

ain't each other. . 
In fact, the United Steelworkers of 

America (USW A) have an environmental 
platform of their own, adopted at their 
1998 cov.vention as officicil USW A policy. 
The platform is based on a recognition 
that "the world being inherited by our 
children is threatened by environmental 
destruction, air and water pollution, and 
toxic waste ... ," that "jobs are threatened 
when corporations refuse to implement 
environmentally sound policies, .. ;" It sees 
a "direct link between the environment 

.,. in the plant and the envirorim~rit out
~ side .... " With those beliefs; thel JSWA 
; resolved to "oppose all attempts by pol- . 
~ luters and right-wing politicians .. , to roll 
"[ back laws and regulations which protect 
~ our health and environment; .. " and to 

Marching through downtown Houston, Texas "fight for progressive environmental leg- · 

from select cuts to clearcuts, greatly accelerating the 
rate of logging, it also raided the PL workers' pension 
fund and downgraded worker safety standards. Issues 
involved in the Kaiser strike included the pension 
fund and the hiring of non-union and less experi
enced people for an already dangerous job. 

Tl~e thing is, Maxxam is no more in the aluminum 
business for the long teirn than they are in the timber 
industry. Their corporate conduct is driven by increas
ing short-:term profits rather than developing sustain
able practices, either economical or ecological. 

At his first Headwaters meeting, a ste~lworker who 
has put in over 25 years at Kaiser said, "When these 
particular battles are over-our strike and your forest 
campaign~we need to keep this link. Because as the 
corporations get bigger and bigger and fewer in num-

· islation, including laws which improve 
air and water quality, reduce toxic waste, restrict toxic 
chemicals ... and protect whistleblowers who report 
environmental crimes." 

In addition, the union committed to "educate 
our members, staff and the public on the interlock
ing issues of environment, economic justice and 
human rights, and seek to incorporate environ
mental issues in all its dealings with employers to 
protect both jobs and the environment." The com
mitment to establish a role for workers and unions 

· iri environmental activism (their words) was re
newed by a report from their "Task Force on the 
Environment" at their Constitutional Convention 
in 1990 and has inspired the labor movement. 

Allying with Kaiser steelworkers is a unique oppor
tunity to squash the jobs-verses-environment myth 

Steelworkers and Headwaters' activists at a candlelight vigil 

we have run up against in campaign after campaign. 
The Earth-raping, profit-mongering corporations ere

. ated_that myth and spread it far and wide to keep us 
apart. Because they recognize the strength to be found 
in our alliance, and they fear it. Giving the workers an 
easy scapegoat keeps the corporations from being 
blamed for the woes of the workforce. 

Corporations have been very successful at misdi
recting the workers' anger towards environmentalists. 
One reason for this is that many timber workers (and 
others in the extractive industries) can see the threat 
that corporate mergers and capital flight poses to their 
jobs, and it's frightening. Fear makes people especially 
vulnerable to the influence of corporate propaganda. 

Most jobs in the timber industry are being lost to 
mechanization and overcutting, not to our success in 
saving wild places. In fact, the corporations that 
control 28 percent of the monetary wealth in the 
world provide less than one percent of the jobs. It's the 
small and medium size businesses that provide jobs. 

The emerging cooperation is symbiotic. They swell 
our numbers at rallies and demonstrations. Recently 
union members submitted l,OOOcomments opposing 
·the disastrous Habitat Conservation Plan. Unions also 
filed suit. challenging the Sustained Yield Plan on 
economic sustainability grounds one day after the 
environmental group EPIC filed a similar suit on 

·biological sustainability grounds. The media pays 
little attention to labor issues, so the unions benefit by 
the added publicity involved in joining with media 
savvy eco-heads. We also share Qrganizing skills. 

But are we going to switch from hugging trees to 
hugging workers? ~o. There's still a big chasm 
between anthropocentric and biocentric world 
views. But as the forests, streams and the rest of 
the natural world are the smorgasbord for big 
timber companies, so the logger and the mill
worker are the corporations' pawns. 

The difficulty of this bond hit us in the face this 
spring. Wally, a Bay Area carpenter, was inspired by 
Julia Butterfly's t~ee-sit. He got his union Local to 
allocate funds to send her a caie package. We worked . 
with them ~o put the package and a:press conference 
together. Then, within a couple of weeks, the carpen
ters' union International, at the behest of the timber 
industry, opposed logg~ng reform legislation we were 
supporting. That hurt our work. But the irony brought 
us back to the need to dispel the jobs-verse-environ
ment myth, because the timber beasts got the unions' 
endorsement by convincing them the reform bills 
were "job killers," which they clearly are not. 

Despite the setback, I'm continually impressed by 
the fundamental belief in things good and ecological 
that I've seen in rank and file workers. In response to 
slack from the International for the care package to 
Julia, Wally said, ''Even if it is a jobs issue, I don't care, 
because the trees are more important anyway. It was 

· just the right thing to do, to support someone who is 
doing so much to save the trees." 

There are many conflicts and sticky issues, but for 
me alliances are clearly worth it. Jobs verses environ
ment is a big lie that has hurt us tremendously. Our 
aims ahd .the agendas of the big corporations are 
fundamentcilly opposed and can never be resolved; we 
have much more in common with the workers. There 
are no jqbs on a dead planet. 
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BY GUADALUPE fORES AND ORIN LANGELLE 

On April 13, the day my friend Steve Bradburn 
and I left for southern Mexico on an investigative 
environmental and peace delegation, I noticed 
this saying on the calend(lr above ·my mother's 
sink: "We are morally responsible for every wrong 
which we have the power to prevent." 

With the generous support of friends arid spon
sors, Steve and I were able to join 
Action for Community and Ecol 
ogy in the Rainforests of Centra 
America (ACERCA) on a fac~-find 
ing delegation to the southerr 
Mexican states of Chiapas 
Tabasco, Veracruz and Oaxaca 
We went to investigate the fores1 
practices of multinational corpo· 
rations. What we found wen 
plans for mega-projects mud 
larger and more frightening thar 
we ever imagined. 

The focus· of the delegation wa~ 
to investigate the social and en· 
vironmental impacts of global 
capitalism, or neoliberalism, in 
Mexico. Neoliberalism refers tc 
the unrestricted free market capi· 
talism that industrial nations and 
multinational corporations an: 
pushing to exploit more lands 
and people, with fewer or no en
vironmental and social standards. 

Specifically we went to investi
gate the frightening increase in the number of 
genetically engineered tree plantatipns that we'd 
heard about. We spent three weeks visiting re
mote indigenous villages and meeting with com
munity leaders and non-profit organizations. We 
wanted to learn what is needed from the interna
tional community to help stop the tide of destruc
tion of indigenous lands and communities. 

The Perfect Neoliberal Tree 
In 1997, .timber giant International Paper helped 

rewrite Mexico's forestry laws, making tree planta
. tions possible. Now African palm and eucalyptus 
· · plantations are surfacing all over southern Mexico, 

Central and South America. Eucalyptus has been 
, .called "the perfect neoliberal tree." It is well known 

for sucking all the mttrients and groundwater from 
the soil, leaving a virtual desert in its path. 
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In the steamy lowlands of the states of Tabasco 
and Veracruz, four of us toured the expansive 
eucalyptus plantations. Planfosur, a Mexican co~
pany owned by the US multinational timber giant · 
Temple-Inland, has "rented" what they call "un
used" land from the Indians and poor campesinos. 
The company has planted 21,000 hectares of eu
calyptus, some genetically engineered. But we 
were tole\ that Planfosur has "influence" over 

390,000 hectares. At its 7,500 square-foot nursery 
which includes six greenhouses, Planfosur grows 
4.5 million seedlings per year. The Planfosur seeds 
contain genes from New Zealand, Austrjllia, South
east Asia and Germany and were bio-engineered 
by Brazilian scientists. They also plan to use genes 
from Zimbabwe, Venezuela, Brazil, and Colum
bia. "Our genetic base is quite wide, s.o. we can 
play," brags Planfosur. Monsanto is supplying the 
agro-chemicals, such as FAENA, a glyphosate her
bicide like Round Up. First clearcut harvests are 
planned for 2001, when the wood will be sent to 
mills and chipped for packaging paper. 

Our tour guide for the day was Planfosur's slick . 
PR man and Mexican Mafia wannabe, Avelino 
Villa Salas. "El]efe Grande," as we affectionately 
called him was· eager to dispel any misconcep
tions we had about the integrity of this multina-· 
donal or about the destructive nature of eucalyp
tus. He talked with us using state-of-the-art 
doublespeak so common in our own forest in
dustry, just like something out of a Boise Cascade 
TV commercial. 

At the age of 8 weeks,_the plantation trees are 
the size of a lead pencil and about a foot high. 
After only 8 months, the trees are 2 inches in 
diameter and 15 feet tall. At one year and 7 
months, they grow to be 25· feet tall, and at 4 
years. they are 75 feet tall. Driving between plan
tations we passed tiny villages scattered with 
shanty shacks and three military checkpoints, 
whicl) "El Jefe" assured us were to stop drug 
traffickers and not to intimidate the Indians or 
guard the nearby oil refineries. 

Fortunately it was after we parted company 
with "El}efe" that someone told us about his past 
employment. Apparently Avelino used to work 
high up in the Mexican government and has quite · 
a reputation as a slimy operative for the Dark Side. 
We felt lucky to get away. 

The Isthmus Mega-Project 
As we bussed farther up the isthmus the impli

cations of the whole trip began to impress upon 
us. In the small town of Matias Romero, Oaxaca, 
we met our most gracious and exuberant contact, . 
Carlos, who works tirelessly on behalf of the 
environment and indigenous c.ommunities. I twas 
Carlos who really put all the pieces together for us 
and showed us just how far the neoliberal web was 
spinning out of control. 

The Indians have lived in the rainforest' j:ungles 

of the Isthmus since 600 BC. Carlos told us that 
one hectare of the isthmus' ra~nforest has more 
biodiversity than the US and Canada combined. 
In the 60's the rainforest was under attack by the 
World Bank which pumped money into the area 
for cattle ranches. Then the huge oil boom of the 
70's took over and more jungle was lost. Now 
mega-project plans for the Isthmus ofTehuantepec 
include more oil exploitation and privatization, a 

four-lane highway and a two
rail bullet train (the rights would 
belong to multinationals, not the 
government), almost entirely on 
indigenous lands. Melissa Burch 
of ACERCA says, "alongside this 
transit corridor there are plans 
for 150 development projects in
cluding industrial parks, cloth
ing and textile maquiladoras, 400 
square miles of eucalyptus plan
tations, shrimp farms, and tour
ist initiatives such as airports, 
golf courses, and marine parks, 
oil refineries and 24 petrochemi
cal facilities." In southern 

. Mexico there are plans, mostly 
]- by Japanese companies, for at 
! ·least SO new dams in the 

· ~ Lacandon rainforest in areas now 
~ controlled by the. Zapatistas. 
! Another project we discovered 
[ was a plan to "Disnefy" the 

Mayan ruins from Mexico all the 
way down through Central 

America. We learned of this tourist corridor from 
one of our contacts in Chiapas; this would be 
financed by the World Bank. The World Bank gives 
the countries money, the governments pay for the 
infrastructure and then t:qe multinationals come 
in and develop their Jurassic Park-style theme 
parks without having to pay a dime. 

Where will it end? 
·Corporations are growing more powerful every 

year, moving farther beyond the regulation of 
individual governments or sovereign nations. 

First, we must never give up on our quest for 
peace and justice for the people an~~- land. 
Second, continue to jgi!Ultote-sts·a'na demonstra
tions including the one planned to coincide with 
the World Trade Organization's (WTO) meeting 
in Seattle this November to discuss the "free 
logging agreement." The International Forum on 
Globalization is organizing a Teach-In during the 
WTO in Seattle on November 27th at the Benaroya 
Seattle Symphony Hall. Join the thousands who 
cross the line at the SOA gates in Columbus, 
Georgia, where our tax dollars are used to train 
Latin American soldiers to torture and murder 
their own people. As individuals, there is much 
that we can do but just think what we can accom-
plish together. · . 
· The knowledge that crimes against indigenous 
people and the environment are being sanctioned 
by our government and our corporations, morally 
binds us to speak out and take whatever action or 
response we feel is appropriate. Demand respect 
for all living things and the Earth. Show people 
how they are inseparably connected to the planet 
and have a responsibility to protect it. Write 
letters, demonstrate and teach. 

For more information, please contact the fol
lowing groups: 

International Forum on Globalization, 1555 Pa
cific Ave., San Francisco, CA 94109; (415) 771-
3394; fax 771-1121; www.ifg.org and Action for 

. Community & Ecology in the Rainforests of Cen
tral America, POB 57, Burlington, VT 05402; (802) 
863-0571; fax 864-8203; acerca@sover.net; 
www .nati veforest.org/campaigns/acerca/ 
index.html and the International Service for 
Peace, POB 2415, Santa Cruz, CA 95063; (408) 
425-125 7; sipaz@igc.org; www .nonviolence.org/ 
sipaz and School of the Americas Watch, POB 
3330, Columbus, GA 31903; (706) 682-
5369;www .derechos.org./soaw. 



BY DAvm Rov1cs 
Some people reading this may think, "Music? How frivolous," but 

please read on. To put together a good conference or demonstration, it is 
necessary to have good organizers, speakers and press. We need scholars 
to expose the constant barrage of corporate lies, and progressive teachers 
and students to educate the young and old. We understand the value of 
people willing to risk · arrest to make their voices heard or those who 
engage in the many forms of direct action. However, two of the vital roles 
that are often undervalued by activists are music and musicians. 

In the years that I have been a full-time movement musician, playing 
at campuses, conferences and protests, I have run into a wide range of 
opinions on the role of music in various activities. I have been told by 
conference organizers that theyhave too many speakers for the week- · 
end and no time for music. People organizing protests have told me that 
the protest was meant to be a "serious event" and that music would be 
inappropriate. More often, event organizers spend their valuable time 
and resources putting together a wonderful program of speakers adding 

music as an after-
. thought. I've been told 
something like, "We're 
flying in Angela Davis 
and Howard Zinn and 
(fill-in-the-blank) to 
speak at our conference, 
and we're also having a 
benefit concert, urn, 

· some local band... I 
can't remember their 

Danny Dollinger 

name. "The locarband often turns out to be whoever was willing 
to play for free, and no one's bothered checking out their music to 
see if they're any good, or what their politics are. 

Although music is fun and good for dancing, it can also be so 
much more. Good music certainly reaches the part of your brain 
that may not be accessed by a good .speech or magazine article, 
regardless of its political content; But a song that addresses a 
contemporary issue, or a song that is meant to inspire us to action, 
can be effective in a unique, visceral way. Good music, especially 
good political music, can foster a sense of community and togeth- . 
erness, as well as educating on a gut level. · 

People might be educated and feel they've benefited from a good, 
Noam Chomsky speech, but my experience has taught me that they are 
m.uch more likely to leave an event feeling inspired if that speech is 
followed by an Ani DiFranco concert. And isn't inspiring people to action 
what we are trying to do? In fact, all large-scale soda! movements of 
whj.ch I am aware have used · 

VivaJTCHKUNG! music in a central way. 
In the old days everybody jojning the Wobblies was given a Little Red 

Songbook containing "Songs to Fan the Flames of Discontent." In the '30s, the 
successful organizers ofthe Communist Party placed as much emphasis on 

. their "culture department" as on union or street organizing. The move
. ment against the war in Vietnam used "anti-war coffeehouses" as a primary 
organizing method, with musicians and.speakers holding educational and 
entertaining events in military towns throughout the country. 

During the civil rig~ts movement, people sang as they marched towards 
police lines. Many people b.ave said that if not for the songs, they would 

· surely have turned and run. 
And in the modern era, I have 
encountered people who 
have said that they were first 
politicized· by their parents' 
Phil Ochs records, their ex
posure to !he punk rock or 
the rap scene. . · 

In the Earth First! movement 
today, music plays a pivotal 
role in maintaining good mo
rale, from professional singer
songwriters like Dana Lyons 
or Casey Neill traveling around 
the country, playing the move
ment "circuit," to the many 
grassroots activists prolifically 
putting their thoughts to mu
sic wherever there are people 
struggling to save a forest from 
being logged or to stop a road Anne 

from being built. 
Let us put as much thought and resources into making musicians a part 

of our events as we do our speakers. Let us remember the words of the 
Wobbly minstrel, Joe Hill, who said, "A pamphlet, no matter how well
written, is read orice and then thrown away-,-b~t a song lasts forever." 

David Rovics is a Wobbly and the favored bard of the eco-resistance movement 
in the northeastern states. His music can be found at www.davidrovics.com or 
from the Journal. · · 
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE: 
AN INTERIIIEW WITH 
ROBERT BULLARD 

BY ERROL SCHWEIZER 

Dr. Robert Bullard is one of the mostprominent scholars 
and activists in the environmental justice movement. For 
over 20 years, his research has documented the. devastat
ing . impact that indus rial fadlities have had on low 
income commu71ities and communities of color. Dr. Bullard 
is cu"ently the director of the Environmental Justice 
Research Center at Clark Atlanta University in Georgia. 

EF!J: What is the environmental justice move:rpent? 
RB: The environmental justice movement has 

basically redefined what environmentalism is all 
about. It basically says that the environment is 
everything: where we live, work, play, go to school, 
as well as the physical and natural world. We can't 
separate the physical environment from the cul
tural environment. The environmental justice move
ment is trying to address all of the inequities that 
result from human settlement, industrial facility 
siting and industrial development. What we've tried 
to do over the last 20 years is educate and assist 
groups in organizing, mobilizing and empowering 
themselves to take charge of their lives, their com-

. munities and their surroundings. It's a concept of 
trying to address power imbalances, lack of political 
enfranchisement and to redirect resources so that 
we can create some healthy, liveable and sustain
able types of models. 

EF!J: How have environmental justice groups or
ganized themselves? 

RB: For the most part, .a lot of the ~mall grassroots 
groups operate from a bottom up model. They 
don't have boards of directors, large budgets and 
large staffs, but they do operate with the idea that 
everyone has a role and is in this together. Environ
mental justice groups are more egalitarian, most of 
them are led by women and are more democratic. 
Not to say they are perfect, but they do bring out 
the idea that power rests in all of us. When we. 
operate as a collective, that's when we are most 
powerful-when we move forward as a unit and 
not necessarily with a hierarchy. 

EF!J: Has the environmental justice movement 
come into conflict with the traditional, white envi
ronmental groups? 

RB: There's been a lot of conflict and misunder
standing about what the role of some of the green 
groups are as it relates to environmental justice and 
working in communities of color. And what we're 
saying is that it's just one environment. You're 
talking about planet Earth, where we live. If in fact 
we are going to have a global movement for envi
ronmental justice, we have to understand what the 
environment is and what the agendas are. Environ
mental justice incorporates the idea that we are 
concerned about wetlands, birds and ~lderness 
areas. But we're also concerned with urban habitats, 
about reservations, about things that are happening 
along the US-Mexican border, about children that 
are being poisoned. by lead in housing and kids 

. playing outside in contaminated plagrounds; We 
have had to struggle to get these issues on the radar 
of a lot of the large environmental groups. • 

There's still a lot of progress that needs to be made, 
because to a large extent, the environmental move
ment, the conservation/preservation movement, 
really reflects the huger society~ And society is racist. 
So we can't expect a lot of our organizations not to 
somehow be affected by that. We're not saying that 
people are evil and that these organizations are 
setting out to do harm, but we're saying that we 
have to educate ourselves and learn about each 
other. That's what we've been doing for the last20 
years: trying to get a handle on how we can work 
together in a principled way. In 1991 we had the first 
national People of Color Environmental Leadership 
Summit, and we developed 17 principles of environ
mental justice [Ed; note: see sidebar, fadng page}. And 
what we're saying is that we may not agree ori 100 . 
percent of the things, but we agree on more things 
than we disagree on. 

EF!J: What kind of role has race played in the siting 
of toxic facilities in this country? 

RB: Race is still the most potent factor for predict
ing where loc~lly unwanted land uses go. A lot of 
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people say it's class, but race and class are inter- RB: First, we have to start early. We have to 
twined. Because society is so racist and because educate young people that it is their right to have 
racism touches every institution-employment, access to open space, green space, parks and the 
housing, education, facility siting, land use deci- outdoors, as opposed to people thinking that 
sions, you can't really extract race out of decisions they're supposed to be living in an area where the 
that are being made by people who are in power only .Park is a basketball court with no net. We 
when the power arrangements are unequal. · · have to provide funds to make sure that we get 

When we talk about what's happening, along the them early on and take them on field trips, take 
US-Mexican border and the health conditions of them to a wilderness area, a refuge, a reserve, to a 
children and workers, we must understand that it's park_:.a real park-and to integrate this informa
alsorelated to our consumption patterns, consump- tion into our curriculum. 
tion behavior and who has the most money to If you talk about people of color, African-Ameri
consume the most. Now, all of the issu~s of environ- cans for example, we are land-based people. Afri
mentai racism and environmental justice don't just cans are land-based people. Native Americans are 
deal with people of color. We are just as much land-based peoples. We have been pushed off the 

concerned with inequities in Appalachia, for ex
ample, where the whites are basically dumped on 
because of lack of economic and political clout. · · 

EF!J: Are you seeing more of a convergence be
tween the traditional, white enviromnental groups 
and movements of people of color? 

RB: We haven't seen a total convergence. What 
we've seen is a better understanding of the various 
sides and priorities that are there. For a long time 
historically, for example, black people in the South 
were not even allowed to visit state parks, because of 
Jim Crow and segregation. Then, somehow, we 
were blamed for not having appreciation for state 
parks. I mean, it wasn't our faults, we couldn't go to 
them! So we're finding 
that as more urban folks 
get to visit parks and wil
derness areas they are 
able to appreciate that . 
these are national trea
sures and not just trea
sures for people that have 
money to visit them. 

And more and more 
people who are in en vi- . . . · 
ronmental groups are now beginningto understand 
that what happens in cities also impacts their lives. 
So we can't just let Cities buckle under and fall intO 
this sinkhole. We have to talk about this conver
gence of urban, suburban and rural, the quality of · 
life that eXists and the issue of urban sprawl. Basi
cally everybody is impacted by sprawl. So you talk 
about this convergence, a lot of it is happening now, 
but ithas to happen with the understanding that we 
have to include everybody or it won't work . . 

EF!J: How can you pose these issues to people 
when organizing in low income and politically · 
disenfranchised communities, especially comqlll~ 
nities with very little open space or access to 
natural areas? · 

land and now find ourselves in cities, but 
that doesn't mean that the institutional 
memory of what the land was to us, how 
our whole existence was based on com
munity and being tied to the land is gone. 
I think we've gotten away from that, but 
the reintroduction of those concepts can 
be achieved if we make a concerted effort 
at trying to do that . 

EF!J: What is the environmental justice 
perspective on the population/border de
bate within the Sierra Club? 

RB: Well, you know ... my position-and 
· I can only speak for myself-is that immi

gration is not the problem in terms of 
environmental degradation. If we talk 
about having no borders and addressing 
issues of economic justice, we can address 

., lots of the environmental injustices around 
~ the world. If we talk about respecting life 
~ and respecting people and respecting com~ 
[ munities, we can end a lot of the interna~ 

tiona! friction that results from 
,. transboundary waste trades and imbal
~ ances created as a result ofNAFl:A. We can 
R do a lot of things and I think this whole 

anti-immigrant wave is just another wedge 
that is driven between folks that are orga
nizing and mobilizing. I don't think it will 
work. This country is changing demo-

graphically; and it is scaring a lot of people. The 
year 2050 is supposed to be the m;~gic year when 

- people of color will be in the majority in this 
country. So when we talk, about these issues, we 
have to put them in the context of the long term. 
We need to address things within US borders but 
at the same time we cannot export problems to · 
areas that we know do·not have the capacity to 
handle garbage, environmental waste, risky tech
nologies and unsustainable development poli
cies. So I think that enviroi'lmental justice folks 
are saying that we are going to have to work across 
borders. Those ties are already there and it is just 
a matter of making sure that we strengthen them 

. and keep reaching out. 
EF!J: Earth First! con

siders itself to be the 
radical end of the envi
ronmental movement. 
What· can EF!ers do to 
further the vision of the 
environmental justice 
(EJ) movement? 

RB:Well,youknow, the 
EJ movement is an inclu-

sive movement. The EJ movementis an anti-racist 
movement: and I don't think you can get any more 
radical than fighting racism. Because when you 
talk about fighting racism, you make a lot of 
enemies because racism permeates everything. I 
think Earth First! can really embrace a lot of the 
environmental justice principles that we have and 
see that there are a lot of things that environmen
tal justice .gtoups . are advocating: ~nd trying to 
implement that cut across some of the issues that 
you're addressing. 

Dr. Bullard can be. reached at' the Department of 
Sodology, Environmental Justice Resource Center, Clarke 

. Atlanta University, Atlanta GA; (404) 880-6911. 



RAGE Against lbe Waste ·.Dump 
BY MELISSA jACOBS 

Regional Action Group for the Environment, 
Inc. (RAGE); was formed in the fall of 1993 to stop 
the siting of the largest incinerator ash dump in 
the United States. We are located in the heart of 
the Genesee Valley in western New York state. 

Our group is made up of Native and non-Native 
people who have spent their lives fighting to 
protect our precious Earth. I am Blackfoot In
dian, my husband is of Seneca blood and with 
our two children we reside on the ancestral home
lands cif the Seneca Indians, who are part of the 
Six Nations Iroquois confederacy. 

Our 60 acre farm has been certified organic 
since 1989 and-we teach our children not to pick 
a berry or break a twig from atree withoutasking 
first, as we want them to realize the right of all 
life to exist and to be aware of the far reaching 
consequen~;:es of their actions. We live in a com-

munity of approximately 62,000 people where Zagata of the Department of Environmental Con
money rules. Livingston County, whose number servation then stepped in and overode his ad
one industry is agriculture, sits on a vast series of ministrative law judges' decision and granted 
rock salt and brine mines, as well as abandoned the mine permit. He ignored all protections for 
oil and gas mines. The largest of these salt mines the water, air, earth, burials and any concernes 
was the Akzo-Nobel Retsof mine. It was the larg- about future subsidence. RAGE filed suit against 
est salt mine in the Western Hemisphere, -with all of the state agencies and people who were part 
over 18rsquare, miles of empty caverns; it is the of the process, and in July of 1997, Akzo's attar
size of Manhattan. It was in these cavities that ney made a payoff offer of $500,000. We rudely 
would store. 40 percent of the US' incinerated declined and went all the way to the court of 
garbage, mixed with other industrial by-prod- appeals, New York's highest court, where we lost 
ucts and brine water from a leaky mine shaft. our case. Meanwhile, Akzo's parent company in 

Opposed to this project on all levels, RAGE the Netherlands decided not to build the mine · 
pledged to resist and fought a loud and public but to sell the permit. The land lay idle for nearly 
campaign to stop this atrocity. In the fall of two years, yet ·the State Historical Preservation . 
1993, RAGE members were told that the mine Office refused to move to protect the land. 
was collapsing in several areas that were being In the fall of 1998, a new mining company, 
used for experimental mining. These areas were American Rock Salt, funded by General Electric 
able to accomodate the storage of incinerator ash - (who is notorious- for dumping PCB's in the 
since. the rate of salt extraction was sometimes-as Hudson River), and made up of a local realtor, a 
high as 94 percent. RAGE went public with this slick attorney with ties to the incinerator indus
information and the company launched a full try, a New York City land speculator, and a board 
scale attack on us, turning friends, neighbors of directors that reads like a who's who of the 
and even family members against us. waste trade industry, began bulldozing without a 

On March 12, 1994 the mine collapsed in an valid permit. Over our continued objections the 
area located at the lowest point of the Genesee state granted a permit and the company bull
Valley, just under a major tributary of the dozed throug~ beautiful farmland and ancient 
Genesee River, a large river that flows into Lake burial grounds without any regard for the living 
Ontario. Two huge sinkholes were formed, fill- or the dea~LThey have already unearthed 14 sets 
ing with water, destroying an Indian burial of human remains and have decimated a native 
ground and village, and occupying a twelve village. The state has allowed this continuing 
acre area that was formerly prime farmland. desecration despite protests. 
Wells went dry, houses cracked and roads and Withitl a few weeks, Livingston County in
bridges sank, closing off traffic from a major tertds to obliterate another burial site across the 
transportation route for several years. Danger- street to run water and sewer lines to the mine. A 
ous methane and hydrogen sulfide gases spewed rail spur is being run right through the center of 
out of dry wells and cracks in the earth. Gas a farm that was taken from a local farmer by 
pipelines ruptured 're
peatedly after the col
lapse and flooding 
generated earth
quakes during the 18 
month span it took 
the water to fill the 
mine. Three aquifers 
drained into the 
mine's cavities, be
coming lit}uid salt. 
Over 250 families 
joined a class action 
suit and have yet to 
receive relief from 
these damages. 

What was our local 
and state officials re
sponse to this mess? 
Although the Chief 
scientist of the Attor
ney General's office 

.called it the "largest 
man-made disaster in the history of North 
America unfolding," they decided to do all in 
their power to develop yet ;mother salt mine, 
using 53. million taxpayer dollars : 

The chosen spot (or the new mine was a known 
hidiari burial ground that is documented back 
10,000 years. It contains the human remains .of 
Seneca, Tusca:rora, Algonquin - and other 
Ongwehoriweh who regarded ·the land as sacred 
and brought their relations' remains to this 
ground to be interred in huge effigy mounds 
similar to the Hopewell mounds in ' Ohio. The 
area contains, by New York State's own admis
sion, · at least eight sites eligible for National 
Historic register listing, yet; even though docu
mentation showed the area contained burials, 
the state kept denying any ~xis ted. Archaeologi-

. cal crews were directed to dig where there were 
no grayesites, carefully avoiding those that were 
previosuly investigated so they could claim they 
found nothing. 

RAGE. participated fully in the new mine per
mit process and won the right to hold further 
hearings on · this ·matter. ·Commissioner ·.· Mike 

force. This railroild spur is also being funded by 
11 .5 million of taxpayer's dollars and is being 

. run across an area riddled with sinkholes from 
the old niirie .collapse. The new mine will exca
vate 10,000 acres and will fill the empty cavities 
with New York City's garbage, nuclear waste and 
incinerator ash. 

Except for a handful of people, our• community 
has demonstrated its desire to be the dumping 
ground for waste in the.Northeast. Those of us 
who oppose the dumping have been threatened, 
have had our property vandalized and have been 
shot at by agents of the federal government. We 
desperately need your help. We have run out of 
money and ideas and have exhausted our legal 
avenues. Thankyou for anything you can do to 
help keep our ancestors safe in the ground, and 

, our childrens' land and water free from further 
degradation and pollution. 

Contact RAGE, Inc., c/o Melissa jacobs, 8546 Rte 
408, Nunda, NY 14517; (716) 468-3817. Send letters 
of complaint to. American :Rock Salt, POB 172, 
Groveland, NY 14462-0172; (716) 243-9510. 
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Lockdown . ' 

In 
On June 7, ·Earth First!ers from 

Olympia and Seattle went into the 
headquarters of Plum Creek timber 
company in downtown Seattle. The 
activists were demanding to speak to 
Plum Creek CEO Rick Holley about 
backing out of the infamous I-
90 land exchange between the 
Forest Service and Plum Creek. 
Three of the activists locked to 
each other with Kryptonite bi~ 
cycle locks to be sure that they 
were heard that day. They were 
told that Holley, "was out of 
town that day on vacation." 
Instead of Holley, the activists 
were "greeted" by Plum Creek 
Vice President Bill Brown. 

Brown was concerned that 
the presence of u-locked activ
ists in the lobby would · be· dis
concerting for visitingJapanese 
clients. Brown offered to meet. 
with the activists in a nearby 
room. After an hour of discus
sion Brown agreed to set up a
meeting with the group and 
Holley. No arrests were made 
at the action although three 
of the activists remained . 
locked together. 

the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. 
The public had very little say in the 
negoti(/.tions for the exchange. This 
culminated last fall with the passage of 
Senator Slade Gorton'slast minute rider 
to the omnibus appropriations which 

Seattle 
legislated the land exchange. Plum 
Creek used heavy handed tactics such 
as threatening to log in sensitive areas 
tO ensure a quick resolution. 

Plum Creek is the great grandchild 
of Northern Pacific Railroad. In 1864, 

Congress gave Northern Pacific 
40,000;000 acres of public land 
originally taken from the Na
tive Americans. Northern Pacific 
was to use the acquired lands to 
build railroads through the west 
in . order to settle the western 
states. Northern Pacific was sup
posed to resell the lands back to 
settlers ' for $2.50 an acre. Most 
of the land was never sold back 
as Northern Pacific spun off 
into resource extracting com

. panies, whi<.:h in tu:r~ eventu-
ally gave birth to Plum Creek 
in 1989. Plum Creek is-notori:- , 
ous for its logging practices. It 

. currently has more larid ex
changes in the works than any 

· other timber comp<Jny •. 
. We are ata-criticalpointright 
now! Funds existJor the acqub 
sition - of sensitive lands 

~ . . . 
~ through the little used Land 
~ and Water Conservation Fund. 
~ NO COMPROMISE! -The I-90 land exchange would 

give 17,000 acres of public land 
to Plum Creek. The company 
would acquire rare roadless, low
elevation old-growth forest in EF!er's causing a ruckus at Plum Creek's office in downtown Seattle 

~ Please send letters of support -. 
and donations to Olympia 
Earth Fiist!, POB 11426, Olym
pia, W A 98508. 

AdivislsBIQCkRoadto EagleT~saies . 
· ROildless Arealoggillg-could Sfilrt Ally Time _-

In the dark of the night a cargo net 
was suspended 60 feet above the 
road using strips of rope no thicker 
than parachute cord. On July 12, 
forest activists renewed the non
violent blockade of Forest Road 
4614 to prevent the logging of the 
Salmon Huckleberry Roadless Area, 
the Old Baldy Trail and the sensi
tive Eagle Creek municipal water
shed near the Mt. Hood National 
Forest in Oregon. In addition to the 
new blockade, Cascadia .forest Alli
ance has maintained a tree-sit in an 
old-growth portion of the sale area 
since April 23. 

The net, capable of supporting 
activists for weeks, blocks access to 
a large roadless portion of the Eagle 
timber sales, adjacent to the 
Salmon Huckleberry Wilderness 
Area. The blockade is near the Old 
Baldy trailhead, a trail that will be 
lost if the US Forest Service goes 
through -with their plans. The 
1,000 acres of forest in Eagle con
tain 500 acres of unprotected wil
derness eligible for addition to 
the nearby Salmon Huckleberry. 

The sales are inconsistent with 
recent Forest Service policy changes 
designed to better protect roadless -
areas and watersheds implemented 
by Forest Service Chief Mike 
Dombeck. Yet, the US Forest Service 
and congressional representatives 
have been dragging their feet in ef
forts to cancel the Eagle sales, origi
nally sold under the environmental 
law-suspending Salvage Rider of 
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1996. In the past weeks, ·numerous 
environmental groups have put pres
sure on Dombeck and Oregon Senator · 
Ron Wyden to take action to protect 
the Salmon Huckleberry roadless area 
and the Eagle Creek watershed by sim
ply canceling. the remaining parts of 
the Eagle sales immediately. Rapidly 
melting snow'in the area means log
ging could begin any day. The block
ades are necessaryto "buy time," while 
members . of the public continue to 
pressure Wyden and other elected of
ficials to take action to save the water
shed from the chain:saws. 

Based on how much was cut last year 
and early this year, any further distur
bance would seriously degrade water 
quality and damage the roadless area. 
The Eagle Creek Watershed Analysis 
recommended no more than 9.1 mil
lion board feet of timber be removed 

·per decade from the watershed to 
sustainably maintain water quality
roughly what was cut last year and so 
far this year. Ignoring their own sci
entists' recommendations, as well as 
environmental laws, the Forest Ser
vice sold 28 million board feet to be 
cut this summer and next. The agency 
also failed to perform surveys for a 
host of rare plants and animals, an· 
other . significant violation of 
Clinton's Northwest Forest Plan. Be
cause the sales were sold during the 
Salvage Rider, none of these issues 
can be contested in court. 

Earlier this year, Van port Manufac
turing, purchaser of the Eagle sales, 
closed the doors on their Boring, Or-

egon, lumber mill. Vanport has 
stated it is not opposed to canceling 
the timber sales, and, because of the 
mill closure, it is no longer seeking 
replacement timber elsewhere. D~
spite this, and the widespread pub
lic outcry over the sales, the Mt. 
Hood National Forest has refused to 
cancel them · and insists that the 
area must be logged. 

WHAT: Ongoing blockade to pro~ 
teet the Salmon Huckleberry 
roadless area. 

WHEN: Beginning Jufy 12 and 
continuing until the Eagle timber
sales area canceled. 

WHERE: Forest Road 4614 (Squaw 
Mt. Road) in the Mt. Hood National 
Forest about an hour southeast of 
Portland, near Estacada. 

WHO: Cascadia Forest Alliance, 
Earth First! and you! 

DIRECTIONS: From Portland, fol
. low 1-205 south to the Highway 
. 224/Estacada exit. Follow Highway 

224 about two miles past Estacada 
ail'd then turn left on Fall Creek 
Road. Take the next left at Divers 
Road and then the next right at 
Squaw Mt. Road. Follow Squaw 
Mt. Road for 6.5 miles until a Yin 
the road. 

Keep right at the "Y," continuing 
on Squaw Mt. Road (Road 4614) for 
about five miles until the Old Baldy 
trailhead and our road blockade. 

For niore information contact the 
Cascadia Forest Alliance at PO B 4946, 
Portland, OR 97208; (503) 241-4879, 
fax 235-9976. 



Eco-Hypocrites Breach Maine Dam 
BY PETER NEILS 

"You're either part of the solution, or part of the 
problem. " · 

-ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, 1967 

At 9:35 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time on 
July 1, the J67-year-old Edwards Dam on 
Maine's Kennebec River was breached, open
ing 17 miles of spawning habitat to several 
species of fish, including sturgeon, shad 
and, potentially, Atlantic salmon. In 1997 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
refused to renew the private hydroplant's 

-license, determining that the ecological gain · 
from its removal outweighed gains from it's 

· continued operation. 
Military shipbuilder Bath Iron Works (BIW) 

is providing one third of the removal cost to 
com pens ate for filling nearly 15 acres of prime 
short-nosed sturgeon habitat at the mouth of 
the Kennebec River. BIW's fill plans are part 
of a massive expansion to convert its yard 
into a land.:Ievel facility. One hundred mil
lion dollars of the construction costs are to be 
paid by Maine taxpayers to relieve the strain 

a fence clearly visible to 
several hundred people at 
the assembly. The multi
colored, "BRUCE $ELL$ 
OUTCRITICALHABITAT" 
left little doubt about 
whether the NFN contin
gent would be fawning 
over Babbitt along with the 
other environmental or" 
ganizations present. 

Bearing posters reading, 
~'HABITAT, NOT 
· BABBITT AT" and "FISH 
LADDERS NOW, NOT IN 
16 YEARS," the intrepid 
alternative enviros worked 

} the crowd closely shad
~ owed by state and fed
~ eral security. 
~ Seven NFN volunteers 
~ distributed more than 

100 leaflets promoting 
Edwards Dam being removed their campaign to elimi-

on the stockholders of BIW's Fortune 500 parent 
company, General Dynamics. _ · 

As early as June, Native Forest Network (NFN) 
activists Jim Fre~an and Peter Neils began receiv
ing e-mails and urgent phone calls from corporate 

.environmentalists from as far away as Washing
ton, DC, pleading \yith them to not do an action 
which would disrupt the ceremony preceding the· 
breaching of the dam. 

tacted the two and said that she was in a position 
to offer a meeting with Interior Secretary Bruce 
Babbitt. The Maine activists found Babbitt's pres
ence particularly or1erous in light of his collusion 
with reactionary Republican senators on S.1100, 
which would delay critical habitat designation 
under the Endangered Species _Act, as well as, 

nate dioxin discharges 
from Maine's bleach kraft pulp mills. At the con
clusion of the festivities, they moved the "BABBIT 
$ELL$ OUT CRITICAL HABITAT" banner to the 
main gate and distributed several hundred copies 
of the new "Forest Advocate," supporting The 
National Forest Protection and Restoration Act. 

Jim Freeman concluded that Team NFN had 
maximized the opportUnity which the 
mainstreamers had inadvertently presented to 
the seasoned <;:ampaigners. No one walked out of 
those gates unaware of NFN's position! 

other rollbacks. · . 

The activists conceded that they had contem
plated an action but declined to characterize their 
pu ta ti ve activity as "disruptive." Natural Resources 
Council of Maine (NRCM) staffer Judy Berk con-

Ultimately the NFN Chapter was offered table 
space shoulder to shoulder with the usual suspects, 
way down at the end (by the porta-potties). But the 
wily Mainers turned the snub into a triumph! 
Three large bann~rs scalding Babbitt hung high on 

Contact the Native Forest Network at POB 57, 
Burlington, VT 05402. 

CoNsERViNG ·Wild 
BY CHRISTINA WULF rivers-Potomac, 

In the spring mountains of Vir
ginia, oxygen is green. We live be
neath a breathing· blanket of de
ciduous trees,. however ghostly and 
torn they may be. Standing in the 
Shenandoah Valley, looking west 
to the Alleghenies and east to the 
Blue Ridge, one gazes upon .an an
dent landscape. These mountains 
expose some of the oldest rock in 
North America. Their limestone sedi
ments peel away from the wind and 
water, feeding richly complex forests 
from the pied
mont to the high
lands and beyond. 
Like a wise grand
parent with the 
vast experiences of 
a lifetime, Appala
chian hardwood 
forests · have 
evolved in balance 
with Earth and 
animal of time. 

But _ times 
change; This val
ley bloomed 
early with hu
man inhabit
ants-from the 
Natives who trav
eled the region to 
the early Europe-

. ans, who settled 
· in what was. then 
considered the · 
"Far West to be as distant from the 
control of the English throne as . 
possibJe." The settlers followed the 

Shenandoah, 
Calfpasture, James and Jackson, 
Roanoke, Clinch, Holston and the 
New. Along these rivers industries
farms, foundries, furnaces and lumber 

. yards-have boomed far beyond car
rying capacity. , 

-The echoes of the.great eastern for
est are most audible in the folded 
lands of western Virginia where the -

-George Washington and Jefferson Na
tional Forests encompass some 1.8 
million acres. 

Along with the memories of an 

endless for~$t, western Virgin'ians in
herit the usual degradation of an 
industrial age; too many clearcuts, 

NATURE 
•• 
-IN 

animal-production factories, sick riv
ers, sic;::k trees and possibly the most 
polluted air in the nation. 

•· Hunian populations are booming as 
the rural rush sweeps west from big 
eastern cities, washing a poison tide of 
strip malls, tract housing and chemi
cal-green lawns over farms and forests . 

Here, as-in communities across the 
country, 'people are gathering together 
in the name of conservation and res
toration. In late April; a National For
est Protection Alliance meeting drew 
40 Virginians to the genteel grounds 

'of the University of 
Virginia to strategize 
an end to commer
dallogging on public 
lands. The meeting . 
drew people from all . 
corners of the Old 
Dominion; e(\ch of 
Virginia's eleven 
congressional dis
tricts was repre
sented. We were a 
diverse group
newcomers & old
timers, high school 
and college stu
dents, retirees and 
politically-seas.pned 
organizers. For an 

~ hour in the morn
. ing, we introduced 

ourselves and spoke 
of our individual 
epiphanies-some 

moment, imprinted on us, when the 
wonder of the wild became mani- . 
fest. It was apparent th~t the inove-

YiRqiNiA 
ment to limit human impact is 
not so much a revolution as it is a 
reconnection. Tracing our human 
bloodlines back a brief genetic 

· distance, a handful of centuries, 
we can re-learn how to live on 
this Earth in balance with breath
ing forests and all their inhabit
ants. 

At th~ meeting, we learned sto
ries of the commonality of care, 
and how to turn our powerful emo
tions into political firepower. We 
learned to lobby from the heart, to 
organize as a member of a commu
nity, and to hold the old-boy net
work of Virginia accountable. 

Then we went to Washington, 
DC and lobbied our elected offi
cials. We learned that everyone 
cares about the environment, but 
no one wants to take political risks. 
Not yet. Not until we the people 
show that real conservation is re
ally common sense. 

When caring people gather to
gether, a powerful energy is l;>orn. 
Almost every evaluation form from 
the meeting said, "The best part was 
the people-meeting other people 
who care." Every day there are more 
of us. The movement to . conserve 
wild nature belongs to ordinary 
folks. The restoration of our home 
ranges is a joyful but urgent task in 
which everyone mus~ play a part . 

To contact the Shenandoah Eco~ 

system Defense Group, please con
tact to POB 1891, Charlottesville, 
VA 22903; or call (804) 971-1553; 
sedg@firstva.com. 
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BY jULIE LIGHT 

CoRPORATE WATCH EDITORIAL BoARD 

Tecate's coat of arms dubs this Mexican town 
"Baja California's Industrial Paradise." About 30 
miles from Tijuana, the city is home to the Tecate 
brewery and also houses an industrial park filled 
with assembly plants, or maquiladoras. This "indus
trial paradise" is one of several Mexican border 
boomtowns that is part of a global production 
system. "People say 'Tecate, that's where they make 
that beer,' but Tecate is fast becoming 'where they 
make that car, where they make that television,'" 

. says Jose Bravo, Coordinator of the Border Justice 
Project of the bi-national Southwest Network for 
Environmental and Economic Justice. 

In Tijuana, residents refer to the border as l(llinea, 
the line. La linea has come to demarcate more tha11 

. a political boundary. It locates both Mexico and the 
United States on opposite sides of the coip in a 
global system of trade and production. 

On a recent visit to California, Mexican president 
Ernesto Zedillo told corporate executives that south
ern California and Baja, California are rapidly 
becoming a single economy, which Zedillo opti
mistically promises will be the most dynamic eco
nomic growth area of the world for the next cen
tury. California Governor Gray Davis told a town 
meeting in Los Angeles that, "When Mexico's 
economy thrives, California benefits. And, when 
California thrives, Mexico benefits." 

Official optimism aside, it is the maquiladora that 
has turned Mexico into California's number one 
trading partner. Corporate headquarters remain 
north of Ia linea , while assembly plants are mush
rooming south of the border. Corporations reap 
record profits, while poor and working communi
ties on both sides of Ia linea are consigned to low- · 
wage jobs and environmental health hazards. The 
US-Mexico .border is a microcosm of North-South 
relations in a global economy where corporations 

call the shots, and poor nations sell off labor rights 
and the environment to the highest bidder. 
_ The term maquiladora comes from the Spanish 
word maquila, used to describe the payment mill
ers historically received from peasants for grinding 
corn. The analogy refers ·to the "value added" to 
the materials that are assembled on the border. 

0*'• -the 
Foreign companies import machinery and · 
materials duty free and export finished prod
ucts to the US. Top management is usually 
foreign, while Mexican subcontractors of
tell supply the labor force. Shiny, modern 
industrial parks, known as. export process
ing zones in pre-North American Free Trade 
Agreement days, house scores of factories. 

In the 30 years since the first export 
processing zones opened, nearly a mil
lion Mexicans have migrated to the bor
der to work in the maquiladoras for as 
little as fifty cents an hour. Government 
agricultural policies have made it almost 
impossible to eke out a living in rural 
communities and unemployment.in the 
interior is rampant. Inthe 1960s and 70s 
the first industrial parks attracted textile 
companies that employed an almost en
tirely female workforce. Now some 4,500 foreign 
companies operate plants that assemble electron
ics, cars, toys, furniture·and medical equipment, 
and men account for more than 40 percent of the 
labor force . . 

The export-processing sector is the only part of 
Mexico's economy that's booming. More than a 
million maquiladora workers generate about ten · 
billion dollars a year in foreign exchange: But the 
export boom comes at a price: the global race to 
the bottom of the wage scale, tens of thousap.ds of 
workers made ill by Jnadequate occupational 

·health protections, rampant sex discrimination, 
and industrial pollution that threatens communi
ties on both sides of the border. "I've had contact 
with more than one hundred companies (operat
ing on the border), and I haven't found one that 
respects Mexican labor rights," explains econo
mist Jaime Cota, who counsels maquiladora work
ers on their rights. 

The debate around the passage of the North 
American: Free Trade Agreement(NAFTA) shone a 
spotlight on these issues. Despite environmental 
and labor agreements signed .after protests by 
activists from Mexico, Canada and the United 
States, these problems have not gone away. In 
fact, they've gotten worse: · 

Industry e~ecutives, like Dale Robinson, former 
· president of the Western 

Maquiladora Trade Asso
ciation, assert that Mexi
cans benefit from jobs and 
government mandated 
training and education. 
NPeople in the plants have 
jobs that are helping pro
vide a living for their 
families," says Robinson. 

. But wages on the border 
have remained stagnant, 
ranging between fifty 
cents and a dollar an 
hour, since the first ex
port processing zones 
were opened in 1965; 
The av:erage cost of liv
ing for a family offour is 
estimated at three to four 
times that. 

"Of course it's not 
enough to feed a fam
ily," comments Cfpriana 
Jurado, Coordinator of 
the Worker Research and · 
Solidarity Center (CISO) 
in Ciudad Juarez, across 
the border from El Paso; 
Texas. Jurado worked in 
maquiladoras for ten 
years, from the age of 
13, before becoming a 
full-time organizer. 
Mean'while, attempt's to 
organize independent la
bor unions have :met 
with repression. 

Sex discrimination in 

order 

the maquilas is noto
rious. Human Rights 

Watch has documented 
the widespread practice of 

testing women for pregnancy 
as a condition of employment . 

Workers who become pregnant 
are sometimes fired. Women also face sexual ha
rassment, unequal pay for the same work as men 
and a glass ceiling that prevents their promotion 
to middle management. " 

Some women even pay with their lives when they 
move to the border to find work .. There have been 
180 murders of young women in CiudadJuarez over 
the last si~ years, most of them maquila workers. 
These murders area grisly reminder of the social 
costs of free trade. · 

Although Mexico has tough enVironmental laws, 
enforcement is lax. There is no "right to know" 
law in Mexico, so workers and communities are 
denied information about the toxins to which 
they are exposed. Companies pollute freely, de
grading the border. Toxic waste, which should be 
returned to the US OJ' other countries by law, is 
often stored on site, posing a health risk to work~ 
ers and surrounding communities. Border com• 
munities report a· deterioration of public. heaith 
ranging from respiratory problems to skin irrita
tions and neurological disorders believed to . be 
caused by industrial pollution. 

Occupational health and safety laws also go 
unenforced in . Mexico, where workers are rou
tinely exposed to a range of solvents, glues · and 
other · toxic chemicals. Warning labels are fre
quently in English, making them of little use to a 
Spanish-speaking workforce. Workers often leave 
their jobs rather than endure the harassment that 
demanding enforcement of occupational- safety 
codes would bring. 

While· political leaders celebrate the economic 
integration of northern Mexico and the south
western United States, they fail to acknowledge 
that the benefits of free trade are not equal. The 
true winners ar.e not citizens on either side of the 
frontier, but transnational corporations. If corpo
rations operate beyond borders, so too must the 
movement that seeks to combat the environmen
tal and human rights violations committed by 
those companies. Cross-border organizing 
strengthens links between labor, women's and 
environmental justice movements internation
ally. As the victory over the proposed Sierra Blanca 

·nuclear waste dump in Texas shows, the power of 
bi-national coalitions can be formidable. 

The obstacles to organizing on either side ofla 
liniea are enormous. Activists must bridge the 
gap in unequal resources, cultural and linguistic 
differences, and face the slow pace of change. Yet 
grassroots activists are increasingly recognizing 
their <;ammon interests. Activists are not looking 
to either the Mexican or US governments to 
provide the answers. Instead, they are working 
on solutions that will come from the bottom up 
in communities along both sides of the border. 

The days may be numbered for sleepy-little
towns-turned-boom'towns to remain a paradise 
for industry. In Tecate, .community activists are 
fighting contamination of the local river by th~ 
brewery, the privatizat~on of a public park and 
the destruction of ancient petroglyphs by a de
veloper. They say their fight has only just begun. 

For more information, contact the Southwest Net
work for Environmental and Economic Justice at 
POB 7399, Albuquerque, NM87194; (505) 242-0416. 



BY MONTI AGUIRRE 

"We got together to organize, so we would not be 
forced to abandon our lands. We never want to leave 
our lands," said Rosario Huentiao, one of the 12 
members ofMapu Domuche Nehuen(Women with 
the Strength of the Earth). 

These women live in the Upper Bio bio in Chile 
and are atthe center of resistance against the 570-
megawatt Ralco Dam being built on .the Bio bio. 
The Upper Bio bio is a region of scenic narrow 
canyons filled with cypress and araucaria pine 
forests, 100-foot waterfalls which feed the magnifi
cent Bio bio River, and the majestic snowy peak of 
the Callaqui volcano. 

Rosario, Julia, Nicolasa1 Berta, Aurelia, Rosa, Irma, 
Lucy, Maria, Gertrudiz, Francisca and Hilda belong 
to the Pehuenche Mapuche indigenous group. Most 
of them are the head of their household. Along 
with hundreds of others living in this beautiful 
valley, these women and their families face dis
placement from the Upper Bio bio Valley because 
of the Ralco Dam. The women's group came to
gether in 1998 when construction began on the 
c;tam whic:h would flood 3,400 hectares of prime 
agricultural lands, drown native forests and 
threaten the survival of animal species such as the 
Andean fox, puma, southern sea otter, blackneck 
swan and the Andean condor. 

Irma explains the difficulties of the group's fight, · 
"The Pehuenche have little political experience, 
and ma'riy of us do _not speak or write Spanish. I 
didn't even: know that there was an indigenous law 
to back us up." The ·national indigenous law pre
vents developers from starting construction on 
projects like Ralco until all indigenous people whose 
lands would be taken . have given their written 
consent. Irma, who was relocated once before in 
1997 for the Pangue D~tJJ.__:.the first of six dams 
planned for the Bio bio-has not given her consent 
to be moved for Ralco. 

Pangue Dam did not set a good precedent for 
those who would lose land to dams in the Bio bio . 
region, as_ the project's resettlement was handled 
very poorly. The national electricity company, 
Endesa, did not fulfill the environmental and social 
obligations of its loan agreement with the Interna
tional Finance Corporation (IFC) fo:r the Pangue 
project. Subsequently, Endesa and the IFC worked 
to cover up two reports (both commissioned by the 
IFC) which were highly critical of the treatment of 
the settlers. Although the indigenous law is in
tended to prevent .Endesa from beginning construe-

tion on the project until 
all affected families have 
signed authorizations for 
land swaps, Irma points 
to the deep tracks ofheavy 
vehicles crossing her land 
and the rips in the Earth 
where tractors have torn 
out trees. She says this is 
not the first time that 
Besalco, the Chilean civil 
works company hired by 
Endesa, has gone across 
her land without permis
sion. "Endesapressures us 
a lot, I don't know why 
they are pressuring me to 
sign ·the land swap if I 
don't want to. This land · 
belongs to us." 

Of the 83 families whose 
lands are to be submerged by the dam, eight families 
have resisted signing away their land. Despite this, 
five percent ofthe dam works has been completed. 
As Besalco trucks go by, billowing clouds of red <;lust, 
Sara explains that Besalco wanted to remove a huge 
rock sacred to the Pehuenches to build the road. 
"Some Pe.tmenche ancestors are buried here, and we 
fought until the company finally moved the road 
around the sacred rock." Berta, a 71-year-old mem
ber of the group, says she ready to take a stand for 
what is tight~ "The 'company is crossing the line. 
They have no respect for us. They act as if they were 
the owriers of these lands. We are the owners, we 
have our roots here." 

Endesa has made inroads with some families by 
making promises of jobs and good lands-prom
isesthatsome believe the c:ompany cannot keep. 
One man who lives in the Upper Bio bio com
ments, "Many men were conquered by the com
pany when they were offered jobs. There aren't 
any jobs here. That is why some people are giving 
away their lands." . 

The Pehuenche have traditionally been a pastoral, 
raising sheep and chickens and growing crops. In • the summer they take their animals to higher alti-
tude pastures. Berta described her daily life, "We 
plant and harvest our land ... I have peaches, plums, 
apples~ pine nuts, wheat, salmon, the copi-hue tree 
and other trees." Some people who have signed land 
exchanges did not plant crops during the last plant
ing season, and as their relocation continues to be 

__ put off, they have faced food shortages. In April, 

after holding a ceremony "to become spiritually 
strong" as Berta put it, 700 people marched for 35 
kilometers to protest construction of the dam. 

Students, environmentalists and indigenous 
peoples' rights supporters from Chile · and other 

· p·arts of the world have come to the area to supp_ort 
the Pehuenche. The volunteers camp outside the 
Pehuenche houses and help the families in tlleir 
daily tasks. But most of all they are there to help 
provide security. 

In February, the volunteer _ camp awoke to 
shootings at two in the morning. Armed goons 
shone bright lights at them while ripping off the 
anti-dam signs posted on a nearby building. The 
protesters have not been deterred. "The children 
want their Bio bio. They want their land, they want 
to be here, I am fighting for the children, for my 
ancestors who are buried here, for the trees <~nd for 
the Bio bio," said Berta. Aurelia Marihawar, presi
dent of Women with the Strength of the Earth said, 
"We don't want the dam, "'f'le want them to let us 
live in peace. I am not leaving." 

This article was excerpted from World Rivers Re
view, June 1999. For more information, contact the 
International Rivers Network, 1847 Berkeley Way, 
Berkeley, CA 94703; (510) 848-1155; monti@irn.org. 

Mapu Domuche Nehuen is requesting donations to 
help cover the cost of transportation, phone, materi~ 
als and food. You can also help by organizing educa
tional events, donation collections, and letter-writ
ing campaigns. They can be· contacted through the 
address above. 

Mutants March Jlgainst the -1m11ott ot Nuclear Fuel into Russia 
BY IGOR BUDRIK 

On June 1, the Moscow Youth 
Yabloko party and the Socio-Eco
logical Union staged a protest in 
front of the State Duma, the Rus
sian lower chamber of parliament, 
against the import of spent Ruclear 
fuel into Russia. The "March of 
Mutants" was prompted by :recent 
attempts to amend legislation to 
permit foreign spent nuclear fuel 
imports into Russia for storage . 
and reprocessing. 

in February, the Duma proposed 
to amend the environmental pro
tection law. The initiative, encour
aged by the Ministry for Atomic 
Energy (Minatom), received sup
port from almost all the Duma 
factions. ·Yet the initiative fa'iled 
after protests by the Duma Envi
ronmental Committee and non
governmental or.ganizations. 

InlateApril, agroupofDumamem
bers came up with a draft law on 

industrial storage and 
reprocessing of 

spent nuclear 
fuel. The 

law was designed to remove all the 
legal roadblocks involved in import
lng foreign spent fuel. The State 
Environmental Committee twice re
fused to approve the draft. The draft 

· has not had a public hearing. 
".The law stands a good chance of 

- approval by the State 
Duma if there are no pro
tests," said Andrey 
Sharomov, leader of 

-~ .... Moscow Youth Yabloko 
party. "Duma members 
love to have financial 
backing for the voting, 
so if there are protests, the 
chances are still good. 
However, they would be 
significantly · lower, 
Yabloko will oppose this 
law. at all levels," 

Sharomov asserted. 
Meanwhile fi

nancial backing, 

- . 
promised by Min atom, is more than 
tempting for a country with a ru
ined economy. Adamov assures 
Russians that spent nuclear fuel 
collection from other countries is 
a "$150 billion business" and a 
"golden opportunity for Russia." 

"If the law is approved, Russia · 
wilLbecome an international 
nucle(!r dumpsite, while Minatom's 
bureaucrats and their lobbyists in 
the Duma will get billions of dol
lars in their bank accounts," states 
Vladimir Slivyak, Socio-Ecological 
Union's anti-nuclear'campaigner. 

In the meantime, the US based 
Non-proliferation Trust Inc. has 
proposed that Minatom collect 
and ship 6,000 metric tons of 
spent fuel to Russia. 

Please contact the Socio-Ecologi
cal Union International, POB 211, 
121019 Moscow, Russia; 7-095-
278-4642; anc@ecoline.ru. 
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Timber ipdustry officials stood three basted the legislation, which .gua~an
deep and shoutder-to-shoulder behind . ~ees thetimber industry the right to 
Washington Governor Gary Locke as cuttrees unmolested in exchange. for 
he signed tandmark legislation on June changes in logging pr;tct~ces in ten qed 
?intended to protect loggers from envi- to protect salmon, "This bill is a sell
ronmental regulations. The officials, out,. to the timber industry, pure and 
whowerejoinedbypoliticiansandsdme . sJmple," said Dave Mann, president of 
"triballead~rs, ,; Clapped and cheered .. . the Washington Environmental Coun

. when Lbcke sign~ the measure after .. cil. "It gives . the timber industry .con-

Essentially, the Forest and Fish . standingin sensitive habitat. As par
tial compensation, the timber in
dustry will get a tax break worth $6 
miliion annually. 

Agreement will allow timber 
companiesto operate for 50 years with 
impunity in areas considered home 
to federally endangered or threat
ened salmon. In . exchange, the tj.m-

sayingitoffered threatened, wildsalm,on ... trol of futureJogging rules, gives them 
"the highest level of protection ... on a multi-million dollar tax cut 'and at
forest lands of any state in the nation." lows them to continue to cut trees too 

'berindustry 'must give up $2 l:>illion ·. 
. w<;>rth of timber along streams and 
rivers and .· on steep hillsides, and . · 
they are expected to rehabilitate log
ging roads. considered a threat to 
salmon streams. Owners of sin all tim
ber lots will receive 50 percent com
pensation from the state for trees left 

The National Marine Fisheries Ser
vice (NMFS) is the agency responsible 
for the recovery of West Coast salmon 
runs. In he~rings on' the proposal, 
NMFS told laWrn.akers that the agree
ment would virtually exempt the in-

. dustcy from federal intervention and 
third-party lawsuits that prevent log
gers from damaging salmon habitat. Outside the governor's packed con~ close to streams, threatening salmon 

terence room, environmentalists lam- and water quality:" 

THE ALMIGHTY PACIFIC SALMON 
continued from page 1 

It is all too apparent how Euro-American coloni
zation of the Northwest has altered our environ
ment. The dominant human culture is no longer 
committed to respect and sustainability. This wealthy 
place, with forests that contain as much biomass as 
any ecosystem in the world, has been ruthlessly 
mi.ned of resources that had every potential of being 
indefinitely sustainable. 

Northwesterners with chainsaws, bulldozers, engi
neering degrees and ambition to accumulate mate
rial wealth have not properly venerated our good 
fortUne. Ancient forests, rivers and native animals 
have been removed by force, encroachment or poi
son. Now we are faced with the. possibility that 
Cascadia's unimaginably abundant salmon runs may 
have been decimated to the point of no return. The 
notoriously reluctant federal government has finally 
admitted the crisis, listing nine more Pacific salmon 
run~cologically significant units (ESUs)-under 
the Endangered Species Act .(ESA). The remarkable 
loyalty of Pacific salmon to their natal streams has 
meant ecologically significant genetic differentia
tion between their seven different species. 

Pacific salmon are born in freshwater forest streams 
and go to sea to enjoy oceanic adventures until 
adulthood. To reproduce, they return to the streams 
where they were born. To get there, they may have 
traveled up to 10,000 miles through the ocean and 
1,500 miles up a raging river without eating. Though 
Pacific salmon may swim together in the ocean, 
they only spawn with others of their own run, 
keeping the runs unique. After a run is extirpated, it 
can take a hundred years before a new run is re
established by the small percentage of fish who 
explore new territory. 

In March 1999, Oiette Lake sockeye, Hood Canal 
summer run chum, Puget Sound Chinook, Colum
bia chum, Lower Columbia 'Chinook, Upper 
Willamette Chinook and steelhead, and Middle 
Columbia steelhead were all listed as threatened 
under the ESA. Upper Columbia Spring Chinook 
were listed as endangered. These fish join the pre
carious company of 16 other Pacific salmon ESUs on 
the West Coast of the lqwer 48 states, four deferred 
or proposed listings, and six candidate groups. These 
new listings are the first to affect a large region with 
numerous urban centers. 

As an endangered species, salmon have a unique 
constituency of support. There will be costs associ
ated with the institutional and lifestyle changes 
needed to allo~ salmon to thrive in a populated area, 
but Native American tribes, sports and commercial 
fisherman, newcomers and old timers alike support 
protection of the ocean-going fish. The salmon's 
predicament is undoubtedly linked to human well
being, and this support creates some optimism for 
their survival. But can the Northwest adapt when it 
is flooded with hundreds of new residents everyday? 
Can they take action as a bioregion? 

The ESA is used by environmentalists because it's 
the best tool available to keep non-humans in this 
country from going extinct. Ultimately though, the 
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ESA is of questionable value. It doesn't stop activi~ 
ties that imperil species before they are in desperate 
danger, and it's impractical because the cost of such 
late reforms can be astronomicaL Initial careful 
planning would be more logical, as would legal 
tools that force unethical developers, industrial
ists and governments to take more than jost 
profits into consideration. But such laws don't 
exist or aren't enforced. 

Methods to improve conditions for Pa
cific salmon in the Northwest are obvi
ous. Dams mu.st go. For years, hydro
electric dams have been identified 
as the single biggest murderer, of 
salmon, followed by overfishing 
and habitat destruction due to 
logging. 

Hatchery fish also kill wild 
salmon, by spreading disease and 
eating or competing with the 
wild fish. Hatchery production 
is often grafted on to otherwise 
well-planned community resto
ration projects. With effective habi
tat restoration, wild salmon will eventu-
ally re-inhabit a creek. It may take a hun
dred years, but humans must be patient. 

To begin with, water must be treated with 
respect. Fall, winter and spring in the North-
west is a long, wet experience. Rain washes the 
streets of cities and towns and farms into sewers, 
ditches and creeks, meeting the big waters of the 
Puget Sound, the Columbia River and smaller 
salmon-bearing streams and lakes. It is important to 
reduce ground contaminants because all land is part 
of some waterway. Fertilizers and pesticides need to 
be abolished, and petroleum products must be care
fully disposed of. Even . high concentrations of do
mestic pet waste near streams creates bacteria that 
kill salmon. During the Northwest's summer 
drought, water use in cities and draining of creeks in 
rural areas must be reduced and regulated. 

Will human beings, bioregion-wide, decide to 
take action to make · their habits fit with salmon 
needs? Seattle Mayor PaulSchell says, "As we work 
to save the salmon, ~t may turn out that the salmon 
save us." This refers to the widespread concern that 
local beauty is being destroyed by runaway urban 
and suburban development. Changes that would 
benefit Pacific salmon would benefit innumerable 
other native animals and ecosystems, as well as the 
air, water, aesthetic and recreational values, and 
everything we hold near and dear. · 

"Saving the salmon," however, is a painhllly 
anthropocentric way of putting it, and it may be 
impossible. Rich Nawa, a Southern Oregon ecolo
gist who helped get federal listing for Oregon 
Coho and steell)ead runs, insists that only salmon . 
can save salmon. The minimal mitigation offered 
to salmon habitat needs is now pathetically un
balanced compared to what humans have done to 
degrade and destroy their habitat in the last two 
hundred years. According to Nawa, salmon are 
evolving quickly in their attempt to survive hu-

"Fishern by Stephen Braun 

man lunacy. On the Columbia River, 
commercial fishing of Coho in the fall has 

nearly wiped out traditional upstream runs. Still, 
salmon that spawn until the winter have man
aged to survive. Run changes can and do occur 
within a few generations, changing the potential 
for survival. 

No one really knows exactly what will fix the 
problem of salmon declines. It is unclear whether our 
mitigation attempts are having a real effect-salmon 
exist on a much bigger time scale than we do. When 
we improve the conditions for salmon, we improve 
the probability of their survival. But it is arrogant and 
presumptuous to beat our chests about the good 
things we've done or will do for salmon. The hydro
electric, timber, agriculture and commercial fishing 
industries will invariably attempt to circumvent the 
ESA listing as it startriorcing institutional changes of 
how we treat the wild. 

Nawa speculates that what really might help 
salmon is the magnitude eight or nine earthquake 
predicted for Cascadia in the next couple hundred 
years. Such an event, which in the past caused 
extirpations of salmon runs by blocking waterways, 
could unleash nature's power and take out hundred 
of dams, freeing waterways for salmon. If an impov
erished or defunct government Was unable to re
build the destructive infrastruc~ure, all the better. 
Imagine~ future in which salmon are spawning in 

the rubble of th~ Seattle Kingdome. Humans and 
our concrete structures are temporary. May salmon 
survive our measly attempts to "save" them and 
inay the Salmon Nations live to flourish and swim 
in uncountable numbers through Cascadian rivers 
once again. 



EFOR HRIIIP1 
BY LAURIE HERGOTI 

In this small village on the northern 
coast of Ecuador, many of the locals 
depend completely on the sea for their 
livelihood. I have just spent two hours 
on horrible roads in the back of a 
pickup truck, only to have my passage 
blocked by the existence of artificial 
ponds built to cultivate shrimp. After 
an hour of walking in knee-deep mud 
between the farms, we reached a boat 
that was able to take us to the commu- · 
nity of Bolivar. 

As I sit here in this wooden hut 
swatting flies and dripping with sweat, 
I listen to the local women discuss the · 
loss of their livelihood as concheras 
(collectors of shellfish). The loss is the 
result of the shrimp aquaculture which 
has come with bulldozers, dearcutting 
hectares and hectares of mangrove for
est. Cemeteries have even been dug up 
for shrimp production. 

The women's weathered hands and 
facesare outward signs of a daily 
struggle that few in the North can 
relate to. This is a livelihood that has 
been destroyed by our consumption .. 
Here in Ecuador, like so many other ·. 
developing countries with tropical 
coastlines, the shrimp industry has 
arrived and expanded, wreaking 
havoc ecologically, sodoeconomi
cally and culturally, using its politi~ 
cal and economic power to ensure its 
expansion. -

·The same ponds that blocked my 
access to the community also block 
the locals daily access to the sea and to 
major transport routes. Not only has 
the destruction of the mangroves taken 
away their food, building materials, 
and the basis of a productive food 
chain (on which thousands of aquatic 
and terrestrial)ife forms depend), it 
has also disrupted the natural balance 
of the coast. The specialized system of 
stilt-like roots of mangrove trees not 
only have the unique ability to filter 
salt water, but also regulate the tide, 

protect coastlines from storms, and 
prevent erosion. 

If having their primary resource de
stroyed and losing access to the sea is 
not enough, the contamination from 
the shrimp ponds is yet anotber blow 
tothevillagers struggle to survive. These 
aquaculture . ponds not __ pnly occupy 
extensive land areas but' also require 

· unbelievable consumption of water. 
Just as other monoculttire crops are 
highly susceptible to disease and pest 
outbreaks, so is shrimp aquaculture. 
Farmers · rely on tremendously large 
amounts of pesticides, antibiotics and 
chemicals. The contaminated water is 
flushed regularly, discharging concen
trated chemicals, shrimp waste and 
excess food into the sea. Those with 
small agricultural plots surrounding 
the shrimp farms often find their land 
salinized by the ponds, turning once 
productive farmland into wasteland 
and leaving groundwater undrinkable. 

Meanwhile, we in the North sit back, · 
munching on our shrimp, completely 
unaware that we cause the problem. 
Each time we consume shrimp, we not 
only accept this exploitation, but ap
prove. I don't think I can sum up my 
feelings any better than the commu
nity activist from India, Jacob Raj, who 
said, "It is a brutal process by which the 

protein is extracted from the poor 
people and the land which is owned by 
the poor people, and this extraction is 
to feed the bloated . stomachs of the 
rich. This is certainly a violation of the 
right to life." 

But I am here among these barefoot, 
partially dressed, malnourished chil
dren thinking how easy it is to not eat 
shrimp. Being in these communities, 
talking with the people, witnessing 
their struggle, seeing the powers that 
they are up against and the extensive
ness of the shrimp farms (the ponds 
stretch as far as my eye can see in what 
was once mangrove forest) has frus
trated me. I am angry that these people, 
equal to you and I and deserving of 
the same basic rights, have their lives 
in jeopardy because of money. I hope · 
people still have enough of a con
science to educate themselves and to 

-act. As one local fisherman put it, 
"Each shrimp is a teardrop that be
longs to one of us. That is how much 
we have suffered. II 

I ask each and every one of you to 
fight agafnst Goliath. The problem is 
on your table. The solution is in your 
hands. Shrimp comes from destruc
tive, exploitative operation·s in devel
oping . countries. Don't eat shrimp, 
don't buy shrimp, don't sell shrimp. 

Fishworkers. in India Killed by 
. . 

Police for Resisting. Aquaculture 
In late May, four fisherpeople were killed and 13 injured 

as police opened fire against fishworkers who had re
turned to their villages after participating in an anti
prawn action organized by the labor group "Chilika 
Matsyaj,ibi Mahasangh. 11 

The disparity between rich government-supported shrimp 
farms and poor fisherpeople iil Chilika has been a problem 
for some time. There is a strong movement, sllpported by 
the National Fish workers Forum and the World Forum of 
Fish Harvesters, which has steadfastly resisted aquaculture. 
The local people resist aquaculture because it destroys both 
their livelihoods and their en.vironment. 

Chilika lake, the largest brackish water lake in India, has 
been used for aquaculture by the local Mafia for years, with 
the support of local politicians. A Supreme Court judgment 
in 1996 banned all aquaculture within 1000 meters of the 
lake and within the coastal zone. The court ordered the 
demolition of numerou.s shrimp farms. However, the local 
government in Orissa . has challenged the ruling, so the 
shrimping continues. 

The fishworkers organization, supported by the Supreme 
Court decision, gave a 24-hout ultimatum to all the prawn 
farms. The ultimatum lapsed on May 29, and the workers 
destroyed 11 illegal prawn farms! 

Police raided the fishworker's village that night. They 
mercilessly beat villagers, threw tear gas shells, and fired .' 
their weapons without provocation. 

During a demonstration on June 5, fish workers sat on the 
rail lines at Rambha, Khallikote, Bhusandapur and other 

. stations stopping traffic for 12 hours. At the Bhubaneswar 
station, 600 women carrying their children stopped the 
Chennai-Howrah Koromandal Express. Eight trains were 
canceled. 

In the capital, Bhubaneswar, the demonstr&tion was to
tally successful. Thousands of fish workers from Chilika and 
adjacent areas made a human wall in the city, and vehicular 
traffic was totally shutdown. Shops closed, and office work
ers left their jobs. Police arrested 2,000 people. 

Twenty-five thousand fisherpeople blockaded the main 
approach road to the Orissa State Capitol on july 2. During 
the protest, a delegation of workers held talks-with the 
chief minister who reassured theleaders that all aquacul-

. ture will be banned in Chilika. 
The struggle against industrial aquaculture must con

tinue. To contact the World Forum of Fish Harvesters and 
Fishworkers write to NAMP Velankanny, Junction, 
Valiathura, Thiruvananthapuram 695 008, India;+91-47l-
50 1376; www.south-asian-initiative.org/wff. 
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later,JeffBerman wasremovedfrom the 
tripod and arrested. Two others were 
also arrested for refusing to leave their 
friend's sides. 

The front side of the Cat III Free State 
had been . dismantled, liut the spirit of 
resistance and the batmobile still faced the 
weary band of camouflage wan:na-be sol
diers. The batmobile was a chore to dis
mantle and our hero Opie maintained his 
lockdown position until the end. First the 
United States Fascist Service and the 
sheriff's deputies were called in. Next, the 
fire department arrived on the scene in 

Opie, comfy, rested and ready to stop the bad guys. their high tech and oh-so-pricey Hummer, 
bringing with them enough power tools to 

continued from the front page dismantle the military defenses of a small country. 

EF!er Opie locked to the upside-down van in one 
of the most-amazing roadblocks ever constructed. 
The newly expanded Cat III Free State erupted in 
jubilation! But unfortunately, it was short lived. 

Early the next morning, 38 Freddies and police 
officers dressed in full camouflage, with flack 
jackets and bullet-proof vests, raided the Free 
State. A closure was immediately thrown on the 
area and seven people were arrested. Among the 
arrestees was Brian Hansen, a journalist with the 
Colorado Daily. Rosniarino and Wolf, locked with 
"black bears" to the cherry picker and the truck, 
were painstakingly sawed free by the local fire 
department and arrested for blocking a public 
road and· violating a closure order. T~ree hours 

Bit by bit they took the car apart and jack-ham
mered the concrete "dragon" until they got to Opie's 
hand. Eight hours later, Opie was finally removed 
and arrested. 

The fight to save the Two Elk Roadless area has 
just begun. Few wars have ever been won in one 
battle. This is the war against corporate destruc
tion of our precious wildlands, and we will not be 
dissuaded. There is an entire summer of protests 
and actions planned. 

Through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 
it was learned that VA tried to cut a sleazy deal 
with the Colorado Division of Wildlife recently 
asking for a quid pro quo agreement, whereby VA 
would pay $200,000 towards lynx reintroduction 
in Southern Colorado if they were released from . 

all further obligations to protect lynx habitat in 
the Vail area. This documented proof of the incestu
ous relationship between Vail and our government 
agencies has only served to strengthen our resolve 
to stop the Category Iii expansion dead in its tracks. 

Cat III expansion is a perfect example of corpo
rate greed overrunning our democratic process . 
and destroying our last remaining wildlands and 
imperiled wildlife. Cat III is home to 72 species of 
mammals, 202 species of birds, and five species of 
amphibians. It is also one of the most important 
tracts of land for the imperiled lynx in the South
ern Rockies. The US Fish and Wildlife Services 
own biologists believe that Vail's expansion could 
lead to the "ultimate extirpation of the lynx" in 
the Southetn Rockies, yet DC bureaucrats insisted 
upon pushing forward with the expansion. 

Throughout the planning process for this ex
pansion, government agencies have insisted that 
the lynx has not been seen in the Vail area since 
1973, but new FOIAed documents reveal that the 
lynx was spotted by wildlife biologists in Cat III as 
recently as 1992, and DNA samples taken from 
collected hair tested positive for lynx. 

We cannot allowVA to destroy the most critical 
. lynx habitat in the Southern Rockies just because 

they have enough money to buy off government 
officials. As Ed Abbey once said,. II At some point in 
time we must draw a line in the sand and say, 
'Thus far and no further."' Now is such a time. 

To find out more, contact the Coalition to Stop 
Vail at POB 3155, Boulder, CO 80307; (303) 545-
6203; stopcat3@earthnet.net.; www.stopvail.net. 

TAYLOR RANCH -Ac 
BY RED AT ROCKSTARR 

GGfRS MAKE fRIENV~ 
We ffitered Taylor Ranch in the cool early morning with 

lockboxes. Two full trailers of scalped logs provided us with action; 
people quickly locked down. The first reactions by the loggers and 
drivers were violent and aggressive but we immediately began 
dialog. It was the first of many hours of frank and honest commu
nications with those who make their living in the logging industry. 

to create bonds whiCh defied obstacles of class, gender and 
political beliefs. 

The action culminated with a teach~in with the loggers and 
drivers. Emotions were mixed as we discussed the differences 
be~ween targets, tactics and effectiveness. Taylor, the big 
boss, was far removed from the logging operation. I would 
have never imagined myself leaving a successful action walk- . 
ing out the front gate. But I did, along with all the other mass
march protesters and the lock-down group. We made an 
aJllazing connection with a segment of the populace that 

_We discovered that we were little fish attacking other little fish 
in our outrage towards what has been done to this land. 

Emotions escalated and de-escalated. More and more for
est workers came on the scene and, with each, we discussed 
our issues, their issues and other human activities, such as 
football, boating and Twister. Law enforcement officers used 
pain compliance holds and other illegal maneuvers, catching 
the loggers between a hesitant sympathy for our situation 
and the prospect of job loss. With six activists hauled away 
violently, the rest of us had many hours in the hot sunshine, 

~often doesn't see us as other small fish, other workers and 
s other human beings. 
~ -
~ Some loggers and drivers at the front gate smiled to activists 
s they had connected with. I even saw one driver hug an activist 
~·whom he had assaulted early in the morning. It was the most 
~ emotional action I had ever participated in. I never imagined 

You can see for miles from up here that a logger would see me as a person. 

Everyone seemed to love it so the Journal is once again 
proud to present "~lassie Moments In Earth First! 
History." This article, written by Mike Roselle, is 
reprinted from 15 years ago, Lugnasadh 1984. 

Pyramid Creek, Oregon, July 25: There have been 
37 arrests by Linn County Sheriff's deputies since 
we began our campaign of nonviolent interference 

EARTH FIRST! 
LUGBNASADBEDr.RON 
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BLOCKADERS ROUGHED UP 
IN MIDDLE SANTIAM 

to stop logging in the Middle Santiam. In the first eruption of unprovoked police violence. Pro
beginning, on May 5, six people were arrested for testors were dragged by the beard, hair and had 
occupying a blasting site loaded with dynamite. their arms. twisted. Seven were arrested, and two 
They were charged wi,th disorderly cond:uct and of them·were released. 
released, On June 4, 15 more people were arrested On July 18, the five protestors who remained in jail 
blocking a bridge over Pyramid Creek, taken to jail were taken into District Couit to be arraigned but were 
and charged with disorderly conduct. All except takenbacktotheircellsandchargedwithcontemptof 
one were released without bail. Sarah Barton re- court after refusing to give their names to the judge. 

mained in the Unn They have refused food since they were arrested and 
County jail on a fast have also refused to cooperate with the court until all 
foreightdaystopro- charges against them are dropped. The have been in 
test the logging. She custody for over a week at the time of this writing. 
was charged with a · Another blockade was held on the Pyramid Creek 
misdemeanor and bridge on July 23. Five were arrested for blocking 
finally released traffic and charged with disorderly conduct. But, in a 
without bail. suprising tWist1 three other people were arrested on 

The July 17 felony charges of refusing to help deputies load the . 
blockad.e of a ·arrested demonstrators into the patrol car. One of 
bridge actoss Pyra-: ·· tl}.ose arrested on felony charges, Paul McAdams1 was 

Depufr dr~gs ~/eterson by the hair. mid,(:reek saw the, , a repg~er for The Allianc~, a Portland newspaper, who · 
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cited an injured back for not toting blockaders to 
the paddy wagon. He and the others singled out 
were taken away even though there were US Forest 
Service and Willamette .Industries employees 
present who could have been called upon to assist 
the deputies. It was later revealed that this sleazy 
scheme was planned in advance by the district 
attorney and sheriff's department. 

Police brutality, trumped-up felony charges, 
harssment of the media, and ~lumsy attempts to 
arrest those considered to be "leaders" are just a few 
of the Nazi~style tactics being used by Unn County 
Sheriff's deputies and the Forest Service to break the 
spirit of this campaign. But to no avail! Never has 
our commitment been stronger to see this struggle 
throug:mo a success
ful conclusion. we· 
will not be intimi
.dated nor will we rest 
in our efforts to save 
thegreatforestsofthe 
Padfic Northwest. 
. Forthe rest of the 

story and other inter
esting history, send $4 
for-a- back issue,· $400 . 
for aU we got. 

Deputy on his ass in the dirt 
- a{te'r Peterson's hair pulls out. 
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era 
• Welcome to a special "blankwall" edition offeral: a jour-

nal towards wildness. We are a new magazineeoming a J• QUfllal tOWafdS WildneSS 
from a biocentric and anarchistic perspective. Our hope is 
to create a new venue for open dialogue to further the 
biocentric ·and anarchist movements in both theory and 
practice; we are trying to create a path (or many paths) to 
defend the present wilderness and find the wild side of 
humans. Since we are new, all the costs of this project 
come out of mine and my co-editor's pockets, so if you 
find the ideas expressed in this blankwall intriguing please 
cont~ct us. 
Co-editor 
Chris Kortright 

Borll Caged 
by Anonymous 

I was born in prison. I grew up in prison. Except for brief escapes I have been 
incarcerated my entire life . . This shapes ho:w J think and act.· I am.so accustomed to my 
impoverished conditions. that I often forget that I am a prisoner. I will never truly know 
what I have lost. Nt>r will you. 

The function of the prison system is often described in the conservative moralistic· 
tem1s of "punishment" or in the more liberal (but currently laughable) ideas of"rehablli
tation." Don't be fooled .. The purpose of prisons is a politicai one: to maintain order 
through force. People are isolate9 from one another and from their community . and 
placed in an artificial environment where.every moment and every detail is about 
exercising,control ()V~r the individual. Cops, courts andjlrllsseek only one thing and it 
is not justice, it is' obedience. > · · · · · · · · · ·. · ·. 

We are all subjected to a nlilitary model of discipline. This is to be expected in a society 
'. . that embraced the factory with its intrinsic need for time regimentation, compartmentaliza

tion and crushing of worker autonomy. Milltary"style o~ence is cultivated by indoctri-
; nation (schooling), removal .from one's community (the natural world), imposition of 

authority (teachers, landlords, bosses, police) and finally the threat of leg~ irons and the 
brig. Prison is merely the last stop for the rebel, the non-coriforrner, the dissatisfjed and 
broken souls in a chain of authoritarian, prison-like 'settings. 

By establishing Indlanreservatioris under the watchful eye of the military, the us 
government created a type of minimum-security prison with the purpose of isolating · 
and controlling entire populations. ("Domesticating the wild Indian" and thus clearing 
the way for domesticating the land.) There were no attempts to justify this confinement 
with the rhetoric of crime and punishment The European mindset, heil-benton exerting 
control and order over the landscape, was too self-consumed to bother much with · 
justifications, unless to shroud government policies in the mutterings of benevolent 
paternalism. By severing their relationship with the land and by forced schooling of 
their children, government policy attempted to assimilate the rich diversity of Native 
cultures into the increasingly bland American melting-pot with the single-mindedness of 
the Borg on Star Trek. 

Eventually the colonizers entrap themselves in their systems of oppression. The cities 
and later the suburbs become cages teeming with humanity but devoid of relationships 
with other beings. We become isolated from the larger biological community, separated 
from the natural world which gives context to all that humans do. Prepackaged enter
tainment designed for individual consumption replaces social events that build commu
nity (e.g., kitchen dances, contra dances, barn raisings, festivals community sings). 
Technology increasingly mediates interactions amongst people and interactions between 
humans and the natufal world. We are trapped in ever more constricting spheres of 
aloneness, narcissism and pacification. · 

I first became aware of my status as a prisoner in high .school. Subjected to thousands 
of hours of confinement, sitting at a desk, monitored and surrounded by walls, my 
compulsion to escape grew uncontrollable like wildfire. I forged countless passes (the 
administration must have believed that lwas a very sickly child) and then I would walk 
along the still-wild strearnbanks. I beganto sense that if school was prison, then my 
suburban neighborllood was the prison yard, part of the controlled environment. My 
rambling walks gave me a taste of freedom, a taste of my kinship with critters other than 
leashed tlogs, potted plants and manicured lawns. But I returned to my domesticated 
life like a dog who escapes for a run around the neighborhood but-comes back 
when the _ belly grows hungry. All those years of education hadn't given me any 
skills lor living outdoors. 

There are one-and-a-half million Americans behind bars and razor wire. This is the 
first clue that our society is oriented around incarceration. But each one of us leads a life 
of imprisonment where schooling is essentially mandatory, (ollowed by compulsory 
labor in adulthood. This expansive penal colony maintains order in three ways. 

First, various levels of conflnement have been established. People who don't 

follow the rules are stripped of their limited freedoms and moved to a more restrictive 
institution. Supermax faciliti~s and "the hoi&" are no more than small concrete boxes, 
no more than eight corners. A medium security installation allows contact with other 
prisoners and occasionally with· the sun and the wind. A minimum-security installa
tion might even allow contact with plants and soil through landscaping duty or a 
roadside clean-up crew. Cities allow free association amongst humans and pigeons. 
Suburbs have fuzzier boundaries where wilqness creeps in despite all the. pruning, the 
herbicides and the roadkill. '· 

i_.The second method of maintaining order is by providing limitless distractions. TV 
is the great pacifi!!r within the prison walls. At decreasing levels of confinement, 
more association~ are permitted but more distractions also exist. The plethora of 
hobbies, toys, videos, techrio-gadgets and consumer junk grows logarithmically with 
each holiday season. 

The third m~thod of maintaining order is by denying prisoners the skills, the . 
means and the attitudes necessary to successfully live outside, so that they will end up 
back inside. The systems ofconfinemenrarethereby perpetuated but without appear
ing to be overly repressive. Prisoners seem to end up back in prison because of their 
own desires or shortcomings. This is true f9t inmates released from prison and 
equally for each one-of us wanting to be released from the grip of techno-industrial 
society. (Obsen'e the difficulty that even seasoned Earth First!ers experience camping 

· away from vehicles, sleeping outside of tents, venturing away from the campfire, 
foraging food, exploring the night. How many of us have actually spent an entire 
season or two in the Big Outside?) 

Although all cultures have well-defined social norms that constrain freedom no 
other culture has so effectively and drasti,cally isolated its members in a realm ~f 
human artifacts, built environment and self-referential lore. 

For over half a millennium in the Americas, both colonizers and colonized have 
continued on page 4 

MISSION STATEMENT . 
f~ral is a quarterly magazine dedicated to the expansion of biocentric and anarchistic 
theory and practice. feral promotes wildness in all species including humans. 
Biocentrism: The belief that all living things (including humans) exist for themselves· 
that they should live and flourish without interfe~ence and domination by the human ' 
race. A biocentric outlook searches for the wildness in everyone and fights for the tamed 
and enslaved to go free and feral ... 
Anarchy: Opposition to all forms of institutionalized authority (including domination of 
the natural ·world). Promoti~n of a society based on mutual aid and self-sufficiency. 
feral will not let its discussions and dialogues be hindered by any "isms." We are 
dedicated to advancing the theories lind practice of biocentrism, anarchy and just about 
anything intriguing; we must .break the boundaries of ideology. We f!lOVe beyond 
industrialism, reform environmentalism and Marxist-based leftism to explore ideas and 
communities that bring us closer to a feral (re-wild) existence. Our definitions of both 
anarchy and biocentrism are vague to enhance diversity, because in thought as in the 
natural world, diversity is healthier. than monoculture. 
SUBMISSIONS: 
feral accepts essays, poetry, art, fiction, photos_, rants, letters, etc. Submissions can 
either come typed or by e-maiL Submis.sions may be edited but by giving us contact . 
i_nformation. we will work with you on the edits~ If you want confirmation on whether 
your piece will be use please send us a self-addressed and stamped envelope. All authors 
will receive a complementary copy of the issue in which they appear. . 
UPCOMING THEMES: I 

feral #3 will focus on future visions; we are l()()king to explore the different -outlooks we 
all have for the coming )'Cars. feral #4 will div.e into the tantilizing world of wild sex! 
Use your imagination and join us for a great issue. 

feral: POB321, 530 Divisadero SF, CA 94117 highwater@hotmail.com 



Biocentrism as a Moral 
Imperative 
by James A. Barnes 

Biocentrism: In a way It's a misnomer. If the Christian God of the Middle Ages is 
dead, and we postmodems have deemed it unseemly and egomaniacal to place Man at 
the center of the universe as the pinnacle of evolution, then perhaps it is fitting to 
eschew ideologies that must place anything at the center at all. Nevertheless, , 
biocentrism remains a more subtle philosophy that accords all living species and 
(why not?) material creation an equality in existence that we humans have no 
moral right to trample. 

Whatever your beliefs regarding the origins of life and the world, it is ob:vious 
that we did not make the creation; therefore simple courtesy demands that it is not 
ours to destroy. And yet apologists for destruction of the biosphere have long 
appealed to human consciousness and awareness of self as an excuse for thoughtless 
abuse of that which is non-self and/or (it is assumed) nonsentient. Again, as the 
biblical prescription of dominion over the earth has waned in its usefulness along 
with the Church, this modem, humanist justification for rotten treatment of other 
living things-the fact that we have big brains-replaced it. Clearly we have here a 
desire to commit dirty deeds in search of a rationale to make it OK. 

Yet self-awareness ought to lead to reflection and mindfulness, not merely 
serve as a tool for the satisfaction of greed and other lusts. Mind you, greed is 
good-not in the Randian sense, but as one of a number of base desires that serve 
as stimuli for an organism's self-sustaining activities, to obtain food, shelter, 
mates etc. As such, human self-awareness, communication and culture have 
served us very well indeed. But as anyone knows who has found themselves 
battling a weight problem, an addiction, or perhaps even the sociopathic effects of 
overweening ambition, the ability to endlessly satisfy desire creates often more 
intractable problems than privation. · 

Where external controls and .limits to our desires have been defeated, as is the 
case for many of us in the rich parts o( the world, internal self-control becomes 
necessary. We are in many ways-in a situation comparable to that of an absolute 
monarch. And being kings, there is no one who will dare to contradict our will or 
refuse us our most unworthy command. Armies of merchants and servants stand 
ready to provide us with meaty treats and tasty snacks; the garment industry, whose 
slaves .toil in the most wretched places on earth, presents us with colorful and ever
changing fashions. The most beautiful vistas and rare, unspoilt lands are available for 
us to build our clean, warm and well-appointed mansions; and miraculous, blinking 
gizmos and whirring appliances enrich our Jives with entertainment and uncomplain
ing labor. Of course, to achieve these comforts whole nations have had to be put 
to the sword and whole ecosystems cut, plowed, paved, graded, mined, burned 
and otherwise converted. And yet we still do not, ·like the mad tyra~t .or even a 
burger-chomping frat boy, foresee the day when the consequences of our excess 
come home to roost. · 
:: The human strategy of evolving maximal flexibility of behavior cOupled with · 

maximal problem-solving ability h~ led us to an unparalleled success-so far. But 
this flexibility demands from us resl>onsibility, something not asked of creatures who 
are nat\lrally bounded by limits of competition; behavior or other adaptations. Having 
self-conscious awareness ofone's actions must include the ability to prevent over
saturation of desires, overabundance of one's kind, overuse of the resources upon 
which one depends and wisdom to practice mercy and respect for other species we 
might easily destroy. Being relatively unconstrained, we must use our free minds to 
better foster that which is truly in our long--terin best interest. Our gene~ and our base 
instincts cannot do lhis. Since we are capable of foreseeing the consequences of our 
actions (even if we are often in denial about them), we mUl!l exercise ourselves to 
render those consequences beneficial to all existence. - . · ' · 

} And why should we do this? To satisfy our own conscience, our ethical sense, 
our feelings of self-esteem, worth,_ and right and wrong. A moral compass, culturally 
determined and-imprinted while young, is the only way to a human sensibility of self· 
control and restraint. Nature may kill us for our acts but it cannot care what we do. 

• Each species that we wipe out or river we destroy regards its extinction with the 
equanimity of the unaware. 

We are free to be as horrible as we like to the biosphere, even to the point of self 
destruction, just as a person is free to drink themselves to death if they want. Yet a drunk is 
not free in this society to drive under the influence or otherwise bairn innocent people. 
Likewise, we should not grant humans the right to destroy other species in the course of 
our folly. The difference is that our non-human victims do not complain, as though drunks 
were licensed to mow down pedestrians and slaughter other drivers on their way to 
their own high-speed encounter with destiny. We have to police ourselves. 

con't on page 4 

The Question of Ideology 
by Chris Kortright 

What role does ideology play on our path of resistance? This is an important 
question for the longevity and fluidity of our community (community being larger 
than EF!, all encompassing the resist to industrialism.) The ideologues on every 
side will explain that we need a coherent dialectic to follow and that ideology plays 
an important role in creating a "revolutionary" platform for us to move forward. 
But is this true? Can insurrection come from external ideas or does it need to come 
from within us as individuals andour personal connection to the wild. 

Can ideology fit into a wild insurrection? To answer this question we must de
fine ideology. Ideology is false consciousness. It doesn't come from within us. It 
comes from someone else; an idea created from their experience then given to us ~ 
a mold. There are many forms of ideology, fitting into every aspect of our lives: 
capitalism, communism, atheism,, theism, humanism, rationalism, in the orthodox 
branch anarchism and in academic biocentrism. All of these were created outside of · 
us as individuals centering the world outside of our personal experiences. 

Because ideology doesn't come from within us, we cannot fully experience or 
define it in our own words. Often you hear .staterrtents like "Marxism says; . .'~ or 
"Biocentrism says .. .'-' and "The Bible states. ,.", instead of "I feeL." or "I think ... " 
These external ideas can not be fluid because they are already established in one 
form or another as "legitimate thought." They are used to justify our actions and 
ideas. Because we don't trust our own ideas, experiences and desires, we must make 
them valid by fitting them into an external box of thought. His because we must fit 
into this box instead of letting our ideas stand on their own, that ideology becomes 
rigid and dogmatic. We do not have the ability to change and evolve with ideology 
because it is not ours. We are a part of it instead of it being a part of us. 

This is not to say that the ideologies out there don't have some good ideas mixed 
up with their dogma. Almost all ideologies can teach us something. They have ideas 
that can expand ourindividual understanding of the world. But the important thing 
is to. take these ideas when they fit in with our personal understandii}g of life and 
expand.themto fit our personal world view. The same goes with sighbstg individual 
author§. There is a level of comradery and strength in agreement as~·long as this 
agreement is personal. To say ~·I agree with John.Zerzan when he says: .. " or "I feel 
that Kirkpatrick Sale made a good point when he wrote .. :· This is personal, to take 
a personal'Tdea from a conversation or article we read and apply it to our personal 
understanding. This strengthens and supports our ideas while keeping them ours. 
But ideologies such as "biocentrism" or "Marxism" are not individuals. They 
are abstract ideas. To sight these as "legitimate sources" instead of individuals 
as personal sources, you keep the dialogue in academic realms instead of per
sonal everyday life. 

Ideology's Effect on Action _ 
· If our ideas become rigid and dogmatic in the midst of ideology, what happens to 
our actions? I answer that our actions become stagnant and ineffective. F!lCtionalizipg 
happens quickly as vicious and ugly fights break out over "moral, cori~t and right 
tactics." Just as with our ideas, when we cling to ideology to justify our:actions they 
become rigid and do not flow and evolye as is necessary to be effective . 

. As lorig as EF! has existed; there has been an ideological split that has been 
battling under the guise of •'strategy." It again has resurfaced in the last few issues 
of this paper in .the wake of the Vail· arson. Will this disagieenierit' ev~r be resolved? 
No, not unless ·each ideological faction splits into its own ideological movement. 
Or we, as a resistance community, abandon ideological thinking and idbologically
driven actions. The debate of sabotage vs ~ivil disobedienceis not a strategic de
bate; iOs aideologici!.J!mpralistic debate, thus not leaving room for div~rsity within 

· the community ofresistance. ; 
.I am not asking "why can't we all just get along?" I understand that there are 

differences of opinion and I, myself, have very strong .feeling on this topic. My 
_opinion is based on my personal experiences, desi~s and view-of efficiency instead 
of ideology or an external moralism. Because this is my understanding and what is 
right for me, ·I do not judge others (<>r try not to) for what is best for them based on 
their experiences and desires. By bringing the debate out of the ideological realm 
into the practical and personal realm we can have authentic discussions on effec
tiveness and personal experiences leaving room for our differences. 

Wild Self-theory 
If ideology is destructive for our community of resistance, where should we 

place our ideas? We need to form self-theory based in our own wildness and our 
personal connection to the wild we have experienced. I do not have the same con
nections to the wild as my friends who are "desert rats." They prefer hot and dry 
climates, backpacking in the desert, sage brush and cactus. Just the same they can
not know my connection to the ocean, sharks, sea gulls and raccoons. We respect 
and understand each other's desire for a free and wild nature and experience. But we 
can not fully understand each others emotional and personal base connection to the 
wild; . 

By creating an ideology around such a persona( connection and emotion' we 
sterilize and smother these wild desires, emotions and e~periences . Our ideas can
not be presented in any way but thousands of individual ideas networked for a 
common goal; a wild and free world. Anything short of this is a disgrace to our wild 
visions and the diverse wildernesses we love and defend. 

If we create a resistance community based on a network of self-theorists instead 
of ideologues and slogans, our actions will be more compatible and more produc
tive. Ifthe ideological lines have been brought down, we can accept each other's 
actions as driven by our self-theory and desires thus is correct for our individual 

· part of thelarg!!r community ofresistance. This respect and unde-rstanding will help. 
to create a more encompassing at]d tolerant C<?mmunity towards the diverse tactical 
choices indiv~duals make. Another strength that will come from actions driven by 
the desires ofjndividuals and collectives is raw passion. Not to say that this passion 

. is not alread~ there but many individuals feel they need to fit into orie "box of 

One of the last photographs of the Ona of Tierra del Fuego, a now extinct tribe of hunterS and gatherers - con 'ton page 4 



How Do We Go Wild: unfinished notes to be 
discussed and acted upon 
by Wolfi Landstreicher 

The destruction of civilization- the network of relationships encompassing the state, 
economy, technology, religion, the family, all fO!"ffiS of authority and control - the overturn
ing of domestication - for me, these are revolutionary aims, guidelines towards a way of 
!iving in insurrection against the present. Though expressed negatively, there is a positive 
vision behind this negation. This positive vision cim be spoken of in terms of "wildness.". 
But wildness - especially as an aim for individuals to achieve in revolt against domestica
tion and civilization - is an unknown quality. As an anarchist, I am glad about this. There 
can be no experts in human wildness, no leaders to take us there (not even the comrade who 
has lived in the forest for the last fifteen years, viewing it thnmgh such civllized ideological 
lenses as "Nature", "Mother Earth";"the circle of Life", even "wilderness" or "ecological 
balance" and seeing himself as the judge of who does or does ·not know "wildness".) For 
anyone who can read this and are thus clearly civilized beings, wildness i_s a concept, an 
idea, which can irispire r~volt; but this potential to insp:ire revolt does not spring from and 
answer this i~ea may seem to provide (like any liberatory idea which has not slipped into 
ideology, it provides no answers) but from the questions it raises, the problems it opens up. 

Our exporation of the question of human wildness can, of course, include the examina
tion of what we know about non-civilized people and how they have lived, with the 
realization that all such knowledge has been filtered through such scientific lenses of 
civilization as anthropology and paleontology. We must avoid delusions of imitating or 
"going back to" the way of life of these people. Even if we chose to attempt such an 
imitation, it would be an imitation of the static image of such a people presented to us by 
our civilized lenses, rather than a re-living of the dynamic of real natural-social relation
ships of these people. What is best learned from the examination of anthropological studies 
of uncivilized people is that people have been able to live and live well without all the 
supposed conveniences provided by the complex of social and technological systems that is 
civilization. But again such a realization, free of at)Y ideological frcune work, does not 
provide answers, but raises questions demanding experimentation and courageous explora
tion of possibilities. I emphasize this repeatedly, because too often the rhetoric of anti
civilization anarchists is full of asceticism and a morality of sacrifice, wereas I see the . 
revolt against civilization to be precisely a revolt against the asceticism imposed by the 

institutions of civilization, a revolt against the channeling of desire into production 
and social reproduction. Within our milieu, there have already bee~ many good 
explorations of what uncivilized cultures might mean to us. I would rather explore 
what "going wild" might mean as an insurrectionary practice in the present. 

One thing to be learned by the examination of anthropology, history and a careful 
look at our present is that human beings are extremely variable and adaptable 
creatures. To speak of a "human nature" in light of what we know of human relations 
with each other and with the world around us seems absurd. Human beings seem to 
have few - if any - instincts, and these few, if they exist at all, seem to involve taking 
the path of least resistance. If this is the case, then "going wild" may well require 
overcoming our instincts. But the level of variability and adaptability in human 
beings, indicates that individuals are cap;tble of such an overcoming. The apparent 
lack of a specific human nature is what allowed human beings to be demesticated, to 
become civilized beings, but it also opens up the possibility of revolt against this 
condition, a revolt which could destroy this condition and transform us into some
thing new·- because the experiences that we have had as civilized beings would not 
simply disappear, but would affect what we become. A post-civiljzation "wildness" 
would thus not be a return to a pre-civilized past, but an exploration of new ways of 
relating to the world around u~ free of the limits imposed by civilization. It's full · 
significance would only be u~derstood at the moment it is created and would change 
from moment to moment as it is recreated in the dyn~ic flow of interactions that is 
the world, especially in it's wildness. 

All of this may seem abstract. After all, for the civilized individual, wildness is an 
abstract co~cept. It will remain no more than this until one is inspired by this idea -
not,as an ideal above oneself, but as a conception of how to create one's own freedom 
- to rise up in active rebellion against their own domestication and against all of the 
institutions of civilization which impose this domestication. The individual who has 
been so inspired develops a ferocity similar to that found in many feral creatures -
formerly domesticated animals who have gone wild - but the human individual can 
direct this ferocity at precise targets in a willful insurgence against recognized sources 

NED LUDD WAS RIGHT!- ~ 

The machine XS the enem¥. 
Smash it without mercyJ 

Don't tell me technology is neutral. Every day I wander this .city, and everyday machines flash 
lights trying to tell me what to do. Huge tarrciac pathways cross my way, upon which gigantic, 
speeding metal machines move, machines capable of killing me if I cross their path and al+eady 
slowly suffocating : lll~ with their toxic fumes which fill t:P.e air_. . . . , 

: ; . ' : J .: I ·. !·.~ -- . • } . ·' . . • ' : : ; ~ • • ;·• 

~~ 

WHY SHOULD X TOLERATE TBXS XHSARXTY? 
NED LUDD WAS RXGB'l'l 
The machine is the enem¥. 
SMASH l:';t' . WXTBOlJ'l' HBRCY J 

~ound . me . stand tall l::i\li:J..di:ngs_, __ .= - ugJ.y menstro-sities· of steel. and glass and concrete, overpowering 
in their hugeness and sterility. I dream of them as ruins being eaten by a forest. But for now, 
these structures - the products of machines -house other machines. Machines on which the lies by 
which society defines my life- and the lives of everyone...:. are recorded, and which, with elec
-tr.onic b .lips and flashes·, _can .transmute the lies ~nd so control our l .ive·s. 

,{ X WAR'l' . TO SMASH TBB Ll:BS l 
.~ RBD LUDD ·wu iu:Gftl 

' 'rlie machine ia the .enemy .• 
SMASH XT WJ:TBO:tJT IIBRCY J J 

And all of this did not appear from nowhere .. The roads, · the cars, the traffic lights, the sky
scrapers, the computers could not exist if, 'every day, the lives of millions were not eaten up by 
the factories. Machines contr~l their . dai1y activity, det:ermining their movements ; eating up their 
time, to produce more machines. Their only respite comes ~hen the machines which control them 
break down- or when they break them .down. Then for a moment, they are not machlnes. Don't tell 
me technology is neutral I'm not blind enough to buy that one! 

NED LUDD WAS RXGBT I 
The machine is the en~. 
SMASH XT WJ:TBOtJT MERCY J I 

Can't you see? Each little machine - each car, each computer, each factory, each worker is not a 
separate entity, a mere individual· tool. NO! They are all cogs in one vast machine! the machine of 
sociql reproduction - and. if we let them be, we too are cogs, the gears that manufacture society. 
Will you be amere ·cog, a gear, a tool of social order? 

TO BELL WJ:TH TBE SOCXAL ORDER AND ITS PHYSXCAL BODY: TEC~OLOGY! 
NED LODD WAS RXGBTI 
TBE MACHXNE IS THE ENEMY! 
SMASH IT TO POWDER WXTBOOT A GRAIN OF MERCY! ! !. J ! 

And from the dust, a billion flowers bloom. 



con 't from page 2 -Question of Ideology 
thought" or the other. By expanding the freedom to 
tactics that we desire in the natural world, individuals 
will act from the heart. When an action comes from 
the heart one puts all their effort (and hopefully their 
intelligence) into the form of resistance they choose. 

I live in San Fransisco, California, I have chosen 
not to participate in the Headwaters campaign because 
of our differences of opinion regarding tactics and par
ticipation with authorities. lfthe individuals engaging 
in this campaign have chosen this path I cannot tell 
themthey are "wrong." I will engage in dialogue with 
them, share my ideas and perspective and hear theirs. 
Since we do not have the same desires regarding tac
tics. I chos_e not to work on their campaign,'With te- 
spect, because the goal to protect the redwoods I un-

Biocentrism as a Moral Imperative 
con'tfrompage 2 

Evolution persists in reaction to environmental 
stimulus, even the holocaust we have created. lit the 
redemption of natural selection, a more strange 
creation will come in time (and there's plenty of 
time) to replace the species whose lines we have 
truncated. But what would have been is gone; a 
possibility cur short. And only we humans who 
have knowledge of the past and can guess about 
the future will grieve in guilt for the lost, whom 
we have murdered. . 

As animals with supple brains and nimble hands 
we will busy ourselves impacting the world's ecosys
tems for as long as we live as a species. If we are to live -
as plain citizens of this worldinstead ofmad kings 
whose subjects (nonhumans and oppressed people) live 
in fear of our whims, we must choose self-discipline. 

In a democracy, all citizens are presumed to be 
equal under the law. Those persons elected to 
positions of leadership are considered servants of the 
people, not their rulers. Neither are they above the 
law; in fact they must bear more scrutiny than 
private citizens. In our present ascendancy, we too 
must take care not to abuse our position of power 
over the biosphere. We will not always be so strong 
and will have to live with our legacy. 

derstand. Instead of fighting with them about our dif
ferences I found a few individuals with similar desires 
towards tactics and I work with them. We fight a simi
lar battle on a different front. 

Let us tear down the walls of ideology~ free our 
minds and desires towards authentic resistance. For if 
we are fighting for a wild and free world, free beings 
interacting and experiencing each other we can not 
build this world with rules and rigid thought. So, while 
each of us is fighting to free animals and the land it
self, let's remember to also free our desires and our 
own wildness. Think for yourself and act, but most 
importantly think while you act! 

Thus, biocentrism, that places the needs of all 
the world's creatures on a par with our own; that 
forces us to ask ourselves what our actions will do to 
the least of these, whose claim on life and livelihood 
is as great as any human's; that requires us to go 
without some of what we desire so that others will 
have anything at all; that demands the mutual respect 
of equals to underpin our dealings with one another; 
that enjoins us from committing crimes against those 
of different species from ourselves; that allows us to 
love our neighbors and fellow citizens rather than 
destroy them through h,atred, or worse, through 
ignorant indifference. 
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Born Caged 
con 't from page 1 
been removed farther and farther from the living 
landscape into more controlled settings. During each 
one ofthose 500 plus years, the roads have been 
pushed deeper into the wilderness, the fences have 
grown more numerous, the land itself has become 
m<lre imprisoned in human designs that drain away 
its diversity and vitality. 

I do not wish to belittle the horrid conditions 
facing those who have been confined to a far 
greater degree than I, who suffer not just spiritu1U 
deprivation but daily psychological brutality. 
Rather, I want to acknowledge our affinity with 
those who are spending months, years, lifetimes In _
a hell composed of nothing but concrete and steei. 
Supporting prisoner struggles is important work for 
biocentric anarchists. 

We are all in the same sinking oil tanker. Some of 
us have been confined below decks, while others 

-have free roam of the ship. Butit is not where any of 
us belongs. Life cannot flourish here. 

How Do We Go Wild 
con 't from page 3 

of domestication. 
My point here is that for the insurgent against the 

totality of civilization, wildness is not an answer, not 
an ultimate solution that we will one day come 
upon, but rather a question, a problem to be wrestled 

~ with everyday. Thus, the practice of wildness must 
be for us a perpetual experimentation, which · 
incorporates the willful creation of each moment of 
one's life for oneself and the willful rejection, 

-through destructive action, of autllority in all it's 
forms - and thus of domestication and civilization as 
we know it. Such experimentation will transforni us 
and our ways of interacting with the world around 
us. Within the context of civilization , this may be 
the best practicahinderstanding of what "wildness' . ; . 
can mean for us. 

There are no answers here - only questions. But 
it is by the imposition of answers that we-were 
domesticated and by the most cruel and intense of 
questioning that we may overcome this and become . 

. _our unique selves .. 

feral: POD 321, 530 Divisadero, SF, CA 
94117 bigbwater@hotmail.com 



IN DEFENSE OF MISANTHROPY 
BY OHM SPECKLED MOONBEAM AND PHIL WERREI 

"Tales of a Recovering Misanthrope" by Anne 
Petermann in the June/July EF! Journal serves as a 
very illustrative example of how guilt-ridden, upper 

. class enviros patronize and romanticize dispossessed 
peoples in general, and the indigenous of the world 

' and working class in particular, to the detriment of 
all parties concerned. -

The upper class bastions of our movement love 
nothing more than glorifying the "brown" 
peoples of the world, who, as every graduate of 
prestigious east coast universities knows, all 
live( d) in absolute harmonywith nature, talking 
to .anim_als and dancing around in egalitarian 
anarchic bliss. Likewise, they love nothing more 
than tossing around their antiquated Marxist 
notions of a revolutionary working class that 
hasn't existed on this continent for more than 60 
years. Atthe .same time, our fearless leaders take 
the silver spoon out of their mouths and with 
unprecedented historical audacity, try and point 
the blame for the global situation on all of North
ern society, including the ever so shit upon 
working class they claim to care for so dearly. 

Well guess what? Not all indigenous cultures 
feature( d) "<l holistic perspective of oneness with 
the Earth" or each other. (The poster children of 
the woo-brained, the Maya, practiced human 
sacrifice, slavery and genocide up through Span
ish colonization and levied incredible destruc
tion qn the land around them. In my bioregion, 
the Klamaths had a knack for slaughtering sur
rounding tribes, enslaving their women and bu"rn
ing their land.) Furthermore, to suggest that the 
culpability for global economic pillage rests 
equally on the shoulders of all Northern society 
is a tremendous crime ag~inst truth and is re
markably indicative of the lack of class analysis 
in our movement. 

A blatant example of how far removed upper 
class tree buggers are from the realities of the 
working class in this nation, much less any other, 
is seen when Petermann states, "So I am enraged 
when I hear the intolerant assertions. that come 
from the middle or upper middle class activists 
who demand that we restrict the borders to refu
gees from the south." Too bad none of the guys 
down at the mill share her sentiments. Nor the 
guys on the forestry crews I've worked on. Nor 
the carpenters, janitors, landscapers, factory 
workers or any other working class people who 
have watched their wages drop by more than 50 
percent and see a bleaker future on the horizon 
thanks to additional players in the already tight 
competition for a finite numbers of jobs. And it 
sure ain't the bosses of big business who are · 
cussing~'them wetback spies" and calling for the 
borders to be locked down. In fact, the corpora
tions can't wait for hundreds of thous~nds of 
desperate (read: tasily exploitable) · workers t.o 
come into northern workplaces on the NAFTA 
wave. They wiU work for a third the money in 
half the conditions and help destroy the already 
atrophied remains of organized labor in · the 
North. Of course, it is terribly intolerant of the . 
working class not to be benevolent, wanting to 
give what ~ittle economic security we and our 
families have to nuestro amigos del Sur. The upper 
class people inqur midst can feel.righteous indig
nation in their tolerance ~bout uninterrupted 
immigration as they sacrifice nothing in the 
deal. Yeah, I know, we are . all h.ypocrites. Our 
relatives immigrated here (more in chains than 
the yuppies would like to admit) and we are 
unwilling to voluntarily switch positions with 
the thousands of refugees coming ·up from the 
economic imperialism of the'South. But what the 
hell else can we do? · 

tne south. Rather than blaming intangible "privi
leged patriarchal ruling elites" while implicitly dis
tributing the guilt for third world oppression uni
versally over northern society and granting a mo

. nopoly of suffering to· romanticized cultures far 
away, perhaps we had better examinethe effects of 
the neolibenil model on our own country, our own 
people and our own communities. 

The cogs of global capital are tearing us apart. 
From the forests of southern Oregon to the jungles 
of Chiapas, from Flint and Youngstown, to the 
Maquilas of Sonora and Chihuahua, the forces are 
the same. And the victims are the same. The poor. 
Unlike the guilt mongering upper crust would like 
us to believe, the talons of neoliberalism are not 
actively racist. They do not deliberately ~eek out 
brown, red or yellow people to destroy out of sonie 
eugenic hatred for divergent gene pools. The forces 
of global capital most painfully hit the areas that 
are the poorest and most easily exploitable, be it 
Indios in Chiapas, hillbillies in Appalachia or South
ern Oregon, factory workers in Taiwan or peasants 
in sub-Saharan Africa. 

These victims are not so much the victims of what 
race they were born into, but what class. Not all 
Mexicans are oppressed Indians trying desperately 
to flee to the North. Not all Indonesians, Nigerians 
or Tibetans are wretched victims of genocide. It is 
high tiine for our exceedingly well educated move
ment to stop trying to melt complex issues of gray 
into tidy black and white answers that appease our 
own guilty white psyches. Yes, in a number of ways, 
race and culture are class, but to strictly focus on · 
matters of race while ignoring the overwhelming 
dominance of class issues in deciding the fate of the 
world is to levy a discredit to us, to our ·suffering 
"comrades" and to the truth. 

Rather than romanticizing the "dispossessed of 
the world" to the point of absurdity whil~ simulta
neously scapegoating the oppressed in ope's own 
country, we need to see and act upon the connec- · 
tions we share and not allow the feel-good rhetoric 
of guilt ridden conciliation to drive more substan
tial wedges between us. 

"Tales of a Recovering . Misanthrope" is right 
about the demographics of Earth First!, but has the 
reasons wrong. Earth First! is indeed a movement 
primarily cortfposed ' of lipper middle class and 
higher white folks who are so removed from the 
trenches in the war for survival that they can care 
for .trees and fuzzy bunnies. However, neither this 
fact, nor the fact that the movement as a wh(fle has 
not reached out to 'minority groups, justifies the 
implicit accusation that the movement is racist ~ 

Rather, Earth First! has traditionally been con
cerned with defending the last remaining wild 
places of our nation, which as a matter of fact, not 
of choice, tend to be located in extremely rural 
areas. So why not extend ourselves into more 
environmental justice issues in cities to help colorize 
our movement? Because we logistically can't. We 
can scarcely win the issues we already work on. Not 
to mention, for many of us concerned with keeping 
ecosystems and wild areas intact, trying to preserve 
already · annihilated . urban ecosystems is fighting 
something of a lost cause. If this were a perfect 
world, it would be wonderful if Earth First! had the 
numbers and resources to launch successful cam
paigns in both rural ·and urbfin areas and could 
ethically raise the rainbow flag of diversity over its 
movement . . But it can't. We are up ··against the 
fucking wall desperately trying to preserve ·what 
little of our original planet is left. Every year we 
watch as our tactics grow increasingly les~ effective 
and our favorite ecosystems are hauled off by truck 
and ship. Are we supposed to back off and:allow our 
beloved lands to be slashed and burned because we 
feel guilty for b-eing tooprivileged andtbo white? 
Fuck that. I am damn glad that there are a few 

I've lived in Mexico, Chiapas, Nicaragua and El hundred upper class white kids that Can go sit in 
Salvador.IunderstandtheplightoftheThirdWorld redwoods for a year and)ock down. to ~rucks and · 
first hand. I lived, worked and slept with the very : cop cars and blockade logging roads. · ·· 
peoples the upper class heroes claim to represent, We should look to other movefi1ents for knowl
and I can honestly say that the working class in the _ edge and expefi~nce,. ~.We . sJt<;>uld ,dp our. pes( to 
United States·'is ]tiSt a~ 'fi.lcked' by 'hie bowel move> align ourselves in solidarity with movements with 
ments of transnationa.rcaprtahisanYillmpesinosin;··. similar enemies. We should not allow our habits 

and attitudes to alienate ourselves · from other 
cultures and movements. But neither should we 
allow ourselves to get caught up in the racist 
pleasure of exaggerating the merits of other cul
tures while simultaneously beating ourselves to 
death in a fit of masochistic slander and guilt
ridden accusations. 

And leave my misanthropy out of it. I am 'a 
misanthrope not because I hate AIDS ridden Afri
cans or the Salvadoran campesino, but because I 
see my species, myself and my family included, as 
one that has been permitted to expand far beyond 
its means for sustainable survival within an intact 
ecosystem. My misanthropy comes not from an 
enhanced version of the "man/nature" split as 
Anne and Judi Bari assume, but from the fact that 
I see the interconnectedness between my race and 
nature and unfortunately, the horrors that exces
sive humanity has unleashed on it. My misan
thropy comes from a negation of . the psychotic 
humanism that has so flooded our movement 
(since its transition from cowboy hats to 
dreadlocks) with woo bullshit elevating human 
beings to some.thing more than animal, some
thing more than part of the natural world. 

I a!Jl a misanthrope because I believe that 
wolves and tree voles and Darlingtonia have as 
much right to life and libertyas any gun toting 
redneck, crystal-worshipping dervisher or angry 
Indian with a ski mask . . I am a misanthrope 
because I hate the fact that my species invented 
strip mines, clearcuts, fellerbt.mchers, sitcoms 
and oil spills. I am a misanthrope because in 
varying degrees, all ofhumanity is to blame for 
the current state of the planet. I am a mi~an
thrope because I hate what the upper class gods 
of economics -have done to my Earth, because I 
watched three children starve to death in Nicara
gua after their parents were duped into having 
more children than they could support by the 
infallible Pope. I am a misanthrope not because 
I hate humans individually, but because I hate 
the culmination of humanity's imperialism on 
the natural world. I hate seeing the depravity of 
underprivileged humans in cities the wotld over. 
1 hate war. I hate genocide an.d ethnic cleansing. 
I hate toxic water and barren hillsides. I am a 
misanthrope because I love humans as much as 
coyotes, kitty cats and Pileated woodpeckers and 
see that the only way for all of the aforeinen- . 
tioned to live sustainably is to allow for a drastic 
decline in the population of the species Hgmo 
sapiens. I am a misanthrope because I love the 
Earth and aU its inhabitants. I am a rriisanth'rope 
because I love. - · 

Phil Werrei and Ohm Speckled Moonbeam can be 
redchid C/o An''tipathyYoiith Minis ides, POB)1703, 
Eugene,· OR 97440: :,. ,, . · · · · 
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Agent Pecan, known to close 
friends as Bob Greenburg, was sen
tenced July, 2 for pieing Minnesota 
state Senator Carol Flynn. 
Greenburg was found not guilty of 
fifth degree assault but was found 
guilty of a gross misdemeanor for 
disrupting the legislature and 
misdemeanor disorderly conduct for 
gently pressing an organic vegan 
lemon coconut cream pie in the 
senator's face. The senator is an 
opponentofprotectingMinnehaha. 

For many years the community 
has used every legal means to pro
tect Minnehaha Park .and Camp 
Coldwater Spring, a Mendota 
Mdewakanton Dakota sacred site, 
from the proposed Highway 55 re
route. In August 1998 activists set 
up the Minnehaha Free State. In · 
December over 600 police de
stroyed the encampment forcing 
the community to set up another 
camp a short distance away. 

Recently a resolution recogniz
ing the significance of the site 
passed unanimously through com
mittees in both the Republican 
House and the Democratic Senate. 
It looked like a possible victory was 
in sight until Senator Flynn stood 

IIITEII 

Minnehaha Falls 

against the winds of popular senti
ment, refusing to let democracy guide 
the plan for a kinder and gentler High
way 55. Her abuse of power would run 
55 through a most beloved ·park, the 
birthplace of the state, the last free 
flowing spring in Minneapolis and 
sacred sites to Native Americans, the 
very center and site of creation. 
· "So I decided to pie her," said 

Greenburg, explaining his motiva
tions and mindset, "This pieing was 
politically motivated and was not 
done maliciously, but to draw at
tention through humor and the
ater to the issues surrounding the 
reroute of Highway 55, attd Carol 

· Flynn's role in this ongoing be
trayal of the public trust by our . 
elected officials." 

Pecan was sentenced to the 
maximum 365 days in jail and 
was given a $3000 fine for the · 
gross misdemeanor, and the maxi
mum 90 days for disorderly con
duct, as well as, $65 restitution for 

~ Carol Flynn's dry-cleaning, 2 years 
~ of probation and 150 hours of 
~ community service. 
.... 
~- Interestingly, the judge then 

stayed aU but 60 days of the jail 
sentence, but announced that any 
probation violation would result 
in serving the remaining 10 
months. The judge also demanded 
that Greenburg pay the cost of the 
trial, estimated between $30,000 
and $70,000. 

The address of the Ramsey 
County Correctional Facility is 297 
S. Century Ave., St. Paul, MN 
55119; (651) 298-5466. 

TEENAGER KILLED ON LUDWIG FARM 
Wiebo Ludwig and the members of 

the Trickle Creek Farm in Alberta have 
been fighting deadly hydrogen sulfide 
gas and oil well pollution in the farm
land region for -the last decade. (See 
articles in the May and June 1999 is- . 
sues of the EF!J.) They are among a 
growing group of farmers whose health 
and livelihoods are being adversely af
fected by widespread pollution ema
nating from oil and gas drilling opera
tions. Trickle Creek Farm wrote letters 
to government officials, made presen
tations at hearings and made requests 
to both the Alberta Environmental Pro
tection Ministry and Environment 
Canada. The farmers asked that the oil 
industry of Alberta come into compli
ance with modern environmental pro
tections designed to reduce and pre
vent harmful emissions from oil and 
gas operations. 

In response to their concerns, Wiebo 
Ludwig and some Trickle Creek farm
ers have been charged with mischief 
and other actions against the oil com
panies. Recently, Wiebo was arrested 
for mischief and probation violations. 
In addition, just two months ago, 
Ludwig's car was blown up while he 
was in town. 

The Shooting 
Trickle Creek members are being 

cast as the villains by the local oil 
drilling communities. The children 
of.+he drillers are being told by their 
parents how bad the environmental
ists are for impeding progress and 
threatening their oil and gas jobs. It 
appears that as a result, on June 20 
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eight teenage children 
took it upon them
selves to harass farm 
members by driving 
two pickup trucks 
onto the Trickle Creek 
Farm to scare the 
Ludwigs. The teenag
ers sped onto the ftrm 
at 4 a.m., honking 
their horns, yelling . 
and squealing their truck tires as they 
spun around in front of the home
stead. On that evening, children were 
sleeping in tents on the ground near 
where the trucks were zipping around. 

What happened next is not clear. 
Someone fired three shots at the in
truding trucks. One bullet went 
through the arm of Shaw Westwater, · 
19, arid then struck 16-year-old 
Karman Willis in the chest, killing 
her. Her cousin, Jason Willis, told. 
reporters that, "They just pulled into 
the yard and were being boneheads." 

Is the Government of 
Alberta Partially Respon
sible? 

The absence of law renders a civil 
society lawless. The absence of regu
lations to protect the public good 
creates a vacuum which is filled by 
other actions to protect the public 

· good. -Sometimes the alternative ac
tions created by the affected . people 
are not as good as,government regu
lation. This appears to be what is 
happening in Alberta. As the govern~ 
ment lessens its responsibility to pro
tect the . environment, and 

aspollution becomes 
worse, farmers have
been forced to step in 
to preventthe contin
ued all-out assault on 
their lands and health 
by the oil and gas drill-
ing operations. · 

Premier Ralph Klein 
attempts to remediate 

Wiebo Ludwig his government's in- . 
adequate sour gas and air pollution 
control reveal the importance of the 
government acting sooner with 
greater authority. Had this occurred, 
it would not have been necessary for 
Wiebo Ludwig and other farmers to 
take the law in their own hands. This 

·begs the question, was the inaction 
of the Alberta government and its · 
enforcement authorities partially re
sponsible for the events leading up 

·to the. tragedy, where the situation 
escalated, resulting in kids trespass
ing onto private property and threat
ening families in their homes? And 
where shots rang out and people 
were killed? It is up to Alberta to 
move quickly to improve the envi
ronmental standards of the oil and 
gas industry. It is u:p· to Alberta to 
enforce the regulations that will en
sure that oil and gas, as well as farm
ing and ranching, can coexist with · 
the health of the people. 

For more information on this , and 
other the environmental struggles in 
Canada, subscribe'to The Gallon En
vironmental Letter, 506 Victoria Ave., 
Montreal, Quebec if3 Y 2R5; (514) 369-
0230, fax 369-32,82; cibe@web.net. 



FEos EscALATE HuNT FOR THE ALF 
BY Roo CORONADO 

A silent war of repression is being waged against 
animal liberation activists across the United States 
as federal authorities continue their huntfor mem
bers of the outlawed Anitp.al Liberation Front (ALF). 
Over 50 US fur farms have been raided since the ALF .· 
resumed i~~ "Operation Bite Back" campaign agc,tinst . 
the fur in~ustry in i99S, and neiuly a dozen sus
pected A~F activists-have been arrested and impris-
9-~est .. TJ;ue,~ ~emain uridergroup.d ~nd one federally 
indicted }"~>Ung activist was driveJi to sui(!iqe. '' 

. The ALF's campaign against the captive-breed
ing of na.tive North American wildlife on the 
USA's fur farms has not caused a single human 
injury, but has inflicted major financial impact 
on the farms. Literally texis of thousands of mink 
have been released from their cages res\,llting in 
millions of dollars in lost profits and genetiCally 
irreplaceable breeding animals. 

Responding to the first Operation Bite Back 
raids in 1991-92, the federal government passed 
the Animal Enterprises Protection Act (AEPA) in 
1993. This Draconian legislation makes ita felony, 
punishable with up to ten years in prison, to 
rescue or release animals from the industries where 
they are held captive or to inflict economic hard
ship on the operations. Since its passage, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms (BATF) have been 
·spending massive amounts of energy and resources 
to prosecute and criminalize animal rights activ
ists under the new law. 
· The US government's campaign of repression 
has become dependent on it's ability to portray 
the ALF as a domestic "special interest" terrorist 
organization. Working in a collaborative effort 
with corporate media eager to protect their 
advertiser's interests, federal law enforcement 
agencies · have found an · effective medium for 
their campaign of disinformation. 

On February 6, 1999; Fox TV's "America's Most 
Wanted" featured, not its normal menu of violent 
criminals, but suspected ALF members James Ray 
Blackmon and Adam Troy Peace. Blackmon is 
accused of releasing mink from a Utah fur farm in 
1996 and Peace is charged with property destruc
tion at the Utah Fu:t Breeders Cooperative, a feed 
manufacturer and research facility in the suburbs 
of Salt Lake City. 

The show targeted Salt Lake City's "straight-edge" 
community, a group of mostly young people who 
practice a philosophy that eschews alcohol, drugs 
and animal products in favor of a more respectful 
world-view that promotes environmental defense 
and animal liberation. The commentator stated, 
"Some became vegans, hard-core vegetarians, and 
turned their rage towards protecting animals." 

"America's Most Wanted" intentionally associated 
Blackmon and Peace with two unrelated assaults and 

a murder, though the activists 
indictments pertain only tb 
nonviolent ALF actions, lead
ingviewers tobelieve the young 
activists are dangerous crimi
nals. After the broadcast, Peace 
turned himself in to authori
ties.· rather than. risk law en~ 
forcementofficerswho, thanks 
to/ " America's . Mo~t Wanted, 
might justify using deadly force ' · 
to . apprehend . him. Blackmon . 
remains in_ hi<ling while)?;eace 
is out on bail awaiting trial. 

In 1998, Joshua Ellerman be
came another victim in the hunt 

. for ALF activists. The 20-year
old youth was indicted fer a fur
breeders action and threatened 
with a 35-year prison sentence 
unless he cooperated with au
thorities by providing informa
tion on the identity of other 
Utah ALF activists. Ellerman and 
his younger brother cooperated 
and the elder brother · is cur
rently serving a reduced federal 
prison sentence of eight years. 

The Ellerman brother's in
formation led to the arrest and 
indictment of 21 year-old Alex 
Slack, another Salt Lake City animal rights activ- employed by the Thatcher government of Britain in 
ist, who in 1997 underwent a liver a transplant 1980 in its campaign to criminalize the legitimate 
and was later paralyzed in an auto accident. Fed- resistance to British occupation in the north of 
eral authorities, quick to exploit these tragedies, Ireland-by the Irish Republican Army. 
began pressuring Slack. That intimidation be- All that remains to be seen is whether the struggles 

. came too much for Alex and on June 29th of this for the defense of North America's last wild places 
year he committed suicide. and its indigenous humans and non-humans will 

Alex's death is the first human fatality in the war survive police repression or be intimidated into 
against the ALF. Once more, a nonviolent wildlife compromise and submission. Fearing the very real 
advocate and environmentalist has become the power and growth of the organized youth insur
victim of a society that criminalizes those whose gency that challenges economic forces within 
goal is to respect life. American society, federal authorities appear ready 

The war against animal liberationists is not lim- to advocate the passage of legislation that targets 
ited to Utah. In Oregon, Wisconsin and Minnesota, political activity and sanctions increased police 
federal grand juries are being convened to track powers while slowly stripping us of our already 
down suspected ALF members. In Minnesota, fol- limited civil liberties. 
lowing the April 1999 rescue of 116 animals from This is the price we must be ready to pay for our 
UniversityofMinnesota, the state legislature pushed resistance. The animal rights and radical environ
through a crime bill that would not only make it a mental movements must now answer the ques
felony to rescue animals from places of abuse, but tion proposed by such repression and, like Irish 
also illegal to speak in · defense of such action~. Republicans, create the infrastructure to sustain 
Currently, the ALF press office in Osego, Minnesota underground resistance; otherwise, we will con
is the target of the state law and its volunteers have tinue to witness the criminalization, imprison
h~d their computers seized and have been subpoe- · ment and death of young nonviolent activists 
naed to appear before a federal grand jury. ready to risk their lives and freedom to defend 

The criminalization of the ALF sh,ould serve as a wildlife and the earth. 
wake-up call to supporters and participants of un- Rod Coronado is an animal rights and environmental 
derg'round resistance to ecological terrorism and activist who spent 3 1/2 years in prison for arson charges 
animal abuse. The strategies practiced by law en- as a result of a concentrated FBI investigation, in the 
forcement agencies today differ little from those early 1990's, of anima/liberation activities. 

ALF Suspect's Family Liring in Fear 
BY Roo CoRONADO · 

During the warm Wisconsin nights · of October 
1997, Animal Liberation Front (ALF) members 
released over 3,000 mink from four separate fur 
farms. On O~tober 28, Sheboygan County Sheriff's 
deputies pulled over Justin Samuel and Peter 
Young, after fur farmers suspected they were , 
watching their mink barns. Authorities found' 
items that led to a six-count federal indictment 
against Samuel and . 
Young 1998. The two 
were charged with vio
lating the AEPA with 
the alleged intent to 
coerce mink farms 
out of business by 
inflicting economic 
loss and damage. 
"The indictment re
flects the determina-

tion of the law enforcement . community and my anything but a terrorist. "His mind and spirit are gifts 
office to address criminal activity designed to curtail to all of us-it angers me that he is being forced to be 

or shutdown a lawful indus- a fugitive and political prisoner because of them," said 
try," said US Attorney Peggy his father, Bob. Justin entered college at 16 and was a 
Lautenschlager in Wisconsin~s junio! in the computer engineering school at the 

first case of "animal enter- University of Washington when he decided to pursue 
... ,.,u-. prise terrorism." his ammal rights passions. 

But Justin Samuel's Samuel and Young are viewed by the FBI as 
family says their son is federal fugitives and face years in prison for free

ing wildlife awaiting slaughter. Samuel's family 
has not heard from him for nearly 2 years and are 
worried about his safety. Federal agents have at
tempted to intimidate Justin's parents, but they 
remain resolute in their support of their son. "We 
would just like to know that he is alive and well, 
and (for him to know) that we love and miss him 
very much," laments his father. 

To find out how you can help these and other ALF 
- activists contact the ALF suppport group at Box 

69597-, sa4S Yonge St., Willowdale, Ontario, 
· M2M 4K3, Canada; naalfsg@envirolink.org. 
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300 WoRDS OR lEss! 
AND No BvLLSHIT, YA Gor lr?! 

yo journal crew!, 
thank you for expanding the 

political prisoner pages!!! It is a 
welcome addition that was much 
needed! 

FUCK ALL GOVERNMENTS!!! 
ANARCHY NOW!!! · 

TEAR DOWN THE PRISON 
WALLS!!! 

--cRUSr@PUBLIC-ENEMY .COM 

You people are full of shit. 
Just because you hate . western 
society doesn't give you the 
right to tell people how to live 
their lives. Buildings will still 
be built, cities· will get bigger, 
more roads will be built, that's 
life. There will still be plenty of 
forest for future generations to 
enjoy, so just calm down. 
Oh,and tell your women to 
shave their legs and pits, go to 
Taco Bell to participate in their 
"Defeat the Dark Side" contest, 
and enjoy modern society. 

-DAN LONGCOR£ 

Dear politically correct SFB: 
I was sickened to read the 

statement of Wayne Johnson, 
the Makah whaling crew cap
tain, in which he claimed that 
the young female gray wQ.ale 
he killed "gave up its life" to 
the Makah· people. What a 
crock! That whale didn't "give 
up" her life, any more than a 
murdered woman "gives up" 
her life to a man who stabs and 
shoots her . 

Johnson's statement re
minded me of similar utter
ances I've heard in my life about 
other victims of male violence. 
They tell us "she wanted it," 
"she asked for it" and "she de
served it/! 

It was also sickening to see 
the EF! Journal · juxtaposing 
Johnson's pro-killing piece next 
to the Sea Defense Alliance's 
anti-killing piece, giving each 
point of view equal space, as if 
they had equal merit. 

Wh it next? Will the Journal 
now be giving equal spaceto "op
pressed" loggers, miners and 
ranchers so they can justify their 
actions and explain how raping 
the Earth is an important cul
tural tradition that makes them 
feel like bigmen? 

-PATRICIA WOLFF 

Earth First! editor, 
It was strange to see the "pros" 

and "cons" about involvement of 
Earth First!ers with Washington 
State Aluminum workers on strike 
in broadening the efforts against 
the very broad entity of Maxxam. 
I never imagined there could be a 
"con." It seemed like a basic 
breakthrough to unite radical 
environmentalists with angry 
segments of the working class. 

This direction seems the only 
promising one for EF! To only do 
lockdown gymnastics in small 
numbers, in areas that most 
people have never heard of, seems 
a doomed proposition. Doomed 
for us and the wilderness because 

·.unless people are catalyzed to 
standing up and taking control 
of their lives along lines of free 
associations and self manage
ment, this disease called capital
ism will grind on until all is 
mowed down and dumped upon. 
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Without connections into com
munities who also have gripes 
against the system, the most 
painstakingly saved wilderness 
area, protection obtained 
through endangered species law, 
NFS prot:edure, etc., will be vul
nerable to overturn forever into 
the future. To Capital, whether 
in 1950, 2000, or 2050, that wil
derness is just so much card
board box material or whatnot, 
and as it gets "more valuable" as 
a commodity, Capital will do 
anything to get it. But if EF! 
builds support and mutual aid 
with rebellious working commu
nities the abilities of "the beast" 
will be knobbled, and eventu
ally, hopefully sooner rather 
than later, it can be taken down. 
To insist on absolute Luddite, 
eco-saint, hunter-gatherer 
wannabe purity and spurn alli
ances with others is to seal the 
doomed fate of our general iso
lation and any hope at breaking 
the system of power apart. Take 
note I'm not talking about for
mal alliances, especialiy with a 
union like the USWA (steelwork
ers) some of whose top officials 
regard prison guards as "broth
ers and sisters," but rather with 
the people that happen to be or 
not be in the union but are 
involved in the struggle. To ei
ther praise or condemn the 
USWA wholly is to illustrate that 
one's view of the dynamics was 
taken from afar.· 

It's a hierarchical, reformist 
but somewhat oppositionist or

·ganization. In Pueblo, Colorado 
the steelworkers (union and 
workers)havebeen Oghtingnear 
Maquiladora like pay and condi- , 
·tions and lockout. One-on-one · 
the steelworkers themsleves are 
a different story than "their" of-

ten overpaid and unac
countable officials. Unions 
of the AFL-CIO stripe were 
carefully cultivated as a 

· compliant junior partner to 
capital from WWII on. The 
reason is that the people 
they claim to represent, the 
workers, can be so volatile 
and throw the system into 
chaos overnight .if they 
chose to. So they're just so
phisticated pressure release 
valves. Don't confuse the 
union with the workers. The 
more important thing is the 
people involved who pulled 
off a successful (and diffi
cult) series of dock actions 
against Maxxam with co
operation, planned ·and 
spontaneous, from . Alumi
num workers, dockworkers, 
IWWers, EF!ers and such. 

To me it was a great 
brealthrough, as is the less 
dramatic daily effort s of 
EF!ers in San Luis, Colo
rado who are making sure 
to work with the commu
nity on mutual goals, un
derstanding and aid. An oc
casional carload of earnest 
people from a College town 
is no substitute in wilder
ness protection for an 
aroused and organized 
community right .at, and 

claiming a justified st~wardship 
over the site. Engage and dia
logue with peotJle to pull the 
system of hierarchy and exploi· 
tation apart. We can' t just hide 
in the wilderness vibing with 
the trees. · 

-PETER KALBERER 

Greetings Eco-Warriors! 
I was moved to write you all a 

laudatory note after reading in the 
Colorado Daily here in Boulder, CO 
about the brave and successful di
rect action in the San Luis Valley!! 
Thank you all so much for what 
you do, and do so very coura
geously. Please forward this note 
to your activists and leaders of the 
Taylor Ranch protests. 

I am a High Priestess of Wicca, 
and my little coven has done 
magick in the past to help out the 
activists in San Luis. The locals 
there know about us and believe 
in what we do to help. We will 
reinforce the magick there to keep 
you all safe and help stop the 
logging. Thank you again and
Blessed Be all of Thee!! 

Hi EF! 

-GWENDYTH ERCE, M.PHIL 
HPs OF THE TEMPLE OF GAIA 

I am writiitS out of frustra
tion. I agree with the EF! view 
that we must pre~erve all of the 
environment and end the de
struction. I, too, am . tired of 
"namby-painby" passivism that 
doesn't work. But I don't support 
hate, because it breeds hate. The 
\iries running across the bottom 
of the. site, I feel, are inappropri
ate. Who cares what I think? I 

·don't know, but I know that I 
care about the earth and also 
about the people on it who do 
bad things. I am more then leary 
of being involved with a group 

that has more anger then hope 
and that is how some of themes
sages sound. 

There is · another thing that 
really bothers me and that is 
the "copulate don't populate" 
attitude. Like it is bad to have 
children. That is wrong. The 
problem is not the population, 
it is the waste of the North 
American population. I have 
three children and I care deeply 
about the earth. "The Earth has 
enough for everyone's needs, not 
everyone's greed. " Gandhi 

So if EF! believes when they 
state: "Our actions are tied to 
Deep Ecology, the spiritual and 
visceral recognition of the in
trinsic, sacred value of every liv
ing thing." Then don't discount 
humans from that value. We are 
humans, we have made many, 
too many, mistakes. Let's correct 
them, not punish each other and 
ourselves for them. I often have 
this attitude of rage against 
people, but it is not helpful at all 
and seeing it reflected here; lets 
me know how useless it is. I agree 
with radical action to end the 
corporate and capitalistic cancer 
of the Earth. I would like to be 
more involved. But I don't want 
to hate the world while doing so. 
So be angry sometimes, but don't 
forget who and what you are. 

-KELLJ GALLAGHER 

Dear Shit for Brains, 
.Anne Petermann's article in the 

Litha issue really points out how 
some of us in the movement have 
shit the bed. Hating people, or · 
talking negative about people 
insomuch as implying they have 
no right to exist is such a mis
guided and .soul-wasteful activ
ity. And it does negatively im
pact our indigenous bros. and 
sisters too. Thanks for printing 
it. Now, if we can get off the 
booze and dope, .. Hey, as long as 
we're all thinking, learning and 
progressing, it'll work out! · 

. Peace & Light to all 
-FREEBIRD, KATUAH EF! 

PS, "Classic Moments .. . " is 
great-keep em comin' 

Dear SFB, 
Two articles in the last journal 

brought up a dilemma that Red 
Cloud Thunder tries to solve. In 
"Green Backlash," it says, "The 
movement has neglected social 
concerns." In "Recovering Mis~ 
anthropes," it says "I believe cui~ 
tural insensitivity stems from 
privilege. The environmental 
movement is predominantly 
made up of privileged people. 
This is what allows the luxury of 
being involved .. . and not wor
ried about daily survival." 

"Punk-anarchists" in Eugene 
have gathered enough momen
tum for The Wall Street Journal to 
print .an article that warns away 
and intrigues business investors: 
" ... Oregon's second-largest city is 
a closely watched laboratory for 
anarchist and law enforcement 
elsewhere." . 
· Foryears, theWesthasspawned 

a "punk" culturethatthriveswith
out money, showers, or rented 



shelters. Far from privileged, 
this social class is neglected, 
abused, and familiar with 
society's disgust. 

Even though our societal ma
chine produces children who 
machine gun their 
classmates, 
also pro
duced are 
punk kids. 
that live on a 
simple concept 
of almost com-
plete cash-free survival 
in a gluttonous world. 

Want to show the 
"lower" class your 
"rules" or "non-vio
lence codes?" Forget it! 
In our community you 
show yourself capable of 
the level of respect that 
Ancient Elder trees, as well as 
our impoverished family re" 
quires, or those involved will 
see that you get back to town in 
the next car. It works! 

The "privileged forest activ
-ist" often shakes their head an~ 
thinks of us with disdain and 
fear. We are supposedly a night
mare that will discredit the envi
ronmental movement. Agreed, 
we are a nightmare! But Red 
Cloud Thunder is out to redefine 
environmentalism as an Anar
chist counter-culture that forces 
absurd behaviour from those who 
are contrary to the . sanctity of 
life, which includes some 
priviledged EF!ers. 

Sincerely, 
-MRTHUNOER 

Sawut de ka (hello) from Thailand 
I would like to network with 

people interested in the protec
tion. ,of rainforest . . I have been 
working voluntarily here in Thai
land Jar _four months, our aim 
being to protect an area ofuioun
tainous forest called the Khao 
Ban tat, it is 792,000 rai there are 
6.5 rai to an acre. The area has the 
highest protection status pres
ently recognised in Thailand, but · 
there is no respect for the law. 
The forest is cut, burnt, built on, 
encroached on and hunters come 
from the towns killing wild" ani
mals to sell to restaurants. This 
land is the homeland of the 
Manik peoples, only around 160 
of them remain, they are hunter 
gatherers living in harmony with 
the nature. · 

Manik language has no word 
for war and no word for greed. 
These people need the forest, · 
they_are under so much presure 
to change and develop but 
many' of tpem do not want. 
THEY ARE THREATENED WITH . 
GENOCIDE. 

There is much Work ·needed. 
Interested?! Do you have any 
useful contacts or inspiration? If 
you want to know more please 
contact me at: · 

-JANE_BREEZE@HOTMAIL.COM 
'FRIENDS OF PEOPLE CLOSE TO NATURE 

To the people of Earth Firat! 
My name is Kei Underforest. I 

am a student in University of 
Wisconsin, Stevens Point. My 
friend, Dana· Churnes, is in the 
office in our campus, and know
ing the organization for a while. 
This summer I am back to home 
in Japan, planning some action, 
as I am aware that there is no 
single office in this country yet, 
therefore, feeling an urgent to 
establish one to start such a radi
cal activist movements here in 
japan, where needed the most, I 
believe. So, I would really appre
ciate if you could send me a bunch 

of-the back 
issued number, and other mate
rials for me . to lise for promo
tions. The first thing I am trying 
to do is to visit and promote 
several university campuses bring 
some positive attentions. Un
fortunately, there would be some 
limitations if I am doing this 
whole thing all by myself. Do you 
know some folks who may be 
willing to help me, or some mo
tivated inq!viduals who might 
be willing to work with me in 
this summer. If someone is inter
ested to come and help me, I 
have place for the ones to stay 
and lean be a good host, plus I do 
need some to teach me to orga
nize such things. Well, please let 
me know what .your thoughts 
are, and give me some advices if 
you could. Thank you very much. 
Love and peace. . . 

-KEI UNOERFOREST 
1262 HIGASHIMISONO HAMAKI'fA 

SHIZUOKA 434, }APA(II 
KUNOERFOREST@HOTMAIL.COM 

_Deat shit for brains. 
Everyone seelll:S to have their 

own theol"y about the recent 
school shootings in Colorado and 
Georgia. Maybe it's television, 
maybe it's rap music, maybe it's 
the parents. Malcolm X once got 
into a lot of trouble for a state
ment he made when JFK was as
sassinated. He said it was "the 
chickens coming home to roost." 
The media pounced upon that 
quote out of context without lis
tening to the rest of what he said. 
What he meant was when the 
government creates a climate of 
violence, Vietnam, that it eften 
comes home. Everyone seems to 
be drawing causal links to differ
ent events, but refuse to address 
what will doubtless be on_e of the 
greatest historical events taking 
place. The destruction of Bosnia. 
It's almost as if it's a spot in the 
American conscious we don't 
want to look at. What if blowing 
up hospitals, embassies, buses, 
civilians, creates a climate of vio
lence. A climate ·in which chil
dren feel violence is O.K. Where 

· is a government which calls 
bombs the size of Volkswagens 
"diplomacy" going to find the 
moral authority to legislate 
against school vi<;>lence? · 

. -CHRIS IRWIN 

Dear Earth First: 
Just another stupid idea from 

the guy who went to Federal 
Court on whether the word con
troversy means controversial 
under NEP A. If we were to self 

our 
guage, I of 
all people 
h a v e 
Tourettes, 
and lay off 
the Molotov 

Cocktail recipes, then maybe we 
can get Earth First Journal in all 
the schools and libraries where it 
belongs. Our message is too .im
portant to not have it out there 
where the mainstream can read 
it. So far I've given subscriptions . 
to my niece and .nephew ages 14 
and 17 and a staunch Republican 
age 55. I hope they can all learn 
important lessons from your great 
publication about all the hard 
work your readers are performing 

in defense of the planet. I'm just 
concerned my local library 
won't put it on display if l get 

them a subscription. As I said just 
. a thought. 

Thank you for all the great work 
you do. 

Sincerely, 
-PRosE BoB, 

AKA UNCLE WAT~R BUFFALO 

Dear Editor, 
In the wake of the Headwaters 

Deal, I would like to make a few 
concluding remarks as a citizen 

. who cares. First off, I believe the 
people of this community, diverse 
species, and our environment got 
reamed in this sham. 

Why? The priority should have 
been in saving the 30-plus species 
that inhabit old-growth redwood 
ecosystems, many of which are 
threatened or imperiled: the coho 
slamon, themarbledmurrelet, the 
southern torrent salamander, ;;1nd 
many others. These species may 
not survive as isolated popula
tions in tiny groves. 

Instead of saving endangered 
species, killing them was legal
ized via the immoraily labeled 
"Habitat Conservation Plan." 
Newly discovered endangered 
species are sacrificed for ·50 
years (which may, in effect, · 
equal eternity) within the "no 
surprises" clause. 

The Headwaters Forest is (or 
Was) the largest remaining old-. 
growth redwood ecosystem in 
private hands. Fewerthan 5,000 
of the 60,000 acres of old
growth are preserved in this 
backroom deal. · 

' Unsustainable forestry prac
tices; clearcutting, cutting 
on steep slopes, spraying 
herbicides in our water
sheds, and . cutting rare 
old growth are still OK 
under this "good 

violations bring $5,000 fines? 
Charles Hurwitz will get 

nearly half a billion dollars 
which he is siphoning away 
from the debt-ridden Scotia Pa
cific Limited Liability Co. into 
the debt~free Salmon Creek 
Properties. 

The corporate-owned mass me
dia has parroted Maxxam/Pacific 
Lumber Co.'s public relations pro
paganda while politicians put a 
feather in their cap. As corporate. 
domination of our lives increases, 
our quality of life decreases. 

-DAVID Ross 

Dear Editors: 
Nature, Time and CNN have all 

reported that wind blown pol_len 
fromMonsanto'sBtcornhasbeen 
killing the caterpillars of mon
arch butterflies thatfeed on milk

. weed growing near corn fields. 
How could anybody do this? 

The answer may be found in a 
half forgotten tale of N. 
Hawthorne, "Rappaccini's 

. Daughter." Hawthorne called it 
fiction but through my studies I 
believe the story to be true, and 
furthermore though written in 
1844-46; Rappaccini is still alive! 
A homeopath al).d plant scien
tist, he carefully developed hy
brid, poisonous plants in his gar" , 
den from which he concocted 
eleixirs for treatment of his pa
tients. The scent of these plants 
killed insects. His daughter, raised 
with the pl!lnts, was the only one 
who could be in close contact 
with them. If she touched nor
mal human flesh, ever so lightly, 
she left a bruise. Natural plarits 
wilted at her toU<;:h. 

It is a little known faCt that 
Rappaccini started a corporation 
in his home town of Padua, Italy. 
He named it the Monsa·ntonni 
Corporation. Having to flee Italy 

· due to the unfortunate and un
timely de.mise of two patients in 
an experiment, he arrived in this 
country. 'His company has been 
known by many names but he 
finally settled on a an anglicized 
version of his original name. 

In this century he has con
centrated on pesticides, herbi
cides and genetically altered 
crops. He brought us agent or
ange, as one outstanding e.x
ample. He is now poisoning but
terflies! His primary project is 
his "Toxic Feed the Children" 
campaign. His goal is to immu
nize children to his toxic food so 
they will feed on it exclusively 
and become poisonous to all natu" 
rallife forms. Grown products of 

this program are Tom De
lay, Charles Hurwitz and 
most alLC:EO's and board 
members of petro

chemical companies. 
If nothing un
toward hap
pens to me, I 

deal." The im
morally la
beled "sus
tained 
yield plan" 
does not j 
yield (even \ 
ostensibly) .. 
sustainably 1 

\ \ will report 
~~~,..(~~~.-.i>..:;M~- \ ';. back to you 

· ! additional 

until 20 
years of 
overcutting. 

Do readers 
trust a company 
with more than . 
300 violations of \\\ 
the Forest Prac- , 
ticesActwithin the 
last few years. To 
act morally, con
serve habitat, and 
yield sustainably? 
Where million-dollar 

findings of 
my research. I 

think Dr. Fran
kenstein has 
taken a bad rap 
regarding 
Rappaccini· foods 
and I would like 
to clear his name: 
I hope, soon, to 
have immutable 
evidence of 
Rappaccini's war 
on nature and the 
names of politicians 
who· are co-con
spirators. 

-SID BRIDGES 

- Dear Biscuit for Heads, 
Lit.ha 1999 brought the ex

citing news of the creation of 
the latest EF! splinter group: 
Women in Love with Danny 
Dolinger, WILDD. Finally, an 
outl.et for the longing masses. 
Er, half of us anyway ... 

Never to be left behind, we 
Men In Love with Danny 
Dolinger (MILD D) have formed 
a support group of our own. All 
men who celebrate Danny's 
supple hands and sensitive gaze 
are encouraged to join. _ 

Danny, you blow us away! 
-DISTELLA PANCAKE 
CHARTER MEMBER OF 

MILDD ( MEN IN LovE WITH 
DANNY DOLINGER) 

I'm no saint-but I'm tired of 
all these stupid, ignorant self 
righteous business elites mur
dering our Earth for their prof
its. the next generation-if 
there is one-should not suffer 
from our callousness. Please 
send me how I can get involved. 

Thanks 
-WILL ZUNIGA 

Dear friends, 
Mitzy, my canine compan

)on, was run over by a pick-up 
·truck and killed on December 
30, 1998. Fortunately, she was 
asleep when hit, and did not 
suffer. As some of you will re
member, she was an old dog, 
two days short of her 13th 
birthday. She went way back in 
the movem&nt. 

At herfirst Rendezvous at the 
• Big Lost River, in 1986, little 

Mitz got lost. In the daytime at 
RRR she would join in the gen
eral trouble-making, and with 
my guidance make her way back 
to camp for dinner. But one 
evening I couldn't find her, nor 
had she crossed the stream and 
walked through the woods to 
our tent on her own. The next 
morning I found her by my car, 
curled up against the cold but 
alive and well, waiting for me. 

Two years later she kept me 
from getting lost. On an au
tumn night hike out of the 
Ventana Wilderness, my flash
light faded, flickered and died. I 
had walked in the morning be
fore, but had to hurry out the 
next day to make the midnight 
shift at my job. There was no 
moon, and clouds covered the 
stars. But Mitzy sniffed out otir 
trail from the day before, and 
for the next several miles I fol
lowed the bright white fur of 
her neck all the way to the car. 
I got to work on time. 

Indeed, ' Mitzy domesticated 
me. When money was short 
and rent was high in Santa 
Cruz, I thought about· follow
ing a friend's example and liv
ing in a cave, troglodytic. But l 
knew my pup wouldn't be able 
to keep a secret about where we 
lived, and would not be able to 
keep from wandering, · so I 
stayed in town. Over her last 
year and a half, in the Gila, she 
slowed dowp a lot. Her hearing 
went out in one ear and she 
was only able to "hike" a few 
hundred yards at a time. But up 
to the · last she still took an 
active interest in life. I miss 
her; wish she were .alive. She's 
planted in my yard, between 
native grasses and an exotic 
tree. Half wild. Half domestic. 
That's how we lived. 

-MICHAEL ROBINSON 
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The tribals and farmers in the 
Narmada Valley in India launched a 
"Satyagraha" (Insistence on Truth) 
on June 20 against the unjust sub
mergence and displacement caused 

·by the controversial Sardar Sarovar 
Project (SSP), risking their lives as the 
waters rise behind the dam. Hun
dreds gathered for the Satyagraha, 
coming from all over the country to 
participate in the renewed mass ac- . 
tion. The Satyagraha will continue 
during the entire monsoon season. 
The people have organized a Youth 
Camp and a foot march. And (rom 
July 4 to 12, there was a fast against 
the injustice and destruction of their 
lives, resources and rights. 

The Satyagraha wa·s inaugurated in 
Domkhedi, Maharashtra, on June 20 
in the ·presence of the veteran 
Gandhian activist, Siddharaj Dhadda. 

Indian villagers building new housing for the many families moving into the area being submerged 

He reiterated the need to fight against As Satyagraha entered its 12th day, 
the destruction of natural resources . ·more and 'more people from the 
and violation of human rights in the Narmada Valley and around the coun
name of development. He favored try arrived in the villages of Jalsindhi 
community control over natural re- and Domkhedi, the . centers for the 
sources like water, land arid forests protestsagainsttheSardarSarovarDam. 
and the iiUportance of localized pro- The atmosphere was charged as the 
duction, along with distributive Satyagrahis(nonviolentprotesters)got 
justice, as a way for sustainable and into various activities, · and as rains 
egalitarian development. upstream caused the river to rise. Rat-

Villagers reasserted their determina- lies were taking place in adivasi (tribal) 
tion not to leave their lands under the villages which werereadyforthe battle~ 
threat of the submergence. They . Hundreds of men, women and chil-. 
pointed out that the decision to op- dren marched to the police camps in 
pose the dam and the displacement the villages of Bharad, Nimgavan and 
was made by them after much experi.- Domkhedi (all villages in Maharashtra 
ence and deliberation. Many of the 
those who left have been returning to 
their original villages. 

People decided to resist the submer
gence due to the raising of the dam 
height from 81.5 meters to 88 meters. 
The Supreme· Court, through an in
terim order in February, allowed the 
height of the dam to be raised. The 
raising of the height of the dam would 
submerge practically the whole tribal 
area. It would affect about 2000 fami
lies in the valley. The Narmada Bacl;laQ 
Andolan (Save Narmada Movement) 
has raised the issues regarding the dam, 
including cost-benefit, environmental, 
economic and social equity issues. 
However, the court did nottake these 
facts into account and instead chose to 
allQw the construction of the dam. 

on the south bank of the Narmada). 
The police, few in number, expressed 
helplessness in saving the people if 
water submerges their homes. In a: few 
places, the police camps will be sub
merged before any homes go under. 

Dn July 4, people came from the 
mountain ranges on either side of the 
Narmada, and the villages of the 
Nimad agricultural plain at the up-

·stream end of the Sardar Sarovar sub
mergence zone, and from throughout 
the country for a mass meeting before 
the beginning of an eight day fast by 
a cadre of Satyagrahis. 

On June 29, 50 activists began a 
journey by foot and boat through the 
rugged Satpura ranges from the vil
lage of Manibeli near the dam site 
and the Gujarat-Maharashtra border, 
to Domkhedi. This Jeevan Yatra 
·(March for Life) included representa
tives from many parts of the Narmada 
Valley and other states. The marchers 
engaged in mobilization and public 
awareness . programs in all major 
Narmada-side villages . and reached . 
Domkhedi on July 3 aft~r covering 
about 16 of the 33 adivasi villages 
affected in Maharashtra. 

As the actions in the valley Inten
sify, the rains upstream flood the val
ley foot by foot. In a couple of weeks 
time, the dam water will start to cover 
the houses and fields of many fami
lies, up to 60 villages in thi:ee states. 
The injustice of the system and the 
falsehood and insensitivity of the state 
will be countered by the determina
tion and commitment of the people 
to save their lives, livelihood and the 
rich Narmada Valley at any cost. 

Compiled (rom accounts by Associa
tion for India's Development, aid@ 
vsnl.com. For more information, see 
www.narmada.org. 

New Wise Use!Enviro ·Coalition Takes Aim at Ragstaffs Forests 
BY DAVID ORR 

What do the World Wildlife Fund, 
·Grand Canyon Trust, The Nature Con
servancy~ and People for the West 
have in common? 

They are all member groups of the 
Advisory Board of the Grand Canyon 
Forest Partnership (GCFP), a collabora
tive group based in Flagstaff, organized 
by the Grand Canyon Trust, and funded 
in large part by the Ford Foundation. 

The GCFP has proposed to log 
100,000 acres around Flagstaff, Ari
zona, over the next decade in order to 
reduce fire risk and restore ecological 
health to the forest. 

The Advisory Board of GCFP con
sists of the City of Flagstaff, Arizona 
Division of State Lands, Northern Ari-

zona University, Arizona Public Ser
. vice (electric utility), Stone Fof~st In
dustries, The Nature Conservancy, 
People for the West, The Wilderness 
~ociety, World Wildlife Fund and the 
Grand Canyon Trust. (Why wasn't 
the Ford Foundation on this list?) 

People for the West (PFW) is one of 
the largest and best-organized wise-use 
groups in the US. In recent months, 
PFW re-named itself ''People for the 
USA" (www.pfw.org). At public hear
ings last month on Utah wilderness re
inventory, PFW /PFl)SA was highly vis
il;>le organizing opposition to wilder
ness protection for ~ederal public lands. 

GCFP has form;ed a three-person 
"Grand Canyon Forest Foundation" 
(GCFF) to enter into "Memo(s) of Un
derstanding" with the Forest Service 

and make contracts for timber sales to 
tiinber suppliers. GCFF's board con
sists of Geoff Barnard (executive direc
tor of Grand Canyon Trust), Jim Bab
bitt (relative of Bruce , Babbitt and 
member of Grand Canyon Trust's 
board), and Don Augenbright (no af
filiation listed). 

The role of the GCFF is to cut and 
market wood from this timber sale. 
The first units are adjacent to a desig
nated wilderness area occupied by sev
eral imperiled species, including the 
Mexican spotted owl, Northern gos
hawk, flammulated owl, bald eagle, 
and tassel-eared squirrel 

[ed. note: GCFP is headed by Brent 
Kincaim, famous for sell-out partner
ships with industry and the Clinton Ad
ministration.) 



RIOTS, DEMONSTRATIONS AND REVELRY 
continued from front page challenged through global resistance, the internet 

proved an ideal medium through which to organize. 
Unsurprisingly, press coverage of the June 18 

protests has been almost entirely negative. Cover
age in the United Kingdom focused almost exclu
sively on the riots, with the tabloid The Sun printing 
pictures under the headline: "Savages." 

Across the "Third World," direct action seemed to 
promise a new way forward. The million-strong 
landless peasants movement in Brazil didn't just 

· lobby the government for land reform, they occu
pied empty ranches and brought the land back into 
use to provide for the hungry. An estimated 150,000 
people have been resettled through direct action in 
Brazil, far outstripping meager government anti
poverty programs. 

In reality, the June 18 events were the apex of a 
very wide and entirely open global movement. This 
was largely sparked by the Zapatistas, who held two 
"encuentros" (meetings )-one deep hi the Lacandon 
jungle of Chi a pas in 1996 and the second a year later 
in Spain-to which delegates from countless differ
ent groups converged. They sought to highlight not 
just the symptoms of poverty, landlessness and 

In the run-up to the latest G8 Summit, which 
began in Cologne on June 18, a group of 500 farmers 
from India and Nepal toured· Europe in an Inter
Continental Caravan, holding protests and making As we head into the new millennium, two power

ful forces are on a global collision course. On one 
side, a powerful coalition of multinationals, · fimin
ciers and rich-country governments are pushing for 
stricter free trade rules and an intensification of 
economic globalisation. From the other side, mil
lions-strong social movements across the Third 
World are uniting with activists in the West to 
demand an end to poverty ~nd the unsustainable 
exploitation of the Earth's enrironment. There can 
be no compromise between these two competing 
forces....,... their agendas are utterly irreconcilable. And 
as the two. worlds collide, the riots in London on 
June 18 may come 'to be seen as a small foretaste of 
the upheavals yet to co:rne. 

environmental 
collapse, but the 
causes as well, 
such as free trade, 
corporate control 
and capitalism. 

In . February 

links with European activists. In 
the UK the farmers visited a ge
netic engineering test site which 
had been cleared by activists and 
converted to organic agriculture. -

"We have come here to build 

1998, a third international meeting,. People's Global · 
Action Against Free Trade and the World Trade 
Organization, was held in Geneva. It was attended 
by' 400 people, who.represented activist groups and 
social movements from n countries. Six months 
later, as the Global 8 (G8) niet in Bir:rningham; 
200,000 Indian peasant f~umers ,in Hyderabad 
marched to qemand India's .withdrawal from the 
World Trade·:Qrganizatiqn(WTO). 

bridges between people who want 
to reclaim their future, to disobey the institutions 
that run the current, self-destructive system of glo
bal economic, political and militiuy governance, 
and to take their own power in their hands in order 
to construct a different world," wrote Prpfessor 
:Nanjliridaswamy, leader of the KarnatakaState F~rn1-
e~s Associ~tion, as the G8 Summit got].mdenvay. 

On june 18 there. were ·actions on· every continent, nearly 1301events. in 41 countries: 
Thr()ugh People's Global Action, an organization 

without offices or a paid staff, a global movement has 
begun to crystallize. · Ironically, its formation was 
assisted by the invention of that most paradoxical 
spin-off from the computer age, the internet. As the 
realization dawned that global finance could only be 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bimgladesh, .Belarus, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Czech Republic, 
England, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India (actions in 25 states), Indonesia, Israel, Italy, 
Malta, Malaysia, Mexico, Nepal, Netherlands, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal; Romania, 
Senegal, South Korea, Scotland, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, 
United States, Uruguay, Wales and Zimbabwe. -

AGA.lNST'THE GLOBALIZATION OF CORPORATE GOVElllDfENT 

.rJ~ .-8 D~ , .OF .ACTIONS 
..• · ..... '1 . _. . .;: 

Some highlights of the international 
day of aetion: 
Gujerat, Pakistan 

The march against Pakistan's nuclear 
tests · ended with several organizers ar
rested, tortured and remanded in prison, 
possibly ·facing the death penalty. The 
procession broke through the police cor
don to tour parts of the city. Masked 
union leaders, who had gqne into hiding, 
were present despite the authorities being 
ready for them on every street corner. 
After the march, a protest was held out
side the district court, and while speeches 
were being made, several hundred police 
charged in with tear gas to arrest about 60 
people. Seven remain inside, all officials 
in various unions, charged with the Paki
stani equivalent of high treason. 
Senegal, Mrica 

Anti-child exploitation was the theme. 
Six hundred people assembled to hear 
speeches and see sketches performed by 
local youth. 
Zurich, Switzerland 

About 300 people-that's a lot· for this 
small provincial town--occupied a con
struction site in a part of 
Zurich which is being re
developed similar lines to 
London'sdock-lands. I twas 
a really great atmosphere
the best party for years. Two 
bands played, 'along with a 
rave and a screening of the 
Reclaim the Streets film. 
New York, New York 

Fornearlytwohours,500 
costume-clad protesters 
took over the streets, tying 
up traffic in New York 
City's financial district and 
rallying in front of the New 
York Stock Exchange on 
Wall Street. Five people 
were arrested as they attempted to chain 
themselv.es together around a large sculp
ture of a globe and another 32 for blocking 
traffic while taking over the"streets. 

Boston, . Massachusetts 
More than 100 activists joined in a "Car

nival Against Capital" in ftont of Bank 
Boston in the city's financiafdistrict. 
Toronto, Ontario · 

Over 2000 cyclists, dancers, pedestrians 
and protesters participating in a big, beau
tiful street party. 
Minsk, Befanis 

The ecological group "Ecoresistance" 
and "ChyrVony Zhond" picketed near the 
McDonald's in the ~enter of Minsk, the 
city's most ·public place. The action was 
held without a permit. 
Barcdona, Spain . 

Two groups closed two main streets in 
Barcelona in the morning, with one group, 
in Sant Andreu Town, recreating a beach · 
with swimming clothes and towels, and 
giving fried potatoes to people drivi~g to 
work. Later, about 100 people occupied a 
street. Still later, 700 people joined in 
Plaza Universitat to Reclaim the Streets. 
Eugene, Oregon 

Twenty people were arrested and eight 
police were injured in a five-hour down
town riot that saw bank and corporate 

A festival ofresistance 

windows smashed, traffic halted and dem
onstrators tear gassed. One person is cur
rently in jail for rioting and could be 
sentenced to five years in prison. 

Montevideo, Uruguay Amsterdam, Netherlands 
The Montevideo Net- About 50 activists dem-

work occupied .the main onstrated in front of the 
square of the Old Town Amsterdam stock ex-
(the financial center) and change. 
set up a new type of trade Desterro, Brazil 
fair targeting capitalism. The 12-meter-high dock 
London, England placed in the center of the 

It was possibly the best city, built by the media 
riot in London since the giant "Globo Network," 
Poll Tax riots. The cops lost was stained with red paint 
controlofthesit,uationand to symbolize the blood of 
got a good beating, and indigenous people shed. 
various corporations were The clock is intended to 
trashed. The city was cov- celebrate 500 years of 
eredJn graffiti. Every time "discovery." 
you were with a large mob ' Bordeaux, France 
thinking, "this is great, all We shall not be intimidated A group of 50 took a 
these people," you'd turn the corner and ramble around 20 local banks. At each 
there would be an even larger crowd creat- bank, they carried out a symbolic occu-
ing mayhem; '· pation, demanding that the branch man-
Bayelsa State, Nigeria agers send faxes denouncing neo-liberal 

About 10,000 people from across Nige- economic policies. 
ria joined a "Carnival of the Oppressed." Cologne, Germany 
After a brief spee~h by Dr. Owens Wiwa, After a month of action, participants 
younger brother of the slain Ogani na- from all over Europe were stopped by · 
tionalist Ken Saro-Wiwa. The deinonstra- police before entering the subway to the 

· tors also blockaded the gates of Shell in city center, where many were beaten up. 
Port Harcourt. There was dancing and and 30 arrested. Five hundred people on 
singing in the ·streets, bringing Nigeria's the way to the parade were similarly 
petroleum capital to a standstill. surrounded and detained. The following 
Washington, DC day's big march through the city at-

At least 600 people formed a human ti:acted about 10,000 people, including 
chainaroundtheUSTreasuryDepartment. a large Kurdish contingent. Other sue~ 
Geneva, Switzerland cessful actions included the invasion of 

Accompanied by drums, 50 people · a police compound where several ve
washed major banks in the center of the hides were damaged, and a demonstra
city with ladders, brooms, packing-cloths, tion by Iranian women outside a 
much water, soap and lather. That evening, cathedral while world leaders were hav-
100 people blocked the streets. ing a service said in their honor. 
Glasgow, Scotland World Wide Web World 

Five hundred people participated in an In solidarity with Mexico's Zapatista 
·unauthorized march which wound its way communities, the Electronic Distur- . 
through the city center for several hours. bance Theater launched an international 
San Francisco, California blockade of the Mexican embassy in 

Over700 people danced, drummed and London. Eighteen thousand people from 
rode bicycles while performing and pro- 49 countries joined the computer call to 
testing for three hours in a festival of point their internet browsers at the 
resistance. Mexican embassy's computer system us-
Seoul, South Korea ing a program which sent multiple re-

Two hundred people gathered for a rally, load commands to the website, clogging 
then biked to the Myung Dong Cathedral. it up for the day. 
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ATTN:· 
BY MIKE CASSIDY AND WILL MILLER 

Recently, a member of the peace and 
social justice community in Vermont 
was called by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. The agent attempted to 
question the actiVist about the arson of 
the Vail resort last October; about Earth 
First! (whether or not Earth First!ers 
were violent), and about any contact 
this person might have had with mem
bers of the local indigenous commu
nity, the Abenaki. In light of this latest 
incident in the FBI's well-known ha
rassment, it seems like a good time to 
review and reflect upon the history of 
the FBI counterintelligence program 
(COINTELPRO) and the threat it poses 
to everyone in this country. 

COINTELPRO: A Brief History 
(Much of the information below is 

taken from Brian Glick's book, The 
War At Home: Covert Action Against US 
Activists and What We Can Do Aboutlt. 
It is an excellent source for detailed 

• information on the history of domes
tic covert action.) 

The existence of the COINTELPRO 
program was exposed in 1971, when 
secret files from an FBI office in Media, 
Pennsylvania, were released to the 
press. That same year; publication of 
the "Pentagon Papers" launched for
mal and lengthy inquiries into gov
ernment intelligence and covert ac
tivities involving the FBI, CIA, US Army 
intelligence, the White House, the 
Attorney General and local and state 
law enforcement. 

In the FBI's own words, the purpose 
of COINTELPRO is to "expose, dis
rupt, misdireCt, discredit and other
wise neutralize" specific groups and 
individuals. Its targets included the 
Americanindian Movement, the Com
munist -Party, the Socialist Worker's 
Party, black nationalist groups, the 
Students for a Democratic Society, and 
a broad range of anti-war, anti-racist, 
feminist, lesbian and gay and envi
ronmental groups, along with Martin 
Luther King, Caesar Chavez, the Na
tional Lawyer's Guild, and the Ameri
can Friends Service Committee. 

To organize and sustain the move
ments working for fundamental so
cial change, we need to learn how to 
deal with domestic covert action in 
ways that minimize its interference. 
Aithough covert action will be adapted 
to changing social and technological 
conditions, lessons can be learned from 
their methods. 

Lessons from COINTELPRO 
• Infiltration. Federal agents and in
formers do not merely spy on political 
activists; their main purpose is to dis
credit and disrupt. Their presence 
serves to · undermine trust and scare 
off potential supporters. They· also 
exploit this fear to smear genuine ac
tivists as agents. 
• Psychological warfare. False media 
stories are leaked -and bogus leaflets 
are publi~hed in the name of targeted 
groups. Agents forge correspondence, 
send anonymous letters and make 
anonymous telephone calls. They 
spread misinformation about meet
ings and events, set up pseudo 
movement groups run by agents and 
manipulate or strong-arm parents, em
ployers, landlords, school officials and 
others to cause trouble for actiV!s~s. 
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• Harassment through the legal system. 
Officers have given perjured testi
mony and presented fabricated 
evidence as a pretext for false arrests 
and wrongful . imprisonment. They 
have discriminatorily enforced tax 
laws and other government regula
tions and used conspicuous 
surveillance; "investigative" ·· inter
views and grand jury subpoenas, in 
an effort to intimidate and harass 
dissidents and silence their support
ers by making them appear to be 
criminals. 
• Extralegal force and violence. The FBI 
and police threaten, instigate and con
duct break-ins, vandalism, assaults 
and beatings to frighten dissidents 
and disrupt their movements. In the 
case of radical Black and Puerto Rican 
activists (and later Native Americans), 
these attacks, including political as
sassinations, were so vicious and cal
culated they can only be accurately 
called a form of official "terrorism." 

Checklist of Essential 
Precautions 
• Check out the authenticity of any 
disturbing letter, rumor, phone call 
or other communication before act
ing on it. 
• Keep records 'of incidents which ap
pear to reflect COINTELPRO-type ac
tivity. Evaluate your response andre
port your experiences to the National 
Lawyer's Guild, (212) 627-2656, and 
the Center for Constitutional Rights, 
(212) 614-6464. Share this informa
tion with others in your community; 
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• Deal openly and honestly with the 
differences within our movements 
(race, gender, class, age, religion, na
tional origin, sexual orientation, per
sonality, experience, physical and in
tellectual capacities, etc.) before the 
FBI and police can exploit them. 
• Don't try to expose a suspected 
agent or informer without solid proof. 
Purges based on mere suspicion only 
help the FBI and police create distrust 
and paranoia. It generally works bet
ter to criticize what a disruptive per
son says and does, without speculat
ing as to why. 
• Support activists who come under 
government attack. Don't be put off 
by political slander, such as recent 
attempts to smear some opponents 
ofgovernment policy as "terrorists."
Organize public opposition to all FBI 
witch hunts, grand jury subpoenas, 
political trials, and other forms of 
government and right-wing harass
ment. 
· • Cultivate relationships with sympa
thetic journalists willing to investi
gate and publicize domestic covert 
operations. Let them know when you 
are harassed. Since the FBI and police 
thrive on secrecy, public exposure can 
undermine their ability to subvert. 
• Don't try to tough it out alone. Don't 

. let others fret and suffer by themselves. 
Make sure that activists who are under 
extreme stress get the help they need 
(someone to talk with, rest, therapy, 
etc.). It is crucial that we build support 
networks and take care ofone another. 
Isolation is the enemy. 

The Animal Liberation Front (ALF) claimed responsibility,for a fire that 
destroyed a two-story office building, shipping dock and refrigeration 
building at a Eugene, Oregon, meatpacking plant on May 9. The ALF 
communique stated, "In honor of Mother Earth and all the cows who have 
their babies stolen from them to help furnish the meat and dairy 
indus.tries, the ALF chose Mother's Day 1999 to pay a visit to Childer's 
Meat Company." The fire caused an estimated $150,000,in damages. The 
communique concludes, "As long as companies continue to operate and 
profit off of Mother Earth and Her sentient animal beings, the ALF will 
continue to target these operations and their insurance companies until 
they are all out of business." 

• Above all, do not let our movements 
be diverted from their main goals. Our 
most. powerful weapon against politi
cal repression is effective organizing 
around the needs and issues which 
directly affect people's lives. 

When an Agent Knocks: 
. You do not have to talk to FBI agents, 

the police or any investigators. You do 
not have to speak with them at your 
house, ori the phone, on the street; .if 
you've been arrested or even in jail. 
Only a court or grand jury has legal 
authority to compel testimony. 

You do not have to let the FBI or police 
into your home or office unless they 
show you an arrest or search warrant 
that authorizes them to enter that. spe
cific place. If they do present a war
rant, you do not have to tell them 
anything other than your name and 
address. You have a right to observe 
what they do and make written notes, 
including the agents' names, agency 
and badge numbers. Try to have other 
people present to be witnesses and to 
take notes too. 
· Anything you say to an FBI agent or 

·other police officer may be used· against 
you and other people. These law en
forcement professionals question 
people on a daily basis and are very 
skilled at getting information. At- _ 

·· tempting to outwit them is very risky. 
You can never tell how a seemingly 
harmless bit of information can hurt 
you, someone else or other organiza
tions. The best advice is to say "no" if 
the FBI or police try to question you, 
on the phone or in person. 

Lying to an FBI agent or other law 
enforcement officer is a crime. Giving 
them inforrn~tion may mean that you 
may have to testify to the same infor
mation at a trial or before a grand jury. 

The FBl or police may threaten you 
with a grand jury subpoena if you 
don't give them information. But, you 
may get one anyway, and anything 
you tell them will be the basis for more 
detailed questioning under oath. If 
you do get a subpoena, you may be 
able to successfully fight it with the 
help of a lawyer. Contact the National 
Lawyer's Guild or sympathetic local 
attorneys for help. 

Don't be intimidated by agents saying, 
"We know what you have been doing, but 
if you cooperate it will be all right." Tl).is 
is a common ploy. They would arrest 
you if they had solid evidence that 
incriminated you. If you are arrested, 
tell them you will talk with them only 
with your lawyer present. 

If you are nervous about simply re
fusing to talk to them ("I'm sorry, but 
I don't speak with the FBI."), you may 
find it easier to tell them to contact 
your lawyer. Experience has shown 
that once a lawyer is inv:glved, the FBI 
and police usually pull back since they 
haire lost their power to intimidate. 

If you are contacted by police or the 
FBI, take notes and keep careful records 
of what they say and do. Get their 
names and their agency's name. Tell 
others they. contacted you. Make sure 
people knowwhat to do and where to 
call for help. 

There must be an atmosphere of 
support within and between move
ments in order to thwart the 
government's attempts to discredit, 
disrupt and divert our efforts. 



LEONARD ·PELTIER 
FRoM PmsoN TO THE OuTsiDE WoRLD 
BOOK REVIEW BY EUGENE 0. jOHNSON 

If you had to decide that you would only read one book for the rest of your 
life, "Prison Writings: My Lifeis My Sundance," by Leonard Peltier (edited 
by Harvey Arden, published by St. Martin's press) should be that book. In 
Peltier's words, "I have decided the time has come for me to write, to set forth 
in words my personal testament---:-not pecause I'm planning to die, but 
because I'm planning to live." 
· Editor Harvey Arden said the book had been rejected by over 30 different 

publishers. "All of the editors loved the book, and said it was a book that 
needed to get published, but the management decision was always 'no.' 
... there are a lot of people who don't want this book to be published," Arden 
said. The main reason is probably because it gives the American judicial 
syste~ and the FBI a black eye. 

The project started when Arden asked Ron Lesard, a lobbyist for the 
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, if Peltier had a book. When Arden 
discovered that Peltier did have a book, he offered to publish it. He would 
receive snippets and essays from Peltier, edit them and send them back. 
Peltier could only read the edits when he'd meet with his lawyers. Informa
tion went back and forth in this manner until the book was complete. 

Many of the writings are Peltier's damning critique of the American penal 
system, "The Hole, with which I've become well acquainted at several 
federal institutions these past 23 years, having become something of an old
timer ... remains, in my experience, one of the most inhuman of tortures. A 
psychological hell. Thankfully, I'm out of there right now." Peltier was 
frequently beaten before being thrown in the Hole. "I've been treated no 
worse-than many other priSoners; better than some. At least I'm alive." . 

Some of Peltier's writings are more philosophical, "Be thankful you 
weren't cursed with perfection. If you were perfect, there'd be nothing for 
you to achieve with your life. Imperfection is the source of every action. This 
is both our curse and our blessing as human beings. Our very imperfection 
makes a holy life possible ... We're not supposed to be perfect. We're 
supposed to be useful... My life is a prayer for my people." 

However, this is not a book that will leave you feeling flowery and sweet. 
It will move you to stand up against injustice. It is a book that will change 
your views about life and the lives of future generations. After reading this 
book, you will wonder whether or not we should even have prisons for the 
guilty-"-let alcme theinnocent, such as Leonard Peltier. 

Peltier has serious health problems, but the prison refuses to let the Mayo 
Clinic take care of a degenerative disease he has in his jaw. "I have terrible 
headaches mu,ch of the time. I lost 80 percent of the vision in my left eye 
from a retinal hemorrhage I suffered years ago. I'm also told I've tested 
positive for hepatitis B." Peltier deals with the pain as well as possible, 
"When the pain screaming in my jaw gets too bad, I just close my eyes and 
think of Sun Dance. That helps. My body may be locked in here, but my spirit 
flies with the eagle." . · 

After reading this book, it'll be almost impossible to remain complacent to 
the horrific injustices enaCted by our government, both here and abroad. 
This book is .a hard-core dose of a reality we all need to be aware of. 

As long as we remain complacent and allow Leonard Peltier to languish in 
prison, we are giving our United States government permission to do the 
exact same thing to ourselves, our children aQ.d our grand~children ; As long 
as our government chooses such ho-rrific methods of dealing with the people 
at large, we will have to fight the battle against injustice for generations yet 
to come. · 

Arden told me on the phone that Peltier recently had a dream that he was 
"standing in the Oval OffiCe with a large group of Indians:'' I hope that this 
dream will come true. If Leonard Peltier is freed, it will not only add to my 
hope, it will add to the hope of the world. Purchase the book from the 
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, (785) 842-5774; the mol)eygoes di
rectly to helping Peltier: The book should also be available in stores soon. 

Seth's politics, philosophy and raw, angry emotion strikes the· match to burn 
down the house of neo-liberalism. His infamous acoustic/punk style is blended 
with a violin, saxophone, congas and other instruments to create a sound as 
strong as the issues the lyrics speak of. Recorded on first take, The First Snack 
flows as freely as it does around the fire at an Earth First! gathering. The spoken 
word on Soul Killer, which is taken from Life Is' The Toll Road Of The Soul Killer 
by]im Washburn, will strike a chord deep within anyone who has lived in 
southern California or any other metropolitan area. You can feel Seth's 
frustration with the punk scene listening to songs like Apathetic Hipster Youth, 
sentiments that anyone can relate to if they have spent too much time in a scene 
where people claim political beliefs but do not act on them. Between songs 
about the Dineh, nuclear waste issues and the plight of the honeybee, the 
radical viewpoints expressed tap into, the rage within your soul and gets 
listeners ready to fight. Whatever genre you may be into this album is the 
perfect addition to any collection. So give into consumerism, support your 
radical musicians, and order it from the foutnal today. (To order The First Snack 
CD, send $12 and the form on page 33). 

DEAR NED Luoo 
DEA.u Nrn Luno is an irregular fea
ture in tile Earth First! journal for 
discussion of creative means of 
effective de feme again~t tlw forces 
ofimfustrial totalitarianism. Nei
tlwr tile Eartll First! Hwvemcnt 
uor tile Earth First! journal ucccs
sari/ycucourages anyone to do any 
of tile tlliugs disc11sscd iu DE.-tu Nw 
Lnm. Sc11d 11s }'OIIt questions. 

Dearest Neddie Luddite, 
I had the craziest dream ... that elves 

turned . the power off on a major 
powerline near Niagara Falls. Then a 
famous celebrity sat on a platform, 
hanging from the powerlines over a 
deep gorge. This got me wondering: 
how much weight are . powerlines 
designed to hold? Would you have to 
shutdown the power on both ends? 
How would they get you down? The 
elves would face felony charges, but 
what about the "innocent" celebrity 
who they conned into sitting there? 

just dreaming ... and wondering. 
Dear Ned Ludd, I'm afraid to wish too strong ... some-

We are about to do a platform sit times. 
between two skyscrapers. The dis- Ned responds: 
tance is about 200 feet and we plan 
ori using half-inch steel cable to Ah, dreams of powerlines. They are 

a critical and often overlooked weak 
support 300 pounds of gear and a· link in the iniTastructu. re of Babylon. 
"talking head." '" 

Is this safe? Where is the greatest Powerlines can be violated, but only 
stress? How farwillitsag? Also, if withtechnicalsawyandgoodtiming. 
you know any smart, brave women First of all, please understand that 
under 100 pounds, please have · safely "turning power off" so that some 
them post · a letter in the Journal · · wingnut media slut could sit on high-

power transmission· lines would require soon. We need back-up sitters ... and 
a few more support folks (with im- thesamelegalriskassabotagewithlittle 
peccable references!) feasible success. These powerlines would 
· PS. What's . !he highest reach of hold plenty of weight, but they would 
firetruck ladders in Portland, Seattle havetobe"tumedoff'viadrcuitbreaker, 
or San Francisco? Here we come... short or break in the line at two loca-

tions-the nearest substation or genera-
Ned Responds: tion facility on both ends. High winds 
Heeyahh! nothin' like being ambi- and/or an impossible resupply would be 

tious, but half-inch cable? My balls your only ticket off that hot sea.t.. 
hurt just writing this. What's wrong High winds are the most common 

. . with arborplex? 51400 lbs. tensile source of power outages. Usually two 
(working load 540 lbs.-that is, what lines slap together and short out. Pow
the stuff can handle day in, day out). erlines may sag in high heat, causing 
600' costs a,bout $250 from Sherrill contact between them. This could also 
[arboristequipment/supply(800)525- ocCIJr if a metal chain, antenna or 
8873for a caralog]. It doesn't stretch other conductive material was con
much; about i.1 percent Under a 400 necting two lines. A powerline can be 
lb. load and weighs less than llbs. per severed if something falls on it or a 
100'. You don't even want to think towerfalls. Weatherextremesprovoke 
about how much 200' of half-inch high usage, weakening the power grid. 
steel weighs. When transmission facilities are in-

The greatest stress will be at the terrupted by storms or system mal
anchor points., and for that matter, functions, other parts of the grid must 
what · are you· ·anchoring on? Make carry increased power INSTANT A
sure itis good, bomber freakin' bul- NEOUSLY. If too much power is trans
letproof! And Idon'tknowaboutthe (erred, the systems shutdown and 
booms · in the big cities, but here in blackouts result. Civilization slows 
the southern Willamette the big·one down, and. species on the brink get a 
goes about 75' vertical. ' chance to survive. . 
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join thousands planning to expose and 
oppose Aerospace North America, the 
largest aerospace arms trade show in 
North America. Five hundred corporate 
exhibitors do business with government, 
militaryand industry delegates from 80 
countries. Shutdown the war machine! 
Aug. 6-Commemorate Hiroshima; Rock 
Against Prisons. Aug. 7 -Oppose Imperial
ism conference; Reclaim the Streets street 
party. Aug. 8-Prisoner justice Day, 11 a.m. 
demonstration; Under the Volcano, 
Canada's largest political arts festival. 
Aug. 9-Nagasaki never again 507 years of 
indigenous resistance. Aug. 10-12 Shut 
down Aerospace North America, 
Vancouver Convention Center. For more 
information or to sign up as a speaker, 
artist, instructor or volunteer, please con
tact Under the Volcano/Anti-War Ma
chine at POB 21552, 1850 Commercial 
Dr., Vancouver, Coast Salish Territory, BC, 
Canada V5N 4AO; volcano@tao.ca; 
www. tao.ca/ -volcano. 
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Help Protect the _Great 
Bear Rainforest 

We are seeking any stories that you might 
have detailing Weyerhaeuser's forest 
abuses, either in the United States, 

Canada or internationally. Please send any 
information to Susan Holr:nes, Sierra Club, 

116 John St., N.ew York, NY 1 0038; 
(212) 791-9291; fax 791-0839; 

susan.holn:tes@sierraclub.org. 
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World Trade 
Organization· 
Plans,; Plans~ Plans, 
International forest protection leaders an-

. nounced a global campaign to derail World 
Trade Organization (WTO) plans to write 
trade agreements that will threaten the 
world's forests atthe upcoming WTO Minis
terial. The announcement followed a forest 
protection summit that included activists 
from fourteen countries including forest· 
products-exportirtgnations Indonesia, Chile, 
Brazil, Mexico, New Zealand, Canada and 
Russia, where the bulk of the Earth's remain
ing old growth forests are located, and from 
heavy forest products-using countries ja
pan, the United States and the European 
·union. Each group will bring pressure to 
·bear on the WTO, from lobbying govern-
ments to demonstrations in the streets of 
Seattle when the WTO meets on November 
27. To get involved contact Rainforest Ac
tion Network, 221 Pine St. #500, San Fran
cisco, CA 94104; (206) 427-5128; 
ranmedia@ran.org. 

Other WTO protest plans include a Teach
In organized. by The International Forum on 
Globalization (IFG), to be held in Seattle. The 
event will take place at the Benaroy, a Seattle 
Symphony Hall, a few days before the WTO 
meeting. Most of the Teach-In will be free to 
the public. It will focus on the .problems of 
economic globalization and, specifically, on 
the activities of the WTO and other interna
tional agreements and institutions. Panels of 
speakers will address the current failed eco
nomic ·mqdel an.d focus on areas such as 
agriculture, the environment, human rights, 
labor rights, consumer rights, food 
safety;public health and more. Please contact 
The International Forum on Globalization, 
1555 Pacific Ave., San Francisco, CA 94109, 
(415) 771-3394; fax 771-1121; www.ifg.org. 

Inhabiti11ff the £and 
A CONFERENCE ON CULTURE AND ECOLOGY 

FEATURING: WES JACKSON 

PRESIDENT OF THE LAND INSTITUTE 

HOCKING HILLS, OHIO, SEPTEMBER 10-12 
THE BUCKEYE FOREST COUNCIL AT (740) 549-6400 

Chiayas tJvted"ia 
Project 

· The Chiapas Media Project is seeking partici
pants for their next delegation to indigenous 
communities in Chiapas, Mexico August 7-17. 

The Project has scholarships available for 
youth of color (ages 18-29). · 

The Chiapas Media Project (CMP) pro~ 

vides tools and training that enable 
marginalized indigenous communities in 
Chiapas to create their own media. Working 
bi-nationally, CMP provides video cameras, 
editing equipment and media technology 
training to communities in Chiapas. 

Our delegations offer participants the 
chance to learn about and directly experi
ence life in the Indigenous communities of 
Chiapas. These delegations demonstrate soli
darity with the people in the communities 
by delivering video cameras and computers. 
Delegates travel with Mexican and indig
enous trainers who oversee community
based workshops in video production and/ · 
or computers. 

If you speak Spanish and have experience 
with video production or computers, you can 
participate in the courses. Otherwise, delegates 
will be incorporated into the life of the com
munity. No experience with video equipment 
or computers is necessary to participate ip a 
delegation. In all cases, you have an unique 
opportunity to learn first-hand about day-to
day community life in Chiapas. You share the 
struggles and dreams and return to the US with 
a broader understanding of the lives of indig
enous Chiapanecos. 

The delegation costs $400 plus airfares. This . 
covers ground transport·(the most expensive 
part), lodging ,and most food. Students and ,: 
youth .of color are eligible for scholarships. 

"Tour '99 is the latest release from the indig
enous video-makers in he autonomous re
gions in Chiapas. The video includes '3 parts. 
The first is a description of the Media Project 
and the various on-going programs that they 
sponsor-human rights monitoring, women's 
workshops and computer workshops. 

The second part is an in-camera edit made 
by people in El Trabajo Autonomous Mu
nicipality about their sugar cane collective. 
The third patt, entitled "Afio Nuevo 1999" 
("New Years 1999"), was filmed in Ejido 
Morelia and features exclusive video footage 
of the most recent New Years' celebration 
there. The video was shot ·and edited by 
videomakers from the community of San 
Andres Sakamch'en. 

Also available is "The Bad Harvest" a four
teen-minute snapshot that documents how 
1998's severe weather, intensive militariza
tion and a lack of technical assistance have 
affected crops in the Chiapaii highlands. It 
tells a poignant story of poverty using first 
hand testimony from several indigenous 
communities. , 

"Now we cannot work because we are a!raid 
·of the army," laments a young woman who 
· traces a large part of the problem to the 
military presence throughout the state. 

The video is a co-production of indigenous 
youth who are learning video skills through 
the .Chiapas Media Project and professional 

. video producers from Mexico and the US. 
Tour '99-$20 · 
The Bad Harvest---$15 
Set of2-$30 
Send checks to: · 

Chiapas Media Project 4834 N. Springfield 
Chicago, IL 60625; (773)583-7728; 
cmp@vida.com. 



2ntf :NucCear :free :Northeast 
.Jlction Camp 

1Jummerstcm, "\1ermont, .7\.ugust 20-28 
Last year's first such endeavor 

drew 500 people to the week
long camp of workshops, semi
nars and trainings. · Last year's 
camp concluded with a rally and 
civil disobedience action at the 
Vermont Yankee nuclear reactor 
where 21 people were arrested. 

The camp is part of the growing 
Nuclear Free Northeast campaign, 
whiCh is working to close atomic 

·power reaCtors. Already, four 
major commercial reactors have 
permanently shut in the region: 
Yankee Rowe, Connecticut Yan
kee,Maine Yankee and Millstone-
2. But several other reactors are 
troubled from both safety and 

. economic standpoints. 
"This year, we are extending our 

campaign geographically to include 
all of New York State, including the 
Indian Point reactors, and New ]er~ 
sey, including the . Salem, Hope 
Creek and Oyster Creek reactors," 
said Debby Katz, president of Citi
zens Awareness Network (CAN), a 
grassroots organization with offices 
in Massachusetts, Vermont, New 
York and Connecticut. 

The camp is being sponsored · 
by CAN, The Nuclear Informa
tion and Resource -Service and 
The Ruckus Society. 

Cqntact CAN at (413) 339-5781; 
can@shaysnet.com;www.nirs.org. 

RAINFOREST ACTION NE1WORK 
llthANNUAL RAINFOREST 

ACTION CHAUTAUQUA 
BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA, AUGUST 18-23 

Come to a gathering of the grassroots rainforest protection movement in the 
beautiful heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains at the edge of Pisgah National Forest 
just 20 minutes from Ashville, NC. Join us for campaign strategy sessions; skills 
trainings, issue briefings, activist community building and of course plenty of fire 
pit fun and lakeside leisure. Chautauqua is a fun, rejuvenating and empowering 
forum for activists to share their skills, reflect on our work and identify the ways 
we can build stronger movements for. ecological sanity and justice. Don't miss 
one of the biggest and most productive yearly gatherings in the international 
forest protection movement. 

For more information contact the Rainforest Action Network at 221 Pine, 5th 
Floor, San Francisco, CA 94104; (415) 398-4404; rags@ran.org; www.ran.org. 

16TH ANNuAL TWIN OAKS WoMEN's GATHERING 

Women: Celebrating 
Ourselves 

inCommu:Q.ity 
August 27-29 

Music • Drull1D:_l.ing • Camping • Swimming •Workshops 
Dance • Sweats • Mud Pit• Singing • Games. . 

Sliding scale $40-$140, contact Twin Oaks Rd., Louisa, VA 23093; 
gathering@twinoaks. org; (540) 894-?126, fax (540) 894-4112. 

LIVE RENT-FREE, WORLDWIDE 

The Caretaker Gazette is for 
those who would like to live rent
free and caretake properties 
worldwide. Published since 1983, 
subscribers receive 600+ property 
caretaking opportunities each year.· 
Subscriptions are only $27/year. The 
Caretaker Gazette,_ Box 5887-EF, 
Carefree, AZ 85377.(602) 488-1970. 

www .an elfire.com/walcaretaker 

~ On Indian land 
On Indian Land is an American 
Indian issues . newspaper cover
ing topics of importance to 
indigenous peoples of North 
America, including treaty, 
land, and -sovereignty rights, 
religious freedom, and poli
tical prisoners. Subscription 
rates for 1 year/4 issues are: 

$12 {individual) 
$20 (institution) 

Make check out & send to: 

Support for ·Nativ.e·SoYereignty 
PO Boz 2104, Seattle WA 98111 

links compatible, 
socially conscious 
singles who care 
about the earth. 

the environment, 
and. a healthy society. 

Natlonwldtr • A/lag• o Sinoe 1984 
Free Sample: Write Box 444-EF, -

Ltnox0ale,MA01242; · 
call (413) 445-8309; 

or browse hHp:/IWww.coi)Cemedalnglea.com 

I 

UNITED KINGDOM EARJH fiRsT I 
SuMMER 8ATHERINO 

AuGusr 1s-23 
Since 1992, the Earth First! 

Summer Gathering has been a • 
space for all activists involved 
in environmental direct action, 
from around . Britain and fur
ther afield, to come together, 
learn new skills and plan cam
paigns. The 1999 gathering, in 
EastAnglia, should have plenty 

. to interest and inspire you, 
whether you have been active 
foryearsorarejuststartingout. 

CUlTURE AND ANIMALS FOUNDATION 
14TH ANNUAL 

COMPASSIONATE LIVING FESTIVAL 
OcTOBER 1-3, 1999 RALEIGH, NC 

~ Featuring Howard Lyman, Joanne 
-Stepaniak, Richard Ryder. and other 
great speakers 

~ With inspiring. informative presenta· 
lions ~ veganism, fur. direct action, 
students' rights, the history.Pf animal 
rights, cats, dogs. and animals as 
spiritual teachers 

.. Plus gourmet vegan meals! 

During the four day gathering 
there will be hundreds of work
shops and discussions focussed 
around networking, skill shar
ing and campaign planning. For 
details on the location please 
send a self addressed stamped 
envelope toEFl Gathering Map, . 
Cornerstone Resource Centre, 
16 Sholebroke Ave., Leeds LS 7 
3HB; gathering99@iname.com; 
www.eco-action.org/gathering. 

information about 
& support for 

imprisoned 
. anti-nuclear & 
anti-war activists 

• Action reports & fu_ture actions • 
Prisoner support info • International 
resistance news • Writings from jail • 
A network for nonviolent direct action 

$15/year 
(US$20 Canada, US$25 overseas) 

ASK FOR A FREE SAMPLE ISSUE 
POB 4.338.3, Tucson, AZ 85733 USA 

nukeresister0igc .org 

Who Says You Can't 
Change the World? 
Check out E/TheEnvironmental Magazine and learn 

how you can make a difference in your world! 

you want to simply "green up" your own personal life
style- or join in etl"orts to clean up oceans, save wildlife, or 

~'2tl•:.~·" .. ~ eliminate pesticides from our food - E will inform and inspire you 
6 times per year! 

E covers the "big"·issues, like global warming, the state of our oceans, and the 
impacts of growing population - all with contactinformation so you can plug into 
etl<>rts to tum the tide. PLUS. E's "Green Living" departments will provide you 
with loads of information and ideas for living more in harmony with the Earth. 

"Where have I been to miss such an outstanding publication?" 

YES' Send me my FREE 
• trial issue of E/The 

-,- .Dean Whitehead, West Hollywood, CA 

NAME Environmental Magazine. If I like it, I can I suhscrihe for one year (6 issues) for only 

I 
$19.95. If not, I'll just return the subscription 
invoice marked "cancel". and ·return it to you. 

ADDRESS 

I 
The FRJ<:E issue is mine to keep with no cost 
or obligation to me. CITY. STATE •. ZIP AS9830 

I 1<: Magazine, P.O. Box 2047, Marion, OH 43305 I 
L _ _ F:;: !_a!!_er;_S!:}'f!e_,S'!} .!;s.!.0;:!6_!.-~~~- _ ...1 
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JbalfoweS is tije com polfen 
to tije tri.6es of tije §outijwest 
§prinlifeS in ijofl' rituaf to 
assure tije fertifitl' of eartij 

§ucij are tije wal's of worsijip 
of tije natura[ man 
:Respect for tije forces wijicij lieep tije 
worffi in .6afance .6etween fife anS Seatij 

Jftow, a '\life genetic afcijeml' ijas transformeS 
goffien grains of polfen into particfes of Soom 
in roweS fieffis of man maSe .6ftgijt 
to .6e tin? agents of Seatij in winS powereS ffigijt 

C:aterpilfars feeSing on mifliweeS poisoneS 
'tije formation of tije cijrysafts now . 
nature's faSeS bream 
'tije miracfe a.6orteS of tije ::monarcij' s angef ffigijt 

tnijife tije ~appaccini C:orporation counts 
tije sif~er eameS .61' nature's .6etral'af 
~ofit .6-p anl' means its game 
JbeeSfess of tije worffi awaiting 

tije ::monarcijs tijat n~er came 
-§iS :Bribges 

*from Jft. Jbawtijome's ~ppaccini's ];)augijter 

So the critters are mEaet:iiirjt;~ljJilLV:i 
~Janning the fate o£ the hq1tnaltl.\dJEipl:£l4tioi;l 
Here's the proposal 
Dodo Bird corporation 
Suburbville. grow a forest 
The hlllilS.DS' homes are in 
Their stores, roads, 
and-the hlllilS.DS 

HUMANURE INSTEAD 0' S!!WERS 

The wild iS no place for fecophobes 

The air and earth are teeming with microbes 

We face our shit here 

We sill££ it; touch it 

Stir it, eventually eat it 

Shitting with a view of mountain peaks 

Letting out plops in between leaks 

Shitting in the midst of a. thunder shower 

Feeling the pleasure and the power 

Squa.ttinga.ndsquee~g 

Grunting while releasing · 

The way Life .intended 

Along with the Circle, 

My spirit is mended 

It's a. basic human need 

Colons and conscience emptied 

Shit · shoot sha.t 

"My friend broke open a coyote scat" 

I stepped in bear shit in my bare feet 

Got a good look at what the bears eat 

Lots of berry seeds It even smelled sweet 

A perfect system 

The cycle's complete 

-Mike Devereaux 

a{{ riglits reservetf to tlie autliors 

ascutgfass 
· & _just as diznoerous 

Send poems to: Warrior Poets Society, J\S'UC '.Bo~ 361, '.Berk.e(ey, CJ\ 94720-4510 



PoLITICAL PRISONER DIRECTORY 
MOVE9 
Michael Davis Africa, #AM4973, SCI Graterford, 
POB 244, Graterford, PA 19426-0244, USA 
Edward Goodman Africa, #AM4984, SCI 
Camp Hill, PA 17001-0200, USA 
janet Holloway Africa, #006308, SCI Cam
.bridge Springs, 451 Fullerton Avenue, Cam
bridge Springs, PA 16403-1238, USA 
Delbert Orr Africa, #AM4985, SCI Dallas, 
Dallas, PA 18612, USA 
Janine Phillips Africa, #006309, SCI Cam
bridge Springs, 45l Fullerton Avenue, Cam
bridge Springs, PA-16403-1238, USA 
William Phillips Africa, #AM4984, SCI Dal
las, Drawer K, Dallas, PA 18612, USA 
Charles Simms Africa, #AM4975, SCI 
Graterford, POB244, Graterford, PA 19426-0244 
Debbie Simms Africa, #006307, SCI Cam
bridge Springs, 451 Fullerton Avenue, Cain
bridge Springs, PA 16403-1238, USA 
Merle Awtin Africa (RJ.P.) 

Black Liberation 
Mumia Abu-Jamal, #AM8335, SCI Greene, 
1040 East Roy Furman Highway, Waynesburg, 
PA 15370-8090, USA 
Russel Maroon Shoats,#AF3855, SCI Greene, 
1040 E. Roy Furman Highway, Waynesburg PA 
15370-8090, USA 
Sekou Odinga, 05228-054, Box 1000, Marion 
lL 62959, USA 

SundiataAcoli (C.Squire), #39794-066, POB 3000, 
White Deer, PA 17887; USP Allenwood, USA 
Ojore Nuru Lutalo, #59860, CN-861, Trenton, 
NJ 08625, USA · 
Albert Washington, #77 A1528, CCFMain, POB 
2001, Dannemora, NY 12929-2001, US~ 
Anthony Jalil Bottom, #77 A4283, POB 338, 
Napanoch, NY 12458, USA 
Dr. Mutulu Shakur, #83205-012, POB PMB, D
Unitl05, Atlanta GA 30315, USA 
Herman Bell, #79C0262, POB 51, Comstock, 
NY 12821-0051, USA . . 
Marshall Eddie Conway, #116469, Box 534, 
jessup, MD 20794, USA 
Hanif S. Bey (B. Gereau), #96544-131, POB 
8500 ADX, Florence, CO, USA 

Native Sovereignty 
Leonard .Peltier, #89637-132, POB 1000, 
Leavenworth, KS 66048, USA 
Robert H. Wilson (Standing Deer), #640289, 
Pack One Prison, Route 3, Box 300, Navasota 
TX 77869, USA 

Anti-Imperialist 
Ray Luc Levasseur, #10376-016, POB 8500 
ADX, Florence, CO 81226-8500, USA 
Richard Williams, #10377-016, 3901 Klien 
Blvd., Lompoc, CA 93436, USA · 
Jaan Karl Laaman, #10372-016, POB 1000, 
Leavenworth, KS 66048, USA 
Thomas Manning, #1037~-016, POB 1000, 

Leavenworth, KS 66048, USA 
Sylvia Baraldini, . #OS 125-054, FCI Danbury, 
Pembroke Station, Danbury, CT 06811, USA 
Linda Evans, #19973-054, Unit A; 5701 8th 
St, Camp Parks, Dublin, CA 94568, USA 
Marilyn · Buck, 5701 8th St., Camp Parks, 
Dublin, CA 94568, USA 
Bill Dunne, #10916-086, POB 1000, Marion, 
IL 62959, USA 
Larry Giddings, #10917-086, POB 1000, 
Lewisburg, P A 1783 7, USA 
David Gilbert, #83A6158, POB 51, Comstock, 
NY, 12821-0051, USA 
Yu Kikumura, #09008~050, POB 8500 ADX, 
Florence, CO 81226-8500, USA 

Puerto Rican lndependentistilS 
Alejandrina Torres, #92154-024, FCI Danbury, 
Pembroke Station, Danbury, CT 06811, USA 
Alicia Rodriguez, #88972-024, Unit B, 5 701 
8th St., Camp Parks, Dublin, CA 94568, USA 
jose Solis jordan, #08121-424, 7.1 West Van 
Buren, Chicago, Il60605, USA (awaiting.tiansfer) 
Elizam Escobar, #88969-025, Box 1500, FCI El 
Reno-Unitl , El Reno, OK 73036, USA 
Oscar Lopez Rivera, #87651-025; Box33, Terre 
Haute, IN 47808, USA 
Adolfo Matos, #88968-024, 3901 Klien Blv<;l., 
Lompoc, CA 93436, USA 
Ricardo Jimenez, #88967-024 A-2, Box .33; 
Terre Haute, IN 47808, USA 

For more information: 
Direct Action Defense FUnd, POB 57357 
Tucson, AZ S5732-7357, USA; (520) 795-517.1 
North.Arnerican ALF Support Group, Box 
69597, 5845 Yonge. St, Willowdale, Ont MZM 
4K3, Canada 
Earth Liberation Prisoners Zine: 
www.geocities.com/RainForest/Jungle/1664 

Earth First! Trinkets and Snake Oil 
T-SHIRTS 
No Fucking Compromise 
White on black. S, M, Land XL for 
$12, XXL for $1~ .. 

Arm An·d Hammer-Wrench 
White on y.ellow. S, Man<;! L for 
$15 . . 

Earth First! Fist . 
Black fist on willow or olive or green 
fist on unbleached. S, M, L and XL 
for $12 and XXL for $15 
Two-color, green and white fist 
on black or multi-colored fist on 
black or forest green. S,M~ L and 
XL for $15 and XXL for $17.50 

Earth First! Tools 
Black on natural. . S, M; L and XL 
for $12 

Eagle 
Black on natural. S, M, L and XL 
for$12 

Visualize Direct Action 
Black and white on natural. S, M, 
L and XL for $12 

. . . 

Fist Patch . 
Quality 3-inch patches $3 

Tools Bandana 
Unbleached 100 percent cotton, 
slogans printed with non-toxic 
ink,$3. 

Monkeywrench Pendent 
12" necklace, sterling siver $15 
One ppst earring $10 
One dangle earring $10 
Lapel pin $10 ·· 

·Rubber Stamp 
Sturdy w:ood-block stamps from 
unfinished scrap lumber 
EF! fist or tools $5 

Hemp Wallet 
Tan with black and green fist 
and black let:tering, specify 
wording "Greed Kills" or "Earth 
First!" $10 

Hemp Cap 
Tan with black and green em
broidered fist, black lettering, 
adjustable size $14 · 

Cotton Caps . Window Sticker 
Desert camo, adjustable band $12 3-inch EF! Fist, 4 for $1 

Bl1MPffiSlla<ERS 
Mostare$1 
• American Wilderness: Love it 
or Leave it Alone 
• Another Mormon on Drugs 
·• Copulate Don't Populate 
• Darwin (words inside fish) 
• Devellopets Go Build in Hell 
• Don't Like Environmentalists? 
Put Them Outof Work 
• Dream Back the Bison, Sing 
Back the Swan' 
• Earth First! 
• ~sthew Surplage 
• Fightthe Power 
• . Hayduke Lives! 
• I'd Rather Be 
Monkeywrenching 
• If Your Peeker Was As Small 
As Mine You' de Need a Muscle 
Wagon, Too (on non-removable 
paper,$.50 each) 
• I'll Take My BeefPoached, 
Thanks 

• Love Your Mother, Don't 
become A Father 
~Love Your Mother, Don't 
Become One 
• Native (with Earth graphic) 
• Nature Bats Last 

· •.Not Politically Correct 
• Pay Your Rent, Workfor 
the ·Earth 
• Question Technology 
• Real Men Don't Shoot Wolves 
• Real Men Get Vasectomies 
• Resist Much, Obey Little 
• Save the Dammed Salmon 
• Save the Wild 
• Stop Clearcutting (on non
removable paper $.50) 
• Stop Public Lands Ranching 
• Stop the Forest Service, Save 
Our Wild Country . 
• Subvert the Dominant 
Paradigm 
• Thank You for Not Breeding 
• Think GLobally, Act Locally 
• Visualize Industrial Collapse 

r---~~------------------~--~ 
1 Earth First! Merch.andise Order Form I. I. 
I 
I 

# description color size price 

TOTAL.$ 
foriegn orders add 15% 

Name ______________________ ~~--------~----------

Strfet. ____________________ ~----------~~--~------
City ____ -.,.-____:_:__Sta.te/Country ....... ----~Zip_'_ 

Make checks payable to the Earth First! Journal. 
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Questions? Call (541) 344-8004. 

Send to: EF! Merchandise, POB 1415, Eugene, Or 97440 USA 
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THE M"OL 'OTOV ~ . 

COCKTA -IL 
1. Fill bottle just over half ftiU with · · 
· flammable liquid (ga$/petro~kerosene) 

2. Add thickening agent (crushed 
styrofoam, palm oil, dfsh soap, etc.) . 
until bottle is two~thfrds full 

3. Plug bottle with fuel soaked rag 

4. The air in the top third of bottle causes 
explosion on impact ·· 

·s. Light and throw! 

6. For further instr.uctions see new CD! 

New :mlUical AJlcl propaqmula release from Poll't Worlcl hulluMelll 
Available t-hru EFI Journal at" activirt prices! 

Allcl at" record S'tores everywhere! 

STUOEIIT AIO lQlTif 
AC1'IVI$TS WITH ARTICLU 
ACl'ICI ALnTS. BetciUI. 

I.IPOA T'f!'S. CCIII 1' ACT$ 
CALUOARS cF EVDJ'$ 

AtiOJIB 

clip and send to: 

a?s-222~m 
2J5--222 .. zscte CP.W 
HA~C:.eiMI 
POIDSAO') 
. PltnAOI!LPHIA. P' A JCilOf 

4r4ff4'/(ing · ~~~~ 
video magazinE 

. - ·- . -- .. 
. Tired of miiS!I media blallgllinst Et:o-WarriorsP So Ult!IW 

WEI BrEaking FrtM Video MagazinE Is a VHS periodical · 
. ti~FMnting diri!d sctlon i!K/lflnsl thOse -whO tkstrog 

the earth and His creature;/ . 
.. #I ........... 

Order youi copy ofBrealcin8 Free for$10 + $3 · 
Shipping ~nd Packaging. Add $10 + $1 ·. shipping for 

· ' ·each additional copy ·up to 5. Contact us for bulk rates. 

~·· MAKE CHECK PAYABLE-TO: ei491111ri_, PrHum111111 . 
·-·-· 

·. Visit our webSite at: · P.O. Box 50486· ,. ·:·· :· -: .. :: 
. . 

. http://www.etn.org/...:.joshua . Eugene, .OR 974<>5 

• •· r. 

··NO COMPROMISE! 
The Militant, . Direct Action Magazine of 

Grassroots Animal Liberationists & Their _Supporters 

Every issUe is jam packed with AU: action updates, interviews with activists, 
useful how-to information, oommentary, news aud reports from grassroots groups 

around the world. No Compromise is written by activists for activists. 

r-----~--------, 
I Checks should be I1IIJde fXIY!Jble to Am.al 1 

Rlgllb AMnlca iuuJ sent to: 

I No Compromise I 
I PO Box 5236, Old Bridge, NJ 08857 I 
I ( ] $15 Su~ption ( ] $20 Outside US I 
I( ] $10 Low income [ ]$_· r>ona.tion* I 
I I 
1Name ·I 

No Compromise is published quarterly. I .. I 
· Back issues are $2 each. 1 Address 1 

Phone: 1-108-104-5427 . I City . State- Zip · "· I 
. E-mail: NoCompOwaate.org t•11im111 Rifl* Mleric:e;, • ~ t~coped501 rcX3} · 1 · 

www.nocomproml••·•- , ·· · • ,..,_.,..,.lizaiot,-elc~ar~~~on~ .. Uyfllrclecb:tlilt . . . -· . -------,---_.~-~-.._-.1 

~ Turn . ~our ·Phone Into'An. 
. EarthPhoner 

You mate the call: Do )Vu wut your tdephooe bJII supportina obaoxious 
mrpotate ad c:ampafgas,' or I!Arfb Flftlf ,}olmfal1 ·· . · 

With our Aftinjty lo8jJ ~ senice, emy time you make along dis
face aD. S:l ~J.OIIt' dmges go toldrtb llntl]oanut. . . · 

. We Offer. )'oa a choice o.f rate plans: lSthoinute all the time; lOt oft'.:,eakf25t 
· peak(Moa.-Fd. 7-7); or 10' all the time(IOt,_bu fJ.aathtyfeeif, .. iiWow 

•30). Also, low rates for in-fitate calls and biasiJJess phones; caUJng carch; etc. 
Mote infonaatioo: Stew! Freedkio; S~o.:o44-2778, Stewe@lntetnetAddress.com, 
or oo tbe Web at: bttp-Jt11ome.sptintmaJI.ooml-sf'reedlda'affiftlty.html 

Earth First! Journal. Subscriptions. POB 1415. Eugene. OR 97440 USA · 

0 $500 LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION 

0 $25 Regular Rate 

. 0 $20 Low 'Income/Non-Profit/Library 

0 $35 Anonymous Envelope (1st class) 

. 0 $ . .DONATION 

0 $35 Surface Mail, International (US$) 

0 
0 

$35 Air Mail, Canada or Mexico 

$45 Air Mail, .International {US$, no foreign checks) 

0 $45 Corporate or Law Eriforcement Rate . 

Subscriber Name ----'-------"---------- Credit Card Orders 
Visa!MC (circle one) · 
Card#' · · 
Exp. date (month/year) .......,....___ 

4 

Adilless~-------------------~----~.......,.----

City . State. Z~p · ,_ Country ____ _ 
The Earth First! . JoumalsubscriptiQn list i~ confidential ;;,~d never' traded. If you use an alias, make siir~ 'thdt the ·· 

. post'office knows ihat 'you, o:r some_one, is getting mail .at your address.y..nder that nain.e or .it may not be delivered: 

L--· ·- ·-----~--.----.-~~. -~-~~-~~~ -~---------~--..-...~~~ .... ~~--~-------------..1 
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US Earth · First! Directory 
ALASKA 
Michael A. Lewis 

. · IDAHO NEW YORK . Steven Smith WISCONSIN 
\ Northern Rockies Preservation Project NYC EF! c/o Wetlands Pre5erve 5435 Argall Crescent, N~~olk VA 23508 Midwest Headwaters Action 

POB 80073, Fairbanks, AI< 99708 
Mike or Billie · · · · · ' · · · · 

l'OB 625, Boise, ID 83701 . 161 Hudson St, NY, NY 10013 haver@worldnet.att.net Midwest Headwaters fowmd 
nipp@iesbois.coni · · · · (212)'966-422S;fax 925-8715 " · Earth First! .Coll«!dive · · 731 State·st;Madison; WI 53711' · · · 

POB 6197, Sitka, AK 99835 
Soren Wuerth 

Cove/Mallard coalition · wetlandsecodept@looksmart.com Student Activiti~s Center, VCU #93 (608) 255-8765 -
. . l'OB 8968,Mqs~:Qw, ID ~.34~3 Foghorn, POB 889, Westhampton POB842035, 907 Floyd Ave ww-W.geooties:coin/ralnfore5t/4101 · 

'(208) 882'9755; fax 883-0727 Beach, NY 119~8; (516) 288-2688 Richmond VA 23284 .. North Forests .EFI; 748 Algoma Blvd c/o Alaska Action Center 
POB 230916, Anchorage, AK 99523 
(907) 566-2468; fishtr~lasJca.net 
ARIZONA 

cove@moscow.com J.9ve Canal EF! ·(804):. 353-5055; s2mjredm@atlas.edu Oshkosh, WI 54901;-(920) 424-0265 
IlliNOIS (716) 282-7777 WA$HINGTON . . Driftless EF! C/o WPA 

Arizona Wildlands Museum 
POB 24988, Tempe, AZ 85285 

Chicago EF! c/o The Autonomous Zone OFF!, Off CampUs College Office Seattle EFI 419'SummJt Ave, Eau Claire, WI 54701 
· 1573 N. Milwaukee Ave. #420 . SUNY Binghamton, NY, 13902-6QPO POB 951t3, SeatPe, WA ?8145 (608)-782-6~97 .. 

Chieago, IL 60622 (607) 777 -2050;. offeditor@hotmail.rom '. ph/fax (206) 632-1656;~ Sea--ef@scn;org Chippewa Vaile}' EFI . .. . . . • . 
Tucson EFI , · .. 
POB 3412, Tucson, AZ 8S722 

· tucsonef@juno;c;om 
Ponderosa Wingnuts · 
2155 E. Maple #17, Flagstaff, AZ 86004 
(520) 774-6542; reg3@dana.ucc.nau.edu 
CALIFORNIA -
Northcoast EF! 
POB 28, Areata, CA 95518 
(707) 825-6598; ncef@~umboldtl.com 
Luna Media-julia Butterfly 
POB 1256, Eureka, CA 95502 
(707) 825-7109; www.lunatree.org 
lunanews@humboldtl.com 
RedwoOd Action Team 
Darryl Cherney, POB 34 
Garberville, Ecotopla 95542 
Sonoma County EF!/Biotech Last! 
POB 3321, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
(707) 523-419~ 

_Sierra EF!, 228 Commercial St, Dept. 1174 
Nevada City, CA 95959 . . 
Davis EFI/FOW-Cascadia 
(530) 753-1678 
FairfaX Action Team 
POB 393, Lagunitas, CA 94938 
F.R.E.A.K. of Nature EFI 
POB 8493, Green Valley Lake, CA 92341 
Sacramento EF! 
POB 376, Carmichael, CA 95609 
Bay AreaEFI 
POB 83, Canyon, CA 94516 
(510) 848-8724 
Bay Area Activist Hotiines 
(5 10) 594-4000 x222; ( 415) 332-5800 x324 
djenni McGowan 
421QJ~dah St; #103, SF, CA 94122 
(707) 789-8454; djennl@hotrnail.com 
Santa Cruz EFI/EF! Radio 
POB 344,. Santa .Cruz, CA 95061 _ 
(831) 42S-3205t cruzef@cruzro:com 
Santa Barbara EFI 
POB 12799; Santa Barbara, CA 9310;:E 
www.sbnatural.com/ef 
Los Angeles EF! 
POB 4381, N. Hollywood, CA 91617 
(818) 569-5592 . 
Alluvial EFI 
POB 77027, #102, Pasadena, CA 91107 
(909) 422-1637; www.sagecoundl.com 
Tribes EFI c/o DR Chance 
POB 10487, San Bernadino, CA 92423 
DRChance3@aol.com 
MojaveEF! 

--pos 492, -Lancaster, CA93584 
(805) 948-6291 ' 
Peninsular Ranges EFI . 
POB 4738, Irvine, CA 92616-4738 
Baja Ecotopia EFI 
POB 7745, San Diego, CA 92107 
(760) 740-1174; sdef@envirollnk.org 
COLORADO 
San juan EFI 
POB 3204, Durango, CO 81302 
Wild~ess Defense! 
POB 460101, Aurora, CO 80046-0101 
wildemess_defense@email.com _ 
www.geodties.com/ralnforest/1443 
Art Goodtimes 
POB-1008, Telluride, CO 81435 
Tun Haugen 
POB 81, Gulnare, CO 81042 
Gunnison Basin EFI . 
POB 592, Crested Butte, CO 81224 
CulebraEFI 
POB 762, San Luis, CO 81152; af!@amlgo.net 
FLORIDA 
Big Bend EF!, POB 20582 
Tallahassee, FL 32316; (904) 421-1559 
Clearwater EFI, POB 17838 . . 
Cleatwater, FL 34622; (813) 538-9050 
Alachua EF!, POB 1638 . 
Alachua, FL 32616; (904) 462-3374 
MlamiEF! 
·EarthFirstMiami@hotrnall.com 
www.geocities.com/RainForest/Andes/7667 
GEORGIA 
Students.for EnvirOnmental Awareness 
Unlv. of Georgia, :rate Student Center 
Athens, GA 30602 
Kat6ah Foothills EFI 
POB 608, Athens, GA 30603 
HAWAII 
Oceandteam Media Foundation 
POB 1440, Hanalei, HI 96714 
(808) 826-1711 . . 

(773) 252-6019; aZ9ne®wwa.com Project f:larmony · • · · · ·· Olympia EFI . . . POB 143, .Menomonie, WI 54751-0790 
Red Gate EFI 216 West 122nd Street, NY NY 10027 . POB 12391, Olympia, WA 98508 Sand q>unty EFI ·. . . 
3400 W 111thSt#154, Chicago, IL 60655 (212) 662'2878; haja216@aol.com . (360) 867~9054; olyearthfirst@hotmail.com 308 Nelson Hall, Stevens Point, WI 54481 
friends@enteract.com · More Gardens! Coalition WEST VIRGINIA · dchurl99@uwsp:edu . 
Shawnee EFI SO Avenue B, NY NY 10009 · · Central Appalachian Biodiversity Project. 
913 s. Illinois, Carbondale, IL 62901 - motegardens3@hotmail.com Rt 3, Box 390, Hedgesville, WV 25427 
(618) 351:-0312; sprklblu@sui.edu . , NORTH CAROLINA . (304) 754-9161 
INDIANA - Kat(aah EF!; POB 1_485 • • - • -...- - - - • • • - • - - - - - - • t. • - • • - ~ --- • • - • -

Indiana Forest Allianc;e Asheville, NC 28802; (828) 285-0631 1 · J f . • J £Ff D • 
POB 1074, Bloomington, IN47402 Kat6ah Highlands J;FI • n ernaftODa . . . lfeCfQry 
(812) 332-4878 POB 223, Deep Gap, NC 28618 . 
mJYA (910) 973-7032; stemoody@wilkes.net · 1 Qeck out the international, Bander Bagicha 
Tallgrass Prairie EFI ~ 1 Earth First! web p.ge at: Near Mauryll Lok PA1NA-800 001 
POB 1503, Iowa City, lA 52244 Cleveland EFI 1 wW'w.kZuet.co.uk/ef Bihar, Post Box 229 
KANSAS · 17305 Grovewood Ave I AUSTRALIA THE NiTHERI.ANDS 
Tornado Alley Resistance Cleveland, OH 44119; (216) 383-9985 I Rainforest Information Centre Groene Front! · . 
(800) 821-5073 #556-8233 . (pager) Ohio Valley EF!, POB 17, Univ. of Cin. POB 368, Lismore, NSW 2480 Postbus 85069, 3508 AB, Utrecht 
LOUISIANA CinCinnati, OH 45221-1001 

1 
(066) 21 85 05 http://groenfr.huizen.dds.nl 

Louisiana EFI (513) 281-6892 ~1 - Australian EFt Action Update PHILIPPINES 
POB 113262, Metairie, LA 70011-3262 Oberlin EFI 1 ef_au@hotmail.com Ariel Betan, Green FOrum 
MAINE Wilder Box 76, Oberlin, OH 44074 1 Www-.green.net.au/ozef_updatel 3rd Floor, Liberty Building 
Maine EF! OEARTHFIRST@oberlin.~u I EF! Australia Conimunity Pasay R!i., Makati, Metro Manila 
RFD .1, POB 6000, Athens, ME04912 Lake Erie EFI I Lot9Hallifon1Rd VJa Dalby,Qld4405 . (2) 816-0986,851-110, 818-3207 
Wassumkeag EFI . 2233 Parkwood, Toledo, OH 43620 1 ph/fax 61 (0) 7 3207 0033 . Volunteers for Earth Defense 
POB 869, Searsport, ME 04974 Hock-Hocking EFI, 23 ElliottSt 1 admin@earthfirst.org.au 189SanAntoriJ.oExt.SFDM 
noreastah@acadia.J1et Athens, OH 45701; (740) 592-2581 · CANADA lloSQuezonOty 
MASSACHUSETTS Piankasha EFI EF! Prince George POLAND 
Mass EF! . 7992 Hopper Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45255 1 Box 1762, Prince George, BC V2L 4V7 Workshop for All Be~s 
POB 35, Montague, MA 01'351 OREGON I Boreal Owl POB 40, 43-304 Bielsko, Blaia 4 
Mass Direct Action Cascadia FOrest Alliance I Box 1053, Kamloops, BCV2C 6H2 ph/fMc 048-33-8183153 
POB 484, Somerset, MA 02726 POB 4946, Portland, OR 97208 1 EFI Manitoba wapienii:a@pnrwi.most.org.pl 
Heather La Capria, 135 Eutaw St #3, (503) 241-4879; fax 235-9976 599 Talbot Ave, Winnipeg, In Defense of the Earth 
East Boston, MA 02128; (617) 569-3969 Blue Heron EFI .. 1 · Manitoba R2L OR7; (204) 453-9052 Towarzystwo Ekologiczne 
Boston EF!, POB 398060 Reed Coli., SAO, Portland, OR 97202 _1 EFI Toronto POB 195 Stn. B, 119 "W OBRONIEZIEMI" Domonika Baryla 
Cambridge, .MA 02139; (617) 806-7547 (503) 771-1112 x7875 Spadina Ave., Toronto, ON MST ul. Limanowskiego 138/42, 91-038, 
bostonearthfirst@hotrnall.com Southern Willamette EF! 2W1; earthfirst.toronto@tao.ca Lodz, Poland, (+48 42) 653-38-16 
jon Chance, 72 Peterborough Street 'POB 10384, Eugene, OR 97440 I EF! Ottawa Box 4612, Station E goral@tewoz.most.org.pl 
Apt.31, Boston MA 02215 · (541)343-7305; swef@efn.org Ottawa, Ontario K1S SH8 ~ 
(617) 859-8155; jpchance@usa.net Cascadia Forest Defenders · , 

1 
Autonomous Green Action Rainbow Keepers (10 local groups) 

MICHIGA~ POB 11122; Eugene, OR 97440· ' POB 4721, Station E POB 14, Nizhni tlovgorod 603082 
World Tree' eace Center (541) 684-8977, mickey@efn.org ·: Ottawa, Ontario KlS SH9 .(8312). 34-32-80 
PO& 50814, Kalamazoo, MI' 49005 www.ecoecho.org · 1 di695@freenet.carhiton.ca . Rainbqw·Keepers (Moscow) 
(616} 383-9317 Earth First! Tournai 1 EFI Montreal, DiffuSion Noire (095) 954-91-93, rk@glas.apc.org 
Huron River Valley EF! POB 1415, Eugene, OR 97440 I c/o Librairie Alternative ECODEFENSE! 

· POB 1735, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 eartbfirst@igc.org, www.enviroweb.org/ef 1 2035 St. ~urent, 2 e ~tage Moskovsky prospekt 120-34236006 
. MINNESOTA Blue Mtiu. Biodiversity Project .: . Montreal; Quebec H2X 2T3 Kaliningrad/Koenlgsburg . 

North Ariterican ALF Press Office HCR 82, Fossil, OR 97830 CZECH REPUBLIC ph/fax +7 (0112) 43 72 86 
POB 103, Osseo, MN 55369 Kalmiopsis EFI Zeme Predevsim ecodefense@glas.apc.org 
(612) 601-0978; naalfpo@waste.org POB 2093, Cave junction, OR 97523 POB 237, 160 41 Prague 6 SCOTLAND 
Forest Ecosystems Action Group (541) 592-3386; lukas@cdsnet.net . zemepredevsim@czn.cz Glasgow EFI • 
2441 LyndaleAveSO, Mpls, MN 55405 PENNSYLVANIA EJ1m . _ _ POB 180, Glasgow G4 9AB; 44 (0)41 
(612) 450-9178; paarise@mtn.org Allegheny EFI An Talamh Glas c/o .Anne 6361924/339 8009; fax 44 (0)41 424 
Big Woods EFI POB 81011, Pittsburgh, PA 15217 Abbey St., Ballinrobe, County Mayo ·3688; scotree@gn.apc.org 
POB 580936, Mpls, MN 55458-0936 Antoiilette Dwmga -.. -. Limerick Talamh Glas SLOVAKIA 
(612) 362-3387; blgwoodseBiibotmal[oom 102 Third St, Carnegie~ PA 15106 41 Glasgow Park, Limerick Slobodna alternativa · 
Wilderness First!, POB 16075 Allegheny Defense Project 00 353 61 313308 Staromestska 6/D, 811 03 Br~tislava 
St. Paul, MN 55116; wdumess@aol.com POB 245, Clarion, PA 16214 ENGLAND . SOUfB AFRICA 
Www.geodties.com/RalnForest/7094 (814) 764-5779; adp@envirolink.org Over 35 EF! groups exist in England; Earth Action! 
MISSOURI . TENNESSEE for a list, contact: POB 181034, Dalbridge, Durban 6016 
Ray 0; McCall Kat6ah EFI Tennessee Valley Faction . EFt Action. Update/Cornerstone · soum KOREA . 
Rt 1 Box 89, Mountain Grove, MO 65711 POB 281, Chattanooga, 1N 37401 Resource Centre Green Korea United 
Pink Planarians (423) 949-5922; johnjgb@rinndsprlng.com 1 16 Sholebroke AVe., Chapel town lOF, Garden Tower Bldg., 98-78 

. POB 7653, Columbia, MO 65205-7653 Upper TN/Lebanon EFI .. 1 . Leeds, LS7 3HB; 0113 262 9365 Woonl.<Jong, Chongno~gu 
(573) 443-6832 1902 Westgate Dr, Springfield, 1N 37172 __ , 1 actionupdate@gn.apc.org Seoul 110-350; environ@cholllan.net 
74747:2052@compuserve.com DXAS. I wW\V.k2net~co.uk/ef/earthfirst.html ~ 

. · Chinquapin Resistance, POB 63232 EF! Austin 1 Oxford EFI, Box E, 111 Magdalen Rd, Manuel A. Demindes, Taller de £. A. 
St. Louis, MO 63163; (314) 772-6463 2900 Lafayette St:; Austin, TX 78722; . H Oxford, OX41RQ, (01865) 791391 A. CURUXA,J, B., XelmirerJ, Campus 
,MONTANA (512) 478-7666; entropy@eden.com ··-~ : South Downs EFI, Dead Trees EFI Universitario, 1570 S Santiago · · 
'Northern Rockies Biodiversity Project South Texas EFI , and Do or Die, POB 2971, Brighton (81) 584321; fax 58,.533 . 
POB 4431, Whitefish, MT 59937 4114 Claudia, Corpus Christi, TX 78418 .BN2 2GY, savage@easynet.co.uk SWEDEN 
(406) 862-4945 (512)937-6019 fRANCE . Morgan Larsson 
Wild Rockies EFI, PoB 9286 East Texas EFI Camusters/Resource Ctr Lagmansgaten 9C, 4~37 Vlinersborg 
Missoula, Mr 59807; (406) 728-5733 Rt 1, Box 2120, Point Blank, TX 77364 44 rue Burdeau, 69001 Lyon; (33) 4 Action FOr Soc:ial Ecology 
YelloWstone EFI · Lustls Naturaes Env. CoUective 72 00 23 57 carbusters@Wanadoo.fr Box 34089, 100 26 Stockholm; 
POB 6151, Bozeman, Mr 59715 1421 Longhorn; Houston, TX 77080 GERMANY +46-70-75601'95; sea@motkraft.net 
NEBRASKA lususnaturae71@hotmaiLcom EF! Germany (C/o Avalon) www.motkraft.net/sea/ 

· Environmental Resource Center 1liAB Friedrich-Ebert Str 24, 45127 ESsen UKRAINE 
370 Bordeaux Rd; Qladron, NE 69337 Autonomy House INDIA _, , Rainbow Keepers (S.local groups) 
(308) 432-3458 POB 11015, SLC, UT 84147 Anand Skaria . ' NadiaShevchenko, P0»:322, Kiev 252187 
NEVADA Wild Wasatch Front PB #14, Cochin 682001, Kerala +7 38 (044) 265762S;··tax~38 (044) . 

. Western Shoshone Defense Project 847 W. 700 St, Brigham City, trr 84302 · (009) 484-25435 550-6068; rk@cd.gJa.snei.ru 
POB211106,CrescentValley,NV89821 VERMONT - . - _______ .. _________________ .;,-.- _____ • 

(702) 468-0230; wSdp@igc.org BiOdiversity Liberation Front 
NEW HAMPSHIRE POB 57, Burlington, VT05402 
'New Hampshire EF! Save the Corporations 
POB 4101, Portsmouth, NH 03802 169 Main St, Brattleboro, VTOS301 
NEW JERSEy (802) 254-4847; tax: 2S4-7358 
PAW Pinelands/Kittatiny Project VIRGINIA 
POB 506, Blobmfield, NJ 07003 Virginia EF!~ Rt 1, Box 250 
(201) 748-4322 Staunton, VA 22401; (540) 885-6983 
Green Vigilance; 46 E. Monroe, Mt. PAW Southwest Virginia 
Holly, NJ 08060; (609) 265-0392 POB 13192; Roanoke, VA 24031-3192 • 
NE\V MEXICO (540) 982-0492 
Land of Disenchantment EF! EFI Collective @VCU 
POB· 72295, Albuquerque, NM 87195 Student Activities Center, Box 93 
(505) 588-8128 POB 842035, Richmond, VA 23284 
New Mexico Direct Action 52mjredm@atlas.edu; (804) 353-5055 
· POB 22488, Santa F~, NM 87502-2488 

Fund for Wild Nature 
A non-profit, tax-exempt 
foundation which funds · · 
research, education and 

· literature projects. Funding 
proposa~s and donations . . · 

can be seht to: 
Fund for Wild Nature 

POB86151 
PortliUld, OR 97286-0151 

(503) 23l-i286' 

Thanksf firim the 
Earth Firsd Jc;>urnal 
For the las! 19 years, the EF! 

Journal has relied on your sub
scriptions and donations to _ 

continue itS existence. Tax deduct
able domitions can be sent to: 

Forever Wild Fund, c/o EF!J 
POD 1415, Eugene, OR97440 

(541) 344-8004 
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